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Editorial
If we make a review of the 21st century generation, their planning and activities, their interest and
involvement driven by some electronic device coupled with an advanced technical functioning.
There is a spectacular focus on Information science and Communication technology as it drives the
present socio-technical system of the global society. ICT appears as an effective tool for
empowering all the civic and anti civic systems of the world. ICT is emerging as an investment area
in the millennium development goals of various organizations like UNO, WTO, IBRD and other
international apex bodies. It has become an integrated discipline in all the academic spheres as it
increases global adaptability.
Information Economy report produced by the UNCTAD establishes the fact that developing nations
are making a global pace by gaining mileage from ICT. Let me include some of the contents from
report “In rich countries, broadband subscribers increased by almost 15% in the last half of 2005,
reaching 158 million. Business broadband connectivity grew most significantly -- in the European
Union, for example, from 53% of enterprises in 2004 to 63% in 2005. Broadband enables
companies to engage in more sophisticated e-business processes and to deliver a greater range of
products and services through the Internet, thus maximizing the benefits of information and
communication technology (ICT). The use of broadband directly increases competitiveness and
productivity, the report says -- and that, in turn, has an impact on macroeconomic growth. It is
estimated that broadband can contribute hundreds of billions of dollars a year to the Gross
Domestic Products (GDPs) of developed countries over the next few years.
The mushrooming growth of the IT industry in the 21st century determines the pace of research and
innovation across the globe. In a similar fashion Computer Science has acquired a path breaking
trend by making a swift in a number of cross functional disciplines like Bio-Science, Health
Science, Performance Engineering, Applied Behavioral Science, and Intelligence. It seems like the
quest of Homo Sapience Community to integrate this world with a vision of Exchange of
Knowledge and Culture is coming at the end. Apparently the quotation “Shrunken Earth, Shrinking
Humanity” holds true as the connectivity and the flux of information remains on a simple command
over an internet protocol address. Still there remains a substantial relativity in both the disciplines
which underscores further extension of existing literature to augment the socio-economic relevancy
of these two fields of study. The IT tycoon Microsoft addressing at the annual Worldwide Partner
Conference in Los Angeles introduced Cloud ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning,) and updated
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software which emphasizes the ongoing research on
capacity building of the Internal Business Process. It is worth mentioning here that HewlettPackard has been with flying colors with 4G touch pad removing comfort ability barriers with 2G
and 3G. If we progress, the discussion will never limit because advancement is seamlessly flowing
at the most efficient and state-of-the art universities and research labs like Laboratory for Advanced
Systems Research, University of California. Unquestionably apex bodies like UNO, WTO and

IBRD include these two disciplines in their millennium development agenda, realizing the
aftermath of the various application projects like VSAT, POLNET, EDUSAT and many more. ‘IT’
has magnified the influence of knowledge management and congruently responding to social and
industrial revolution.
The conference is designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars,
Academicians, and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these two
integrated disciplines. Even a fraction of active participation deeply influences the magnanimity of
this international event. I must acknowledge your response to this conference. I ought to convey
that this conference is only a little step towards knowledge, network and relationship.
I congratulate the participants for getting selected at this conference. I extend heart full thanks to
members of faculty from different institutions, research scholars, delegates, IRNet Family
members, members of the technical and organizing committee. Above all I note the salutation
towards the almighty.

Editor-in-Chief
Prof. (Dr.) Srikanta Patnaik
President IRNet and Chairman, I.I.M.T., Bhubaneswar
Intersceince Campus,
At/Po.: Kantabada, Via-Janla, Dist-Khurda
Bhubaneswar, Pin:752024. Orissa, INDIA.

An Email Users Clustering Model
Based On Text Similarities Between Emails

Sarika Nyaramneni, Vanam sravan Kumar & Jayadev Gyani
Dept. of Computer science and Engineering, Jayamukhi Institute of Technological sciences

Abstract - Email mining is a process of discovering useful patterns from emails. There are several clustering techniques applied on
email dataset. And two emails are compared by using different attribute similarities. Email mining is a process of discovering useful
patterns from emails. Clustering techniques can be applied over email data to create groups of similar emails. An email can be
represented as an object consisting of several attributes like from-mail-id, to-mail-id, subject, message, sending-time, attachments
etc. To measure the distance between two email objects more accurately, normal clustering distance techniques could not be a good
choice. Instead text matching of all emails is required to effectively measure the similar interests of email users, which ca n be used
for creating email users clusters. In this paper a text similarity based data mining model is proposed to for email user clustering to
discover similar interested email users groups. Generally the most of the attributes in emails are text type, so text similarity
techniques are used for measuring the similarity between pair of email objects. Proposed email users clustering model is
implemented using stemming and association rule mining techniques.
Keywords²Email Users Clustering, Text Similarity, Email Users Similar Interests, Similar Interests.

I.

this paper Email Users i.e. senders and receivers of
Emails are Clustered based on the text similarities in
their Emails. In this case, the goal is to build the clusters
of Email Users which forms the Social Networks with
similar interests.

INTRODUCTION

Email communication has came up as the most
effective and popular way of communication today.
People are sending and receiving many messages per
day, communicating with partners and friends, or
exchanging files and information.

II. RELATAD AND PREVIOUS WORK

E-mail data that are now becoming the dominant
form of inter and intra-organizational written
communication for many companies and government
departments. Emails are the essential part of life now
just likes mobile phones.

Significant work is done in the field of email
mining. This section represents a brief overview of some
work done in email mining including email
classification, spam detection etc.
An object oriented email clustering model using
weighted similarities between emails attributes is
proposed by Naresh Kumar Nagwani and Ashok
Bhansali to cluster the emails based on weighted email
object similarity [1]. Machine Learning and Data
Mining based solutions are proposed by Katakis,
Tsoumakas, and Aristotle to develop the intelligent
techniques to automate the email managing tasks like
automated answering, email summarization etc. [10]. A
Malicious Email Filter named MEF (a freely distributed
malicious binary filter) is developed by Schultz and
Eskin, and Zadok [15]. The proposed system filters
multiple malicious attachments inane email by using
detection models obtained from data mining over known
malicious attachments. An approach for detecting selfpropagating email viruses based on statistical anomaly
detection is proposed by Gupta and Sekar [3]. A spam
filtering methods is proposed by Scullery and Cormack
which considers the noisy user feedback as an important

Technically an email is constituted of number of
fields or attributes like from-mail-id, to-mail-id, subject,
message, attachments etc. A set of emails in a mail box
can be treated as number of email records with the
number of attributes of an email. In this way the emails
stored in the mail box can be treated as the email
database.
Data mining techniques can be applied over the
email databases to discover the useful and interesting
knowledge pattern, which is named as email mining.
There is number of applications of email mining today.
Some of the interesting email mining applications are
email categorization, summarization, automatic
answering and spam filtering etc.
Clustering is a technique of creating group of similar
objects. When clustering is used in mining the users of
similar interests it is called as email users clustering. In
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parameter for spam filtering [7]. Users give feedback
that is often mistaken, inconsistent, or even maliciously
inaccurate is considered as spams in the proposed
method. Number of application area's and techniques are
highlighted in email mining by Katakis, Tsoumakas, and
Vlahavas [10]. The application includes Email
classification and clustering, automatic answering,
Thread Summarization and Spam Filtering etc. The
issue of opinion spams or the trustworthiness of online
opinions has been studied by Jindal and Liu [16]. Based
on the analysis of 5.8 million reviews and 2.14 million
reviewers from amazon.com, they have shown that
review spam was widespread.

data size and different feature size [18]. The result of the
comparison was J48 classifier is more efficient for the
dataset chosen. A classification engine named
SpamBayes is proposed by Meyer and Whateley [20].
Data mining techniques are applied over the emails by
Vakali and Pallis to discover the new social networks
and communities [2]. A new data structure named social
graph is created based on the data available in email
communication to discover the new social networks. A
technique to create the social networks of email
correspondents is proposed by Bird, Gourley, and
Swaminathan [6]. Questions relating to participation in
the email are discussed in the proposed technique. The
relationship of email activity and commit activity in the
CVS repositories is also explained in the technique. A
method for finding experts their contact details using email messages is proposed by Balog and Rijke [13].

A technique to classification the email is proposed
by Martin, Sewani, Nelson, Chen, and Joseph [19]. The
proposed classification is used for identifying spam
messages. A collection of behavioral features are
LGHQWLILHG LQ WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH IRU D XVHU¶V HPDLO
traffic which enables the rapid detection of abnormal
email activity. A demonstration of the effectiveness of
outgoing email analysis is also done in the proposed
technique using an application that detects worm
propagation. A hierarchical folder structure process is
proposed by Frommholz as an email classification
method for archive new arriving emails [9]. New email
triggers actions are generated over the classification
implementation to archive the new emails. An email
classification technique using Naive

Messages are traced on the basis of a topic, and
then associated experts are discovered. An unsupervised
technique is proposed for both the list of potential
experts and their personal details are obtained
automatically from e-mail message headers and
signatures. An e-mail content mining technique for
author identification or authorship attribution is
proposed by Vel, Anderson, Corney and Mohay [17].
Discrimination based technique between authors for the
case of both aggregated e-mail topics as well as across
different email topics is discussed.

Bayes is proposed by Tmka [12]. A system to group
and summarize email messages is developed by
Ayodele, Khusainov and Ndzi [21]. The propose system
uses the subject and content of email messages to
FODVVLI\ HPDLOV EDVHG RQ XVHUV¶ DFWLYLWLHV DQG JHQHUDWH
summaries of each incoming message with unsupervised
learning approach. The framework of proposed system
solves the problem of email overload, congestion,
difficulties in prioritizing and difficulties in finding
previously archived messages in the mail box. A
technique to map botnet membership using traces of
spam email is proposed by Zhuang, Dunagan, Simon,
Wang, and Tygar [14]. To group bots into botnets
multiple bots participating in the same spam email
campaign are taken. Then they have applied the
proposed technique against a trace of spam email mail
services. A neural network based system is proposed for
automated e-mail filing into folders and anti-spam
filtering by Clark, Koprinska, and Poon [11].
Performance wise more accuracy is claimed in the
proposed system than previous existing systems. Also
the effects of various feature selection is investigated. A
comparison of email classifiers is done by Youn and
McLeod; email data was classified using four different
classifiers Neural Network, SVM classifier, Naïve
Bayesian Classifier, and J48 classifier with different

An open source framework is proposed by Nagwani
[22] to measure the similarity between two objects,
where each object is consists of number of attributes of
different data types. According to the different data
types of the attributes, weights are assigned for pairwise similarities of the attributes to calculate the overall
similarity of a pair of objects. The proposed framework
is generic in nature and can be used for clustering of any
generic objects. A weighted similarity based mining
model is proposed by Nagwani and Singh [23] to
discover the similar and duplicate software bugs in a
software bug repositories. A software bug to object
transformation is also proposed and implemented in the
similar work. Here in this paper the text similarity is
applied over the email
Datasets for performing the email users clustering,
which is explained in next section.
III. PROPOSED FRAME WORK
The main aim of this paper is to cluster or group the
users who are discussing about the similar context
through their Emails. This can be done by considering
text similarities, extracting terms and identifying terms
in each and every message of Emails. With the terms we
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finding message id i.e. the id of message which contains
the term and its correspond sender and receiver this is
called backward indexing.
Initially we have taken the Enron email dataset for
our experiment then preprocessed the dataset.
Preprocessing is done by eliminating duplicate mails
which are generated by machine and identifying alias
names of email users. Then the mining process is
applied on pre-processed or cleaned email dataset. This
mining process includes four phases.
The first stage identifies the active users with in
specified range from the cleaned dataset.
In second phase stemming algorithm is applied to
generate the key terms from the text.
3.2. Data set:

Third stage includes Back-ward indexing. Terms
which are generated by stemming algorithm are used to
extract the senders and receivers from active users who
having the term as part of their message.

The Enron email dataset was made public by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission during its
investigation. It had a lot of integrity problems. It was
later collected and prepared by Melinda Gervasio at SRI
for the CALO (A Cognitive Assistant that Learns and
Organizes) project; most of the integrity problems in the
dataset had been resolved. It contains all kind of emails
personal and official. Some of the emails have been
deleted as part of the redaction effort due to requests
from affected employees. William Cohen from CMU
has put up the dataset on the web for researchers
(http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/). This version of the
dataset contains around 517,431 emails from 151 users
distributed in 3500 foOGHUV7KHVH PHVVDJHV GRQ¶W
include attachments.

Here the senders and receivers are email users who
having the similar interest on that term. Fourth phase
clusters the above senders and receivers by eliminating
repeated users.
3.1. Proposed plan:

The dataset contains the folder information for each
of the 151 employees. Each message present in the
folders contains the senders and the receiver email
address, date and time, subject, body, text and some
other email specific technical details.
3.3. Snowball algorithm:
The Porter Stemmer is a conflation Stemmer
developed by Martin Porter at the University of
Cambridge in 1980. The Stemmer is based on the idea
that the suffixes in the English language (approximately
1200) are mostly made up of a combination of smaller
and simpler suffixes. This Stemmer is a linear step
Stemmer. Specifically it has five steps applying rules
within each step. Within each step, if a suffix rule
matched to a word, then the conditions attached to that
rule are tested on what would be the resulting stem, if
that suffix was removed, in the way defined by the rule.
For example such a condition may be, the number of
vowel characters, which are followed be a consonant
character in the stem (Measure), must be greater than
one for the rule to be applied.

Fig.1 Backward ±Indexing

T1

:

Term or root word.

M1, M2, M3

:

Message-Ids which
contained the term T1

S1, R1, S2, R2, S3, R3 : Email users
having T1 as a part of their Email message
{S1, R1, S2, R2, S3}

:

This is the required cluster.
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Once a Rule passes its conditions and is accepted
the rule fires and the suffix is removed and control
moves to the next step. If the rule is not accepted then
the next rule in the step is tested, until either a rule from
that step fires and control passes to the next step or there
are no more rules in that step whence control moves to
the next step. This process continues for all five steps,
the resultant stem being returned by the Stemmer after
control has been passed from step five. See figure 3.

Step 1a:
Search for the longest among the following suffixes,
and perform the action indicated.
Sses
Replace by ss
ied+ ies*
Replace by i if preceded by more than one letter,
otherwise by ie (so ties -> tie, cries -> cri)
S
Delete if the preceding word part contains a vowel not
immediately before the s (so gas and this retain the s,
gaps and kiwis lose it)
us+ ss
Do nothing
Step 1b:
Search for the longest among the following suffixes,
and perform the action indicated.
eed eedly+
Replace by ee if in R1
ed edly+ ing ingly+
Delete if the preceding word part contains a vowel, and
after the deletion:
If the word ends at, bl or iz add e (so luxuriat ->
luxuriate), or
If the word ends with a double remove the last letter (so
hopp -> hop), or
if the word is short, add e (so hop -> hope)

Fig 3. Porter Stemmer

Step 1c: *
Replace suffix y or Y by i if preceded by a non-vowel
which is not the first letter of the word (so cry -> cri, by
-> by, say -> say)

The Snowball algorithm Steps are:
Remove initial ', if present. + Then,

Step 2:

Set initial y, or y after a vowel, to Y, and then establish
the regions R1 and R2. (See note on vowel marking.)

Search for the longest among the following suffixes,
and, if found and in R1, perform the action indicated.

Step 0: +

tional: replace by tion

Search for the longest among the suffixes,

enci: replace by ence

'

anci: replace by ance

's

abli: replace by able

's'

entli: replace by ent

And remove if found.

izer ization: replace by ize
ational ation ator: replace by ate
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alism aliti alli: replace by al

datasets. Preprocessed dataset consists of message-id,
sender, receiver, date and body of the text. When we
entered a range of users it returned with number of
active users along with the email information. On this
UHVXOWSRUWHU¶VVWHPPLQJDOJRULWKPLVDSSOLHGDQGEDVHG
on text similarity email users are clustered and these
clusters forms the group of email users with similar
interests which leads to social networking

fulness: replace by ful
ousli ousness: replace by ous
iveness iviti: replace by ive
biliti bli+: replace by ble
ogi+: replace by og if preceded by l
fulli+: replace by ful
lessli+: replace by less
li+: delete if preceded by a valid li-ending
Step 3:
Search for the longest among the following suffixes,
and, if found and in R1, perform the action indicated.
tional+: replace by tion
ational+: replace by ate
alize: replace by al
icate iciti ical: replace by ic
ful ness: delete
ative*: delete if in R2
Step 4:
Search for the longest among the following suffixes,
and, if found and in R2, perform the action indicated.
al ance ence er ic able ible ant ement ment
ent ism ate iti ous ive ize
delete
ion
delete if preceded by s or t
Step 5: *
Search for the the following suffixes, and, if found,
perform the action indicated.
e
delete if in R2, or in R1 and not preceded by a short
syllable
l
delete if in R2 and preceded by l
Finally, turn any remaining Y letters in the word back
into lower case.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper an email user clustering model is
proposed and implemented. The proposed model
includes clustering of email users with similar interests
or text similarities between emails. The proposed model

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The pre-processed or cleaned email dataset is
selected for the experiment from the Enron email corpus
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implemented using open source technology java, Enron
email dataset is selected for experiment. The future
work could be incorporating the similarity of the email
attachments etc. for the more accurate clustering of the
emails. To get more accurate results we can consider all
the attributes of the emails.
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Abstract - Flocking behaviors are used in games and computer graphics for realistic simulation of massive crowds. Simulation of
massive crowds in real time is a computationally intensive task. This intensity mostly comes from the O(n2) complexity of the
traversal algorithm. It is because each agent in crowd has to decide for itself which neighbors fall into its environment. There are
several algorithms to enhance the simulation of flocking behaviors. One of the efficient algorithms adapted the characteristi c of the
flocking behaviors which two agents may share many their neighbors if they are spatially close to each other. It ran up to two times
faster than the conventional flocking algorithm based on spatial subdivision method. In this paper we present a noble flocking
algorithm that yields an improvement in the execution time over the previous algorithm using the characteristic of the flocking
behaviors. To do this, we found the weakness of the previous algorithm and proposed the simple heuristic to overcome the weakness.
A number of experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results showed
that the proposed algorithm outperformed the previous method by about 23.5%.
Keywords-flocking behavior; steering force; agent; k-nearest neighbors; spatial subdivision

I.

INTRODUCTION

A basic implementation of finding neighbors in
flocking behavior has the O(n2) complexity because
every agent has to calculate its distance from every other
agent in the entire flock in order to decide whether or
not it falls into its environment [1, 5, 9]. Even when
interactions are limited to some k-nearest neighbors, it is
still necessary to find the k-nearest neighbors out of the
total population of n, and also has the O(n2) complexity.
An accepted solution to this complexity problem is a
bin-lattice spatial subdivision [2, 5, 9]. It reduced this
complexity by considerably factors, using adequate data
structures for spatial subdivision, achieving interactive
frame rates in real-time simulations. If each agent only
examines the k-nearest neighbors, the algorithm will run
in the O(kn) complexity in average.

Flocking behavior is widely found in nature: birds
fly in flocks, fish swim in schools, sheep move as a herd
steered by a dog. While engaging in this behavior, many
animal groups display structural order, behaving in a
way that they appear to move as a single coherent entity,
while still changing their shape and direction [1, 2, 3, 6,
8, 9],Q5H\QROGV¶PRGHO[1], each agent makes steering
decisions based on the following behaviors: separation avoid crowding neighbors, alignment - steer towards
average heading of neighbors, and cohesion - steer
towards average position of neighbors. The three simple
behaviors are applied not to the entire flock, but only to
local neighbors; each agent has to decide for itself which
neighbors fall into its environment [1, 3, 9].

There are several characteristics in flocking
behavior. One of them is that two agents may share
many their neighbors if they are spatially close to each
other. The algorithm proposed in [9] improved the
conventional flocking algorithm by using the
characteristic and showed that it ran up to two times
faster than the conventional flocking algorithm based on
spatial subdivision method. In this paper, we will
improve the algorithm proposed in [9] with a simple
heuristic. In order to explain the paper simply, the
following symbols are used.

There are two methods to define the neighbors of an
agent in flocking behavior. One defines all the agents
within a radius in the space, while the other defines the
k-nearest neighbors of an agent [4, 9, 10]. The former
has an advantage to efficiently find the neighbors rather
than the latter, while the latter has an advantage which
the number of agents in neighbors is always constant.
The former has a disadvantage which does not know the
number of agents in neighbors before finding the
neighbors. [7, 10] showed that interaction ruling animal
flocking behaviors depends on the latter rather than the
former. This paper also focuses on finding the neighbors
defined like the latter, that is, k-nearest neighbors.

|p-q|:

Distance between two agents q and p.
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|S-q|:

Distance between the agent q and the farthest
agent in S from q, where S is a set of agents.

||S||:

Number of agents in S, where S is a set of
agents.

Figure 1. Algorithm1: Flocking Algorithm proposed in
[9]
The algorithm proposed in [9] improved the
conventional flocking algorithm [1, 5] based on the
spatial subdivision method. It used the characteristic of
flocking behavior which two agents may share many
their neighbors if they are spatially close to each other.
It also showed experimentally that the closest two
agents share 89% of their neighbors in average and also
proposed the condition which can check whether two
agents share their neighbors for a given set of agents or
not. Fig. 1 is the pseudo-code of the flocking algorithm
proposed in [9]. The input of the algorithm is a set of
agents represented as agents and value of k. The
algorithm is largely divided into two for-loops. The first
for-loop between the line 1 and the line 7 updates the
global register shown as Cubic in Fig. 1. The second
for-loop between the line 8 and the line 23 finds the knearest neighbors for each agent and computes the
steering force. In particular, finding the k-nearest
neighbors of an agent is divided into two procedures,
FindNearKnn and FindKnn as shown at the line 10 and
the line 11. When the agent q, the value of k, the global
register Cubic are given, the procedure FindNearKnn
finds a set of agents which contains at least the k-nearest
neighbors of q. In order to do this, it first finds the
rectangle Cm shown in Fig. 2-(a) which is centered on q
and contains at least k agents. Let r be the distance
between q and p, where p is the agent in Cm that is
farthest from q. Finally, it finds all the agents within the
of radius r centered at q. These are represented as the
small circles in Fig. 2-(b). At the line 11 in Fig. 1, the
procedure FindKnn sorts the agents of Q in the
ascending order of the distance from q and then selects
the k-nearest agents of q in Q. At the line 12 in Fig. 1,
the procedure GetSteeringForce computes the steering
force which consists of separation, cohesion and
alignment forces. Its details are referenced from [3, 5].

II. PREVIOUS WORKS
One way to find efficiently the k-nearest neighbors
is to perform a spatial subdivision method. In order to
do this technique, the entire area the flock can move in
is divided into a large number of bins. These would be
squares in 2D space and cubic cells in a 3D space. In
this method, there is a global register which stores
which bins contain which agents. Each time an agent
moves from one bin to another, it updates its location in
this global register. This decreases the complexity of the
flocking algorithm enormously, since agents only have
to look in the register to see which agents are close
enough to possibly be in their local environment.
The conventional flocking algorithm proposed in [1]
enhanced greatly the performance by adapting the
spatial subdivision method.
Algorithm1 (input: agents, k)
// Construct global register: Cubic
01: foreach q in agents {
02: if (Cubic(q.oldLoc) ! = Cubic(q.newLoc)) {
03:
Cubic(q.oldLoc).Delete(q)
04:
Cubic(q.newLoc).Insert(q)
05: }
06: q.oldLoc = q.newLoc
07: }
// Find the k-nearest neighbors and compute
// separation, cohesion, and alignment forces
08: foreach q in agents {
09: if(q.force != 0) continue
10: Q= FindNearKnn(q, k, Cubic)
11: P= FindKnn(q, k, Q)
12: q.force= GetSteeringForce(q, P)
13: foreach p in the k-nearest neighbors of q {
14: if(p.force != 0) continue
15:
P={ĭ}
16:
foreach t in Q {
17:
if(|Q-q|-|p-q__t-p|) P.add(t)
18:
}
19: if(||P|| < k) continue
20:
P= FindKnn(p, k, P)
21:
p.force= GetSteeringForce(p, P)
22: }
23: }
// Compute the new location(q.newLoc) with q.force

Figure 2. FindNearKnn in 2D: (a) Rectangle Cm with
k=4, (b) Seven agents found in FindNearKnn
The previous algorithm proposed in [9] added only
the lines between the line 13 and the line 22 to the
conventional flocking algorithm. That is, if the lines
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and p¶7KHQ_p¶-q|, |p-q| and |p¶-p| are the lengths of the
three sides of the triangle. The triangle inequality states
that for any triangle, the sum of the lengths of any two
sides must be greater than the length of the remaining
side. It means that the equation (4) never be established.
This is a contradiction. That is, there does not exist an
agent p¶ ZKLFK LV QRW LQ Q and is nearer to p than an
agent in P. Therefore, P is a subset of Q. 

between the line 13 and the line 22 are deleted in
Algorithm1, it is exactly the same to the conventional
flocking algorithm proposed in [1, 5]. The main idea of
the previous algorithm finds the k-nearest neighbors of p
from Q if the agent p is spatially close to the agent q. It
reduces the number of executing the procedure
FindNearKnn. Without loss of generality, the k-nearest
neighbors of q are considered as the candidate agents
close from q as shown in the line 13. The correctness of
condition of the line 17 and the line 19 was proved by
Theorem in [9]. To check those conditions, P is first
computed at the lines between the line 16 and 18, which
contains the k-nearest neighbors of p from the agents in
Q. If P passes the condition of the line 19, the k-nearest
neighbors of p are directly computed from P as shown
in the line 20.

From the above Theorem, we can know that for a
given r, the k-nearest neighbor of p is a subset of Q if
|Q-q||p-q|+r is satisfied and there exists at least k agents
within the sphere of radius r centered on p. However, it
is not easy to find such r. One of the possible values of r
may be the radius of the sphere which contains the knearest neighbors found at the previous frame, since the
flocking behaviors have the characteristic that the
neighbors of the agent seldom change even if the agent
changes its location. Based on the above fact, the
proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

III. PROPOSED FLOCKING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose the algorithm to improve
Algorithm1 by applying a simple heuristic. One of the
weaknesses of Algorithm1 is to discard the agent p
which does not satisfy the condition of the line 19 even
if the cost of executing the lines between the line 16 and
the line 18 is so expensive. If we can know whether p
can satisfy the condition of the line 19 or not before
executing the lines between the line 16 and the 18, we
can overcome this weakness of Algorithm1. By
introducing Theorem, we propose the condition to
overcome the weakness and apply it to Algorithm1 so
that the performance can be improved.

Algorithm2 (input: agents, k)
01-07: same to those of Algorithm1
// Find the k-nearest neighbors and compute
// separation, cohesion, and alignment forces
08: foreach q in agents {
09: if(q.force != 0) continue
10: Q= FindNearKnn(q, k, Cubic)
11: P= FindKnn(q, k, Q)
12: q.force= GetSteeringForce(q, P)
¶q.r= |P-q|
13: foreach p in k-nearest neighbors of q {
14: if(p.force != 0) continue
¶ if(|Q-q|-|p-q|< p.r) continue
15:
P={ĭ}
16:
foreach t in Q {
17:
if(|Q-q|-|p-q__t-p|) P.add(t)
18:
}
19: if(||P|| < k) continue
20:
P= FindKnn(p, k, P)
21:
p.force= GetSteeringForce(p, P)
¶p.r= |P-p|
22: }
23: }
// Compute the new location(q.newLoc) with q.force

Theorem: Given an agent q, let Q be the result of the
procedure FindNearKnn in the line 10 of Fig. 1 and p be
an agent in Q. And let P be all the agents contained
within the sphere of radius r centered on p. If |Q-q||pq|+r is satisfied, P is a subset of Q.
Proof: Because P is all the agents contained within the
sphere of radius r centered on p, the following equation
(1) is always satisfied.
r |P-p|

(1)

Assume that there is an agent S¶ which is not in Q
and is nearer to p than an agent in P. If such S¶ exists, it
is obvious that P is not a subset of Q. According to the
assumptions, the following two equations are satisfied.
|P-p| >|S¶-p|

(2)

|S¶-q|>|Q-q|

(3)

Figure 3. Algorithm2: Proposed Flocking Algorithm
IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

The following equation (4) is easily induced by applying
the equation (1), (2) and (3) to the equation |Q-q||p-q|+r
|S¶-q|>|p-q|+|S¶-p|

A number of experiments were conducted to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm. The
experiments were performed on the personal computer
consisting of Intel(R) Core (TM2) Duo CPU and 4GB
RAM, running Windows 7 operating system. The two

(4)

Note that since q, p and p¶ DUH WKH DJHQWV LQ WKH
space, they can be considered as the points in the space.
/HW¶V FRQVLGHU WKH WULDQJOH FRQVLVWLQJ RI WKH SRLQW q, p
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algorithms introduced in the paper were implemented on
Windows 7 using visual Studio 2005. C++ and STL
were used. OpenGL was used for rendering of the
agents and terrains. In order to simplify the description
of performance comparison, we use the following
notations.
Tx:

Execution time of Algorithmx to run 1,000
frames

ȟxy:

Performance improvement ratio of Algorithmx
to Algorithmy which is defined as
ȉx -ȉy
ȉx

V. CONCLUSIONS
Flocking behaviors are used in games and computer
graphics for realistic simulation of massive crowds.
Simulation of massive crowds in real time is a
computationally intensive task. One of the efficient
algorithms adapted the characteristic of the flocking
behaviors which two agents may share many common
neighbors if they are spatially close to each other. In this
paper we proposed a noble flocking algorithm that
yields an improvement in the execution time over the
previous algorithm based on the characteristic. To do
this, we suggested the weakness of the previous
algorithm and proposed a simple heuristic to overcome
the weakness.

× 100(%)

In simulating an animation, it is desirable to measure
the performance of the entire or partial animation rather
than that of a shot in the animation. We also measured
the execution time while each algorithm runs 1,000
frames consecutively.

A number of experiments were conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The experimental results showed that the proposed
algorithm outperformed the previous method by about
23.5% on average.
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,QQRYDWLYH6FUXWLQ\$QG5HVHDUFKRQ7KH&ORXG¶V&\EHUQHWLF6HUYHUV
And The Radical Role of Amazon, Google And Apple
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Dept. of CSE, Jeppiaar Engineering College, Chennai

Abstract - The eon of Cloud computing has gained all over with the start of delivering the applications through the internet to the
best way of handling the sync operations now, using iCloud. A new veracity is emerging for organizations of every scope from every
IUDJPHQWRIWKHSODQHW,W¶VFDOOHGWKHFORXG²a profound evolution of IT with revolutionary implications for business and society.
Even though it is in the former stages of development, still it includes various benefits such as scalability, skilled practitioners, easy
implementation, quality of service, cost effectiveness. But still among this, there exists various risks including the proces sing of
sensitive data, regulatory, location of data, recovery and so on. There is plenty of concern surrounding cloud computing and its
attendant security risks. A lot of companies fail to comprehend; however, many vendors rely on strict privacy policies, and on
sophisticated security measures, such as proven cryptogrDSKLF PHWKRGV WR DXWKHQWLFDWH XVHUV %XW LW¶V RXWUDJHRXV ZKHQ ZH KHDU
³2SHQ6RXUFH VFRS\OHIWFRQFHSW´LQYHQWRU5LFKDUG6WDOOPDQVD\V&ORXG&RPSXWLQJLVZRUVHWKDQ6WXSLGLW\'HVSLWHRIYDULRXs
cloud providers the three magnate companies specifically Amazon, Google, and Apple stance up to get advancements in much faster
SURSRUWLRQ0LFURVRIW<DKRR*RRJOHDQG,%0DUHDOOVSHDNLQJDERXWWKHLU³&ORXG&RPSXWLQJ´PRGHOVDQG6XQKDVEHHQVD\LQJ
IRUDJHVWKDW³7KH1HWZRUNLVWKH&RPSXWHU´7KLVSDSHULVDOO about "The future of cloud".

I.

market space, so they don't all have the same knowledge
and infrastructure in place. To ensure that you select a
cloud provider that has well run, efficiently structured
data centers, it's important that an organization take
steps to understand and verify the infrastructure
operations management processes and mechanisms that
the cloud provider has in place.

INTRODUCTION

The cloud computing is the latest trend among the
,7VHFWRUDVLW¶VWKHPRVWFRVWHIIHFWLYHsolution to adapt
to larger number of high end technologies and demands.
Cloud Storage is basically storing our data in another
place so that it can be accessed through various devices.
The NIST categorizes cloud computing into three
service models: software as a service (SaaS),
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a
service (PaaS). A key common word here is "service"
among the three models, so one of the key issues to
consider when negotiating and managing your contract
with a cloud provider that will be required to meet your
needs. It is important for the contract to include servicelevel agreements (SLAs) stating specific parameters and
minimum levels for each element of the service
provided. The SLAs must be enforceable and state
specific remedies that apply when they are not met.
Aspects of cloud computing services where SLAs may
be pertinent include: service availability, performance
and response time, error correction time and latency.
Such definitions in standard cloud provider contracts
often provide a very narrow way of measuring SLA
parameters.

The great advantage of cloud computing is
³HODVWLFLW\´ WKH DELOLW\ WR DGG FDSDFLW\ RU DSSOLFDWLRQV
DOPRVWDWDPRPHQW¶VQRWLFe. Companies buy exactly the
amount of storage, computing power, security and other
IT functions that they need from specialists in datacenter computing. They get sophisticated data center
services on demand, in only the amount they need and
can pay for, at service levels set with the vendor, with
cap Platform Computing has recently launched a cloud
management system, Platform ISF, enabling customers
to manage workload across both virtual and physical
environments and support multiple hypervisors and

The virtual nature of cloud computing makes it easy
to forget that the service depends on a physical data
center. All cloud computing vendors are not created
equal; there are both new and established vendors in this
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operating systems from a single interface. abilities that
can be added or subtracted at will.

Cloud computing can be applied nearly anywhere: the
small retailer that needs a secure e-commerce website
quickly and cheaply, the ferry operator that has huge
computing spikes in May and June while 90% of its IT
system idle the rest of the year, the fire service that
needs extra computing power to predict the movement
of forest fires during the summer.

II. COMPUTING IN CLOUD
Cloud computing seems to be little more than a
marketing umbrella, Encompassing topics such as
distributed computing, grid computing, utility
computing, and software areas-a-service, that have
already received significant research focus and
commercial implementation. Usually hackers target
particular Operating Systems or a Particular Controller.
In spite of several on-going researches Conventional
Web Servers and its Intrusion Detection System might
not be able to detect such attacks.

Cheap: your IT provider will host services for multiple
companies; sharing complex infrastructure is costefficient and you pay only for what you actually use.
Quick: The most basic cloud services work out of the
box; for more complex software and database solutions,
cloud computing allows you to skip the hardware
procurement and capital expenditure phase.
Up-to-date: Most providers constantly update their
software offering, adding new features as they become
available.
Scalable: If your business is growing fast or has
seasonal spikes, you can go large quickly because cloud
systems are built to cope with sharp increases in
workload.
Mobile: Cloud services are designed to be used from a
distance, so if you have a mobile workforce, your staff
will have access to most of your systems on the go.

Fig (ii) Cloud Computing

It is to be noted that cloud computing is not new as most
of us are using the cloud already, through services like
Hotmail, Flickr, Blogger and Facebook. It's business
that has been slow in the take-up.

In nature, small moves in tectonic plates cause
pressure to build over time until it is released in sudden
and violent earthquakes. The same principle applies to
the world of computer technology. Technical advances
often build upon each other, paving the way for large
disruptive shifts in the technology landscape. For
example, the combination of the Internet, browsers and
AJAX/Flash enable online applications like Google
Docs to threaten desktop applications.

III. AMAZON EC2
$PD]RQ(&¶VVLPSOHZHEVHUYLFHLQWHUIDFHDOORZV
you to obtain and configure capacity with minimal
friction. It provides you with complete control of your
FRPSXWLQJ UHVRXUFHV DQG OHWV \RX UXQ RQ $PD]RQ¶V
proven computing environment.

We are now poised for just such a disruption in the
database market. The technologies that are reshaping the
database landscape are: faster storage, faster
networking/interconnections, virtualization and cloud
economics.

Fig (iii) Cloud for Indian IT

Fig (iv) Amazon EC 2 Storage
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Amazon EC2 reduces the time required to obtain and
boot new server instances to minutes, allowing you to
quickly scale capacity, both up and down, as your
computing requirements change. Amazon EC2 changes
the economics of computing by allowing you to pay
only for capacity that you actually use. Amazon EC2
provides developers the tools to build failure resilient
applications and isolate themselves from common
failure.
The most important fact over that is its
compatibility over various operating systems such as
Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Windows server, Oracle
Enterprise Linux, SUSE Linux Enterprise, Amazon
Linux AMI, Ubuntu Linux, Fedora, Gentoo Linux,
Debian and the pricing is also legal since you need to
pay only for what you are using.

Fig (v) iCloud account via ipad 2
iCloud is already seamlessly integrated with the
Apple iWork apps for your iOS devices ² Pages,
.H\QRWHDQG1XPEHUV$QGZH¶YHJLYHQGHYHORSHUVWKH
tools to make their apps work with iCloud, too. So you
can do things like paint a masterpiece, edit stock lists,
and more ² and have it all with you on all your devices,
including your Mac or PC.

Reserved Instances give you the option to make a
low, one-time payment for each instance you want to
reserve and in turn receive a significant discount on the
hourly usage charge for that instance. After the one-time
payment for an instance, that is reserved for you, and
you have no further obligation; you may choose to run
that instance for the discounted usage rate for the
duration of your term, or when you do not use the
instance, you will not pay usage charges on it.
The service highlights include Elastic Block store,
Multiple Locations, Elastic IP Addresses, Virtual private
cloud, Cloud watch, Scaling, Load balancing, HPC
AND VM import. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides resizable
compute capacity in the cloud. It is designed to make
web-scale computing easier for developers.

Fig (vi) iCloud revealed at WWDC 2011

IV. ICLOUD

iCloud makes it easy to move Pages, Keynote, and
Numbers documents between your computer and your
iOS devices. Just sign in to icloud.com/iwork in any
modern web browser, and all your iWork for iOS
documents will be there ² complete with your most
recent edits. You have all sorts of important stuff on
your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.

iCloud can automatically download new music
purchases to all your devices, Which means you can buy
a song from iTunes on your iPad at home, and find it
waiting for you on your iPhone during your morning
commute, all without having to sync. You can access
your purchase history from the iTunes Store on your
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, PC, or Apple TV. And
since you already own the songs, albums, or TV shows
in your purchase history, you can tap to download them
to any of your devices.

iCloud automatically backs it up daily over Wi-Fi when
your device is connected to a power source. Once you
plug it in, everything is backed up quickly and
efficiently. That¶V EHFDXVH %DFNXS LV OLNH HYHU\WKLQJ
else in iCloud: convenient and completely effortless.

iCloud manages your Photo Stream efficiently so
\RXGRQ¶WUXQRXWRIVWRUDJHVSDFHRQ\RXUL3KRQHL3DG
or iPod touch. If you have Photo Stream enabled on
your iOS device, every single photo you take appears in
a special Photo Stream album that holds your last 1000
photos.

When you set up a new iOS device or need to restore the
information on one you already have, iCloud Backup
does the heavy lifting. Just connect your device to Wi-Fi
and enter your Apple ID and password. Your personal
data ² along with your purchased music, TV shows,
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apps, and books from iTunes ² will appear on your
device.

and applications to a device or group of devices. And
since application data resides in the cloud, not on the
device, information remains safe and accessible if a
machine is ever lost or stolen.

The iCloud updates them with your most recent
appointments ² saving you time for all the other things
you have going on. You can also share calendars with
other iCloud users. A datebook your whole family can
add to. Or a team schedule that every player can access.
As soon as someone adds or edits an event, iCloud
XSGDWHVLWZLUHOHVVO\RQHYHU\RQH¶Vdevices.

Integrated with Google Apps:
Users can securely sign in with their Google App
accounts and can directly access Google applications
and Marketplace apps in seconds. Bookmarks, apps and
other preferences can automatically sync across a user's
Chrome book and browsers.

Also, iCloud can help you figure out where the
igadget is located by just signing in at icloud.com or use
the Find My iPhone app on another device to see your
missing iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Mac on a map.

Low total cost: With Chrome books, you can reduce
your expenses on hardware, software licenses and costly
maintenance like manual software upgrades and data
back-ups.

V. GOOGLE CHROME BOOKS

More than 4 million businesses run on Google.
Compliance and e-discovery risks exist for
organizations of all types today. A proactive strategy for
managing these risks includes email archiving and
search tools that allow organizations to respond quickly
and effectively when the need arises. Google Apps
customers can purchase archiving and search tools as an
add-on product for Google Apps.

Google Cloud Connect for Microsoft Office brings
collaborative multi-person editing to the familiar
Microsoft Office experience. You can share, backup and
simultaneously edit Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and
Excel documents with co-workers. Chrome books
provide a better user experience, with increased security,
and easier management at a dramatically lower cost than
traditional computers.

VI. OTHER CLOUD PROVIDERS

Instant web: Chrome books boot in about 8
seconds and are optimized to run web applications, like
Gmail and Google Docs, incredibly quickly with full
support for the latest web standards.

VMware, the market leader in virtualization
technology, is moving into cloud technologies in a big
way, with vSphere 4. The company is building a huge
partner network of service providers and is also
UHOHDVLQJ D ³Y&ORXG $3,´ 3ODWIRUP ,6) HQDEOHV
customers to manage workload across both virtual and
physical environments and support multiple hypervisors
and operating systems from a single interface. VMware
ZDQWV FXVWRPHUV WR EXLOG D VHULHV RI ³YLUWXDO GDWD
FHQWHUV´ HDFK WDLORUHG WR PHHW GLIIHUHQW UHTXLUHPHQWV
and then have the ability to move workloads in the
virtual data centers to the infrastructure provided by
cloud vendors.
Cisco, EMC and VMware have formed a new
venture called Acadia. Its strategy for private cloud
FRPSXWLQJLV EDVHG RQ &LVFR¶V VHUYHUV DQGQHWZRrking,
90ZDUH¶V VHUYHU YLUWXDOL]DWLRQ DQG (0&¶V VWRUDJH
(Note, by the way, that EMC owns nearly 85% of
VMware.) Other vendors, such as Google, disagree with
90ZDUH¶V HPSKDVLV RQ SULYDWH FORXGV LQ UHWXUQ
90ZDUHVD\V*RRJOH¶VRQOLQHDSSOLFDWLRQVDUHQRWUHady
IRU WKH HQWHUSULVHUV´ HDFK WDLORUHG WR PHHW GLIIHUHQW
requirements, and then have the ability to move
workloads in the virtual data centers to the infrastructure
provided by cloud vendors.

Fig (vii) Chrome book
Security built in &KURPH ERRNV GRHVQ¶W UXQ XVHUinstalled software applications, which can be the source
of viruses and malware. Innovative security
enhancements include data encryption, application
sandboxing, Guest Mode and Verified Boot.
Easy administration: Chrome books receive
automatic updates directly from Google with the latest
IHDWXUHV DQG GRQ¶W UHTXLUH DQ\ DGGLWLRQDO VRIWZDUH
Using
the
web-based
management
console,
administrators can push specific policies, extensions,

7KH YDULRXV RWKHU LQFOXGH WKH 0LFURVRIW¶V 6N\
Drive which is the best way of storing and retrieving the
files online. Also Companies like HCL, Infosys, Wipro,
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NIIT and Accenture which are building up with their
own cloud campuses. The IBM which also brings out to
be a best cloud provider is striving in a best way.
VII. FUTURE OF CLOUD
"5 Rainbows, 5 Thunderheads" will be the future of
Cloud Computing. Pushing your music, photos, files and
digital goodies "to the cloud" has become a common
selling point. In commercials, after the pronouncement
of those seemingly magical words, people are able to
instantly watch their movies and listen to their music
from almost anywhere.
These promises aren't false. In a world where any
device with a Wi-Fi connection was plugged into the
cloud, you really could access your files anywhere. The
problem is that we're on the frontier of such a reality,
and there are serious dangers.

Fig (viii) Future of Cloud

You could do the reverse and back up your data to
media at your home or business. Or trust your provider's
ability to perform their own hard media backups. Maybe
in the true cloud computing world of the near future,
you will have one provider back up your data that's
hosted on another provider.

5 Rainbows:
x

Your Data is everywhere

x

Your Apps can be everywhere

x

Any Computer is your computer

x

Computers get thinner and smaller

As it is, the cloud isn't a one-stop solution for
storing you data, just as anyone who keeps everything
on one storage drive and one drive only is rolling the
dice.

x

Encouraging Innovation
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5 Thunderheads:
x

The learning curve

x

Not yet, No cloud

x

New routes for personal attacks

x

New avenues for Large scale Hacks

x

Not really a backup

Well thereby there are a lot advantages and also a
fewer disadvantages when the technology moves to a
new higher level, where all the loop holes must be
rectified to make it perfect.
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Abstract - :LUHOHVV%RG\$UHD1HWZRUNV :%$1V VHQVHVDQGPRQLWRUVSHUVRQ¶VYLWDOIXQFWLRQDQGSURYLGHVEHWWHUSHUVRQDOKHDOWK
care and enhanced quality of life. As WBAn devices are used to collect lfe-critical sensitive information and operatesin hostile
Environments, they require strict security mechanisms to preserve the privacy of health data and for ensuring safety of healthcare
delivery. However, unlike Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) devices, the devices of WBANs are constrained in Computational and
Communication Resources and therefore WBANs pose many security challenges than traditional WSNs. In this paper, we propose
an Enhanced Keying Technique for securing Wireless Body Area Networks. It uses Symmetric Key Management Technique for
CryptogrDSKLFSXUSRVHDQGSURYLGHVVHFXULW\WRSDWLHQW¶VLQIRUPDWLRQDQGPDLQWDLQVDVHFXUH%RG\$UHD1HWZRUNV

I.

exchange, plug and play device interaction. Further, the
systems would have to be scalable, ensure efficient
migration across networks and offer uninterrupted
connectivity.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Body Sensor Networks
A body sensor network (BSN), which is also known
as a body area network (BAN), consists of miniaturized,
low-cost, and wearable or implantable biosensors, and is
DEOH WR SURYLGH FRQWLQXRXV PRQLWRULQJ RI D SDWLHQW¶V
physiological and contextual states [1].
A WBAN is composed of several to dozens of
nodes implanted in or worn on the human body to
collect information. The sensor nodes communicate
among them through the wireless channel and transmit
the collected biomedical information towards a
controller node [2].The General Architecture of
Wireless Body area Network is shown in Fig.1.
WBANs for wireless sensing and monitoring of a
SHUVRQ¶VYLWDOIXQFWLRQVZKLFKDUHEDVHG RQDORZFRVW
wireless sensor network technology, could greatly
benefit personal healthcare in different environments
and provide better quality of life. Its applications
generally have substantial and personal information,
thus security and privacy are the key concerns of all
parts in WBAN [2].

Fig.1. Wireless Body area Network

1.2 Problems in WBAN

2] System Devices: The sensors used in WBAN would
have to be low on complexity, small in form factor, light
in weight, power efficient, easy to use and
reconfigurable. Further, the storage devices need to
facilitate remote storage and viewing of patient data as

Problems with the use of this technology could
include:
1] Interoperability: WBAN systems would have to
ensure seamless data transfer across standards such
as Bluetooth, ZigBee etc. to promote information
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well as access to external processing and analysis tools
via the Internet.

3] Impersonation Attack: If the attacker eavesdrop
OHJDO%$11HWZRUN&RQWUROOHU %1&¶V RU%$1QRGHV
%1¶V SULYDWHLGHQWLW\LQIRUPDWLRQKHFDQPDNHXVHRI
the legal identity information to cheat BNs or BNC.

3] System and device-level security: Considerable
effort would be required to make BAN transmission
secure and accurate. It would have to be made sure that
WKH SDWLHQW¶V GDWD LV RQO\ GHULYHG IURP HDFK SDWLHQW¶V
dedicated BAN system and is not mixed up with other
SDWLHQW¶VGDWD)XUWKHUWKHGDWDJHQHUDWHGIURP:%$1
should have secure and limited access.

4] Replaying: The attacker can eavesdrop a piece of
valid information and re-send it to original receiver after
a while to achieve the same purpose in different case.
5] Denial of Service: DoS attack occurs when network
traffic is beyond the capacity of the systems. It is
associated with the effects of both intentional act of
malicious or compromised nodes and unintentional
excessive peak network utilization. If the authenticated
BNs are compromised, the attacker can initiate a DoS
attack easily by using the infected BNs [2].

4] Invasion of privacy: People might consider the
WBAN technology as a potential threat to freedom, if
the applications go beyond secure medical usage. Social
acceptance would be the key to this technology finding a
wider application.

1.4 Types of Security in Body Sensor Networks

5] Sensor validation: Pervasive sensing devices are
subject to inherent communication and hardware
constraints including unreliable wired/wireless network
links, interference and limited power reserves. This may
result in erroneous datasets being transmitted back to the
end user. It is of the utmost importance especially within
a healthcare domain that all sensor readings are
validated. This helps to reduce false alarm generation
and to identify possible weaknesses within the hardware
and software design.

1] Data Encryption - The data is encrypted so that it is
not disclosed whilst in transit. Data encryption service
provides confidentiality against eavesdropping attacks.
2] Data Integrality - Data integrality service consists of
data integrity and data origin authentication. With data
integrity the recipient can make sure that the data has
not changed. Data origin authentication proves to the
recipient that the stated sender has originated the data. It
is an efficient method against data modification attacks.

6] Data consistency: Data residing on multiple mobile
devices and wireless patient motes need to be collected
and analyzed in a seamless fashion. Within Body Area
Networks, vital patient datasets may be fragmented over
a number of nodes and across a number of networked
3&V RU /DSWRSV ,I D PHGLFDO SUDFWLWLRQHU¶V PRELOH
device does not contain all known information then the
quality of patient care may degrade.

3] Authentication - Authentication service consists of
association between BNC and BNs and master/session
key establishment. It is an efficient method against
impersonation attacks.

7] Interference: The wireless link used for body sensors
should reduce the interference and increase the
coexistence of sensor node devices with other network
devices available in the environment. This is especially
important for large scale implementation of WBAN
systems [3].

II. RELATED WORK

4] Freshness Protection - This security service prevents
the attacker from replaying the old frames that he
eavesdropped by using nonce or time token [2].

Chiu C. Tan et al [4] have proposed an IBELite, a
lightweight identity-based encryption suitable for
sensors in a BSN. The protocols are based on IBE-Lite
that balance security and privacy with accessibility and
perform evaluation using experiments conducted on
commercially available sensors. While IBE has been
actively studied and widely applied in cryptography
research,
conventional
IBE
primitives
are
computationally demanding and cannot be efficiently
implemented on BSN sensors. So IBE-Lite, a
lightweight IBE suitable for a BSN is developed.
Through a proof-of-concept implementation of IBE-Lite
on commercially available sensors, the experimental
results show that IBE-Lite gives reasonable performance
when executed by resource-constrained sensors. The
limitation of this work is that the system will become
vulnerable to compromise if the number of keys used in
the system exceeds a particular threshold value leading
to unnecessary rekeying.

1.3 Security Risks in BSN
1] Eavesdropping: For the open features of wireless
channel used by WBAN, any opponents can intercept
radio communications between the nodes in WBANs
freely and easily. So the attacker can eaves drop packets
from node to node, and then analyze them to obtain
sensitive and valuable information.
2] Data Modification: The attacker can remove or
replace part or all of eavesdropped information and send
the modified information back to original receiver to
achieve some illegal purpose.
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Dave Singelee et al [5] have proposed techniques
for enabling location privacy in wireless personal area
networks. In this paper, four communication scenarios
are considered and several techniques to solve the
location privacy problem in each of these scenarios are
presented. As mobile devices in a WPAN are typically
operated by a user and energy constrained, the main
focus is on user-friendliness and energy consumption
during the design of the solutions.

the traffic requirements and the constraints posed by the
system specification, and minimizes the traffic load of
the most congested node in the network, or equivalently
its energy consumption. Results show that a topology
optimized for some traffic requirements is also
remarkably robust to changes in the traffic pattern. Due
to the problem complexity, the optimal solution is
attained in a centralized manner.
III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND
SOLUTION

Sye Loong Keoh et al [6] proposed a secure
discovery protocol based on the synchronized LED
blinking pattern, to enable healthcare workers to
authorize the sensor-to-patient association. A novel key
distribution and management scheme that uses key
chains to establish group keys for body sensor networks
and caters for group key update and re-keying to adapt
to membership changes is also proposed. These
protocols have been implemented to demonstrate their
feasibility and an initial performance evaluation is
presented. The limitation of this work is that it does not
allow the authentication between the sensors.

The major problem faced in the wireless body area
QHWZRUN LV PDLQWDLQLQJ WKH SULYDF\ RI WKH SDWLHQW¶V
details with efficient usage of energy. This is important
due to the wireless nature of the network where security
related problems are generally high and each sensor
powered by a battery, hence maintaining the energy
usage in the network is very necessary. In addition, the
information stored is related to the body conditions of an
individual. So, we propose a Body sensor network
system which uses symmetric key management
technique for cryptographic purpose. The working of the
system is as follows:

P. M. G. Linnartz et al [7] have presented a Body
Sensor Network (BSN) system architecture concept,
which can be applied not only for medical purposes, but
also for social applications, entertainment and lifestyle.
Emphasises lies on keeping the user in control of his
own, possible privacy-sensitive, data by offering a
³ERG\ ILUHZDOO´ DQG DOORZLQJ UDSLG GHYHORSPHQW DQG
deployment of new services by domain experts, reusing
existing hardware and coexisting with present services.
Krishna Kumar Venkatasubramanian et al [8]
presented a novel key agreement scheme which allows
two sensors in a BSN to agree to a common key
generated using electrocardiogram (EKG) signals. This
EKG-based Key Agreement (EKA) scheme aims to
EULQJ WKH ³SOXJ-n-SOD\´ SDUDGLJP WR %61 VHFXULW\
whereby simply deploying sensors on the subject can
enable secure communication, without requiring any
form of initialization such as pre-deployment. Analysis
of the scheme based on real EKG data (obtained from
MIT PhysioBank database) shows that keys resulting
from EKA are: random, time variant, can be generated
based on short-duration EKG measurements, identical
for a given subject and different for separate individuals.

x

Initially, the sensors in the body sensor
network collect the required information.

x

The information is encrypted using a key,
generated using a special string and transmitted
to a third party centralized server, through the
intermediate sensor. The string is generated
according to the condition related to the details
of the
patient. The string generated for
the emergency room (ER) doctor is as follows,
String, str = {date | time | ER}.

Marco Ajmone Marsan et al [9] in this paper have
addressed the problem of determining an optimal
topology for Bluetooth Wireless Personal Area
Networks (BT-WPANs). This optimization approach is
based on a model derived from constraints that are
specific to the BT-WPAN technology, but the level of
abstraction of the model is such that it can be related to
the more general field of ad hoc networking. By using a
min-max formulation, it is found that the optimal
topology that provides full network connectivity, fulfills

x

Thus the information related to the body
condition of the patient is continuously
encrypted and stored in the server as per the
requirement.

x

Whenever any two sensors within the BSN
want to communicate between themselves, then
the EKG [8] signals of the patient are used for
generating the common key based on the EKG
time series.

x

When the doctor wants to get the information
UHODWHG WR WKH SDWLHQW¶V KHDOWK FRQGLWLRQ WKH
doctor firsts authenticates to the server, using a
MAC message authentication code.

x

If the authentication code is matching then, the
server uses the key based on the same string
value. It is used only for that part of the data
for which the doctor has authenticated.

x

The key decrypts the information and then the
information is passed to the doctor.
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Here we assume that the centralized server is an
authenticated and secure.
This technique ensures privacy since the public and
the secret key produced is completely based on the
particular function string values. The key are produced
such that only particular amount of information is
obtained through it and number of keys used is also
maintained within the threshold of the system in order to
prevent the vulnerability of the system to compromise
and since avoid rekeying.
The EKG signal used does not allow the sensor
nodes to compromise at any condition because the
signal is produced by communicating sensor at the same
time period and the adversaries cannot measure EKG
VLJQDOV IURP WKH VXEMHFW ZKR¶V %61 WKH\ DUH WU\LQJ WR
attack and therefore cannot directly know the keys being
used.
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Abstract - A brain-computer interface (BCI), sometimes called a direct neural interface or a brain-machine interface, is a direct
communication pathway between a human or animal brain and an external device. In one-way BCIs, computers either accept
commands from the brain or send signals to it (for example, to restore vision) but not both. Two-way BCIs would allow brains and
external devices to exchange information in both directions but have yet to be successfully implanted in animals or humans.
In this definition, the word brain means the brain or nervous system of an organic life form rather than the mind. Computer means
any processing or computational device, from simple circuits to silicon chips. Research on BCIs began in the 1970s, but it wasn't
until the mid-1990s that the first working experimental implants in humans appeared. Following years of animal experimentation,
early working implants in humans now exist, designed to restore damaged hearing, sight and movement. With recent advances in
technology and knowledge, pioneering researchers could now conceivably attempt to produce BCIs that augment human functions
rather than simply restoring them, previously only a possibility in science fiction.

I.

there have been several recent steps toward interfacing
the brain and computers.

INTRODUCTION

Man machine interface has been one of the growing
fields of research and development in recent years. Most
of the effort has been dedicated to the design of userfriendly or ergonomic systems by means of innovative
interfaces such as voice recognition, virtual reality. A
direct brain-computer interface would add a new
dimension to man-machine interaction.

In this definition, the word brain means the brain or
nervous system of an organic life form rather than the
mind.
Computer means any processing or computational
device, from simple circuits to silicon chips (including
hypothetical future technologies like quantum
computing).

A brain-computer interface, sometimes called a
direct neural interface or a brain machine interface, is a
direct communication pathway between a human or
animal brain (or brain cell culture) and an external
device. In one BCI, computers either accept commands
from the brain or send signals to it but not both. Two
way BCIs will allow brains and external devices to
exchange information in both directions but have yet to
be successfully implanted in animals or humans.
Brain-Computer interface is a staple of science
fiction writing. In its earliest incarnations no mechanism
was thought necessary, as the technology seemed so far
fetched that no explanation was likely. As more became
known about the brain however, the possibility has
become more real and the science fiction more
technically sophisticated. Recently, the cyberpunk
movement has adopted the idea of 'jacking in', sliding
'biosoft' chips into slots implanted in the skull(Gibson,
W.1984).Although such biosofts are still science fiction,

Fig 1: Schematic diagram of a BCI system
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message was elsewhere on the screen. After each block
the fixated letter (one of B-R-A-I-N) was added to the
screen so that subjects were conscious of slowly spelling
out the word "BRAIN" through a succession of five
blocks. A set of five blocks was run at each ISI -- 125ms
and 500ms. The two presentation rates were chosen to
bracket a range of communication rates from a low of
30 averaged trials at 500ms ISI (93.6 seconds of
presentation per character) to a high of one trial at
125ms (1.245 seconds of presentation per character), an
effective communication rate range of .01 to .8
characters-per- second, respectively. The authors used
four techniques to analyze the data for reliable P300
response detection ± stepwise descriminant analysis
(SWDA), peak picking, area, and covariance, and
identified SWDA as leading to the greatest accuracy at
the fastest presentation rate. Results indicated that a
character chosen from among 36 items can be detected
with 95% accuracy within 26 seconds.

Research on BCIs has been going on for more than 30
years but from the mid 1990͉s there has been dramatic
increase working experimental implants. The common
thread throughout the research is the remarkable
cortical-plasticity of the brain, which often adapts to
BCIs treating prostheses controlled by implants and
natural limbs. With recent advances in technology and
knowledge, pioneering researches could now
conceivably attempt to produce BCIs that augment
human functions rather than simply restoring them,
previously only the realm of science fiction.
II. THE CURRENT BCI TECHNIQUES
In today͉s time various techniques are used for BCI
interface,
there
implementations
and
result
manipulation. These techniques are headed towards the
development of BCI in coming era.
2.1 P300 Detection:

2.2 EEG mu-rhythm Conditioning:

Farwell [Farwell & Donchin 1988] of the
Department
of
Psychology
and
Cognitive
Psychophysiology Laboratory at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign IL, describes a technique
for detecting the P300 component of a subject's eventrelated brain potential (ERP) and using it to select from
an array of 36 screen positions. The P300 component is
a positive-going ERP in the EEG with a latency of about
300ms following the onset of a rarely- occurring
stimulus the subject has been instructed to detect. The
EEG was recorded using electrodes placed at the Pz
(parietal) site (10/20 International System), limited with
band-pass filters to .02-35Hz and digitized at 50Hz.
Electro-oculogram (EOG) data was also recorded from
each subject via electrodes placed above and below the
right eye. The "odd-ball" paradigm was used to elicit the
P300, where a number of stimuli are presented to the
experimental subject who is required to pay attention to
a particular, rarely-occurring stimulus and respond to it
in some non- motor way, such as by counting
occurrences. Detecting the P300 response reliably
requires averaging the EEG response over many
presentations of the stimuli. The purpose of the current
experiment was to discover the minimum number of
presentations at two different inter-stimulus intervals
(ISI) required to detect the P300 response. The
experiment presented a 36-position array of letters, plus
common typing characters and controls (e.g. space,
backspace), made to flash in a random sequence first by
rows and then columns. Each trial consisted of a
complete set of six column or row flashes. Trials
contaminated with muscular or EOG response were
rejected and additional trials presented until data were
collected from a block of 30 good trials, during which
subjects were to fixate on a particular position, and
count the number of times it flashed while a control

Three papers using this technique were reviewed
including Wolpaw [Wolpaw et al 1991], McFarland
[McFarland et al 1993], and colleagues at the
Wadsworth Center for Laboratories and Research,
Albany, NY, and Pfurtscheller [Pfurtscheller et al 1993]
and colleagues at the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of
Medical Informatics and Neuroinformatics, Department
of Medical Informatics, Institute of Biomedical
Engineering, University of Technology Graz, Austria.
All three papers describe subjects' abilities to move a
cursor toward a target on a computer screen by
manipulating their mu- rhythm, a detectable pattern in a
great majority of individuals in the EEG 8-12Hz
frequency range, centered about 9.1Hz. Work is based
on earlier research efforts by Kuhlman [Kuhlman
1978b] who described the mu-rhythm in normal and
epileptic subjects. Wolpaw describes detecting subjects'
mu-rhythm amplitude, defined as the square-root of the
spectral EEG power at 9Hz, using two scalp-mounted
electrodes located near location C3 in the International
10/20 System and a digital signal processing board
analyzing continuous EEG in 333ms segments, and
using it to drive a cursor up or down on a screen toward
a target placed randomly at the top or bottom. An
experiment operator preset the size of the ranges and
number of cursor movement steps assigned to each
range for each subject during testing prior to each
experimental run.
2.3 VEP Detection:
This technique was reviewed by Sutter [Sutter
1992] at the Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute in
San Francisco CA, and Cilliers [Cilliers &
VanDerKouwe 1993] and colleague at the Department
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C4, O1 and O2 (International 10/20 System) during
accomplishment of 5 different tasks during which
subjects had their eyes open or closed, for 10 alternative
responses. The tasks included:

of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of
Pretoria, South Africa. Sutter describes presenting a 64position block on a computer screen and detecting
which block the subject looks at, while Cillier's work
uses a series of four lights. In each case, several
simultaneously presented stimuli are made to change
rapidly in some controlled way(intensity, pattern, colorshift) and the subject has scalp electrodes placed over
the visual cortex (back of the head) in a position to
detect changes in the evoked potential(VEP) at that
location. Sutter used a lengthy binary sequence to switch
64 screen positions between red and green, and in other
trials to reverse a checkerboard pattern. Each screen
position was shifted 20ms in the binary control sequence
relative to its neighbors, and the entire sequence was
auto correlated with the VEP in overlapping
increments(the VEP response components last about
80ms) beginning 20ms apart, with the resultant vector
stored in a 64-position array of registers. When a
coefficient remains greater than all the others and above
a threshold value for a certain amount of time, the
corresponding stimulus is considered to have been
selected. The 64 positions represent the letters of the
alphabet and commonly used words in the English
language. The subject can fixate on any word or letter.
Whenever the subject fixates on a letter, the commonly
used words change to words beginning with that letter,
for quick selection of an entire word. Sutter suggests a
need to optimize both electrode placement and
stimulation mode for each individual subject for good
target discrimination. Seventy

(1) relaxing and trying to think of nothing,
(2) a non-trivial multiplication problem,
(3) a 30-second study of a drawing of a 3-dimensional
object after which subjects were to visualize the
object being rotated about an axis,
(4) mental composition of a letter to a friend,
(5) visualize numbers being written on a blackboard
sequentially, with the previous number being erased
before the next was written.
Feature vectors were constructed from the EEG
patterns based on the Wiener-Khinchine method and
classified using a Bayes quadratic classifier.
2.5 Detecting lateral hemisphere differences:
Drake [Drake 1993] studied induced lateral
differences in relative brain hemisphere activation after
subjects heard arguments through left, right or both
earphones which they either strongly agreed with or
strongly disagreed with, as determined by prior
interviews. Subjects exhibited greater discounting of
arguments they disagreed with during left hemisphere
activation as measured by ratings of truth. Results
supported previous work indicating asymmetries in
lateral activation potential during processing persuasive
arguments, however the study did not include measuring
directly either activation levels or potentials in the
cortex.

2.4 EEG Pattern Mapping:
Several experimenters describe techniques for
classifying, detecting and mapping EEG patterns.
Pfurtscheller's technique used a neural net featuring
learning-vector quantization (LVQ) to map EEG
patterns during the 1-second interval before a signal the
experimental subject was instructed to wait for. Hiraiwa
[Hiraiwa et al 1993] used a back-propagation artificial
neural network to study readiness potentials (RP's)-patterns in the EEG immediately prior to the subject's
uttering one of five different Japanese syllables or
moving a joystick in one of four different directions.
Twelve channels of EEG data taken >from scalpmounted electrodes at locations Fp1, Fp2,Fz, C3, C4,
Pz, F5, F6, F7, F8, O1 and O2 (International 10/20
system) were used to train and then test two neural
networks optimized for averaged data and for singletrial, real-time analysis, respectively. High recognition
rates were obtained for the averaged data. Single- trial
RP recognition, though less reliable, showed
considerable promise in the experimenters' view. Keirn
and Aunon [Keirn&Aunon 1990] recorded EEG data
from scalp-mounted electrodes at locations P3, P4, C3,

III. BCI APPLICATIONS
After we go through the various techniques of BCI
the first question that comes to our mind is, what does
BCI do to us and what are its applications.So BCI in
today͉s time turns useful to us in many ways. Whether
it be any medical field or a field leading to enhancement
of human environment.
Some of the BCI applications are discussed below.
3.1 The Mental Typewriter:
March 14, 2006 Scientists demonstrated a braincomputer interface that translates brain signals into
computer control signals this week at CeBIT in Berlin.
The initial project demonstrates how a paralysed patient
could communicate by using a mental typewriter alone ±
without touching the keyboard. In the case of serious
accident or illness, a patient͉s limbs can be paralyzed,
severely restricting communication with the outside
world. The interface is already showing how it can help
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consequence is believed to slow the destruction of the
nervous system.

these patients to write texts and thus communicate with
their environment. There͉s also a PONG game
(computer tennis) used to demonstrate how the interface
can be used. Brain Pong involves two BBCI users
SOD\LQJD JDPH RIWHOHWHQQLVLQ ZKLFKWKH ³UDFNHWV´ DUH
controlled by imagining movements and predictably the
general media has focussed the majority of its attention
on computer gaming applications but BCCI could
equally be used in safety technologies (e.g. in
automobiles for monitoring cognitive driver stress), in
controlling prostheses, wheelchairs, instruments and
even machinery. On the first day of the 2006 CeBIT
Computer Fair, Fraunhofer FIRST and the Berlin
Charité demonstrated how the mental typewriter could
be used for this purpose. On the other days of the CeBIT
Fair, a simulated test setup using a shop-window
dummy will be on display.

3.3 Adaptive BCI for Augmented Cognition and
Action:
The goal of this project is to demonstrate improved
human/computer performance for specific tasks through
detection of task-relevant cognitive events with realtime EEG (Fig. 1). For example, in tasks for which there
is a direct tradeoff between reaction time and error rate,
(such as typing or visual search) it may be beneficial to
correct a user͉s errors without interrupting the pace of
the primary task. Such a user interface is possible
through the direct detection of EEG signatures
associated with the perception of a error, often referred
to as Error Related Negativity. In general such
signatures may be used to dynamically adjust the
behavior of human-computer interfaces and information
displays.

3.2 BCI offers paralyzed patients improved quality
of life:

This project advances signal analysis techniques for
high density EEG to detect discrete events associated
with cognitive processing. Corresponding real-time
adaptive interfaces with sub-second latency are being
designed to evaluate this concept of an adaptive braincomputer interface in three specific applications:

Tuebingen, Germany. A brain±computer interface
installed early enough in patients with neurondestroying diseases can enable them to be taught to
communicate through an electronic device and slow
destruction of the nervous system.

(1) Error and conflict perception:

Fundamental theories regarding consciousness,
emotion and quality of life in sufferers of paralysis from
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS, also known as
'Lou Gerhig's disease') are being challenged based on
new research on brain-computer interaction. ALS is a
progressive disease that destroys neurons affecting
movement.

Error related negativity (ERN) in EEG has been
linked to perceived response errors and conflicts in
decision-making. In this project we have developed
single trial ERN detection to predict task-related errors.
The system can be used as an automated real-time
decision checker for time-sensitive control tasks. In the
first phase of this project we demonstrated improved
human/computer performance at a rapid forced choice
discrimination task with an average 23% reduction of
human errors (results on one subject are shown in Fig.
2).

The study appears in the latest issue of
Psychophysiology. The article reviews the usefulness of
currently available brain-computer ±interfaces (BCI),
which use brain activity to communicate through
external devices, such as computers.

(2) Working memory encoding.
The research focuses on a condition called the
completely locked-in state (CLIS, a total lack of muscle
control). In a CLIS situation, intentional thoughts and
imagery can rarely be acted upon physically and,
therefore, are rarely followed by a stimulus. The
research suggests that as the disease progresses and the
probability for an external event to function as a link
between response and consequence becomes
progressively smaller it may eventually vanish
altogether.

Transient modulation of oscillations in the theta (48 Hz) and gamma (20-30 Hz) bands, recorded using
EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG), have been
implicated in the encoding and retrieval of semantic
information in working memory. In this project we will
exploit these neural correlates of semantic processing to
detect problems with semantic information processing.
This memory gauge could be used to detect memory
recall deficits, and repeat or enhance the presented
information and thus better prime memory recall.

Researchers have found that by implementing a
brain-computer ±interface before the completely lockedin state occurs, a patient can be taught to communicate
through an electronic device with great regularity. The
continued interaction between thought, response and

(3) Rapid visual recognition:
We are exploring the signals elicited by visual
target detection, which were recently observed in rapid
sequential visual presentation (RSVP) experiments. We
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have demonstrated that the detection of these signals on
a single trial basis can be used to replace the slow
manual response of a human operator, thereby
significantly increasing the throughput of image search
tasks (Fig 3). This paradigm has the potential to improve
the performance of Image Analysts who need to
routinely survey large volumes of aerial imagery within
short periods of time. In addition, the approach looks to
measure the "bottleneck" between constant delay
perceptual processing and more variable delay cognitive
processing. Thus the detected signatures can be used to
"gauge" if cognitive systems are capable/incapable of
assimilating perceptual input for fast decision making.

Fig.3: Reduction of error by correcting a subjects
response based on single trial detection of perceived
reaction errors using Error Related Negativity. First two
bars show reduction of error rate by a factor of 2 for one
of 7 subjects. The number of perceived and detected
errors (right) could be understood as an "gauge" that
measures perceived task difficulty over an extended
period of time.

Fig.2 Real-time brain computer interface system for
augmented cognition and action.

The information delivery to the human is adapted to
a user's cognitive processing based on cognitive events
detected in real-time high-density EEG. Applications
include automatic correction of perceived errors,
prediction of memory performance, and rapid visual
search. In the experimental system a pipelined modular
processing architecture is used to collect EEG data,
increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and generate a
control signal that is fed back to the subject via a
display. As an example consider the task of fast image
search. A rapid sequence of images is presented on the
display. The subject views the images with the goal of
detecting a target image. The EEG signal from the highdensity sensor net is sampled and processed in real-time
using algorithms for artifact removal, and noise
reduction. The signal is analyzed in real-time to identify
the cognitive activity associated with visual target
detection. The augmentation manager records the
images associated with recognition events.

Fig.4: Increase in target image throughput for
detected EEG signatures compared to the covert
responses (button release). Note that the detected EEG
signature results in a larger fraction of the targets to be
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the brain. Today its main use is in helping those with
disabilities to function more fully, and through this we
will hopefully learn more about how to use our brain as
an effective interface for the future. You may be using a
keyboard and a mouse right now to access your
computer, but there are many other interface options and
methodologies out there being worked on. Lots of
people are doing research into the field of braincomputer interfaces that work by directly linking
together an external device with a human or animal
brain. A brain-computer interface (BCI) can
theoretically work through either a one way or a two
way process, but two way interfaces have not yet been
successfully implemented.

placed in the front of the image stack, thus improving
image search efficiency.
IV. FUTURE OF THE BCI
7KHILUVWUHVHDUFKLQWRWKLVILHOGEHJDQLQWKHƍV
but wasn͉t used with humans in any practical sense until
WKHPLGƍV7KHLQWHUIDFHLPSODQWVWKDWQRZH[LVWDUH
designed to restore a particular function of the human
brain that is not working as it should. This restoration
may include the facilities of hearing, sight or movement,
however this scope could increase in the future. With
recent discoveries made and no doubt future discoveries
to be made soon, brain-computer interfaces could
potentially be designed to improve our natural human
functions as well as restoring them. This will certainly
make for lots of interesting ethical discussions and
dilemmas in the near future.

V. CONCLUSION
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) systems will allow
communication through direct thought processing. From
applications in medical world, military, telepathy, cell
culture, etc., this technology has also promising to be a
spear head in game theory and entertainment industry.

Research working with brain-computer interfaces in
humans can be either invasive, semi-invasive or non
invasive in nature. Invasive interfaces are implanted
directly into the brain of a person and are generally used
to repair damaged facilities of sight or to provide extra
functionality to a paralysis patient. As well as these
functions, brain-computer interface implants have also
been used to allow someone to control an artificial
robotic hand and even to move a computer cursor. Semi
or partially-invasive interfaces are put inside the head
but not within the actual brain of the patient.

After all, what else besides wishful thinking would
make people believe that it will soon be possible to
³UHDGWKRXJKWV´"
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Abstract - The paper discusses the implementation of Voice over IP (VoIP). The objective of this paper is to identify and
characterize the primary issues that must be addressed to define a large scale VoIP network that is capable of supporting (but not
necessarily limited to) full PSTN equivalence. It presents a high-level network architecture that acts as a starting point from which
3671 HTXLYDOHQW 9R,3 QHWZRUNV FDQ EH EXLOW 7KH WHUP ³9RLFH RYHU ,3´ 9R,3  GHVFULEHV WKH WUDQVSRUW RI YRLFH RYHU ,3 EDVHG
networks, it is a generic term that covers deployments ranging in complexity from hobbyists using the internet to get free phone calls
on a peer to peer basis or we can say end to end basis, to full scale PSTN replacement networks.
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) refers to the transmission of speech across data-style networks. This form of transmission is
FRQFHSWXDOO\ VXSHULRU WR FRQYHQWLRQDO FLUFXLW VZLWFKHG FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQ PDQ\ ZD\V 7KLV SXEOLFDWLRQ LQWURGXFHV 92,3 LW¶V
working, its all features, architecture, all issues of network with network interconnection, explaining its advantages and
disadvantages with applications, etc.

NCS: Network-based Call Signaling

streams and allows them to be carried over data
networks, using IP network technologies or internet
protocols. VoIP, however, is not IP Telephony, nor is it
the more widely used industry terminology called IP
Communications that refers to an even broader
definition of communications networking applications
and technologies. VoIP can be understood as simply a
transport protocol for carrying voice over any packet
network, usually between sites. The term convergence,
also sometimes referred as a multi-service network,
refers to the integration of data, voice, and video
solutions onto a converged network infrastructure.

PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network

III. OVERVIEW OF VOIP:

QoS: Quality of Service

At its simplest, Voice over IP is the transport of
voice using the Internet Protocol (IP), however this
broad term hides a multitude of deployments and
functionality and it is useful to look in more detail at
what VoIP is being used for today. Currently the
following types of VoIP applications are in use:

1.

ACRONYMS:

BICC: Bearer Independent Call Control
ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network
MGCP: Media Gateway Control Protocol
MPLS: Multiprotocol label switching
Megaco/H.248: An advanced media gateway control
protocol standardized jointly by the IETF and the
ITU-T.

RSVP: Reservation setup protocol
SS7: Signaling system 7
SIP: Session Initiation Protocol
SIP-T: Session Initiation Protocol for Telephones

x

TDM: Time-division multiplexing.
VoIP: Voice over IP
II. INTRODUCTION:
VoIP refers only to the underlying transport
protocol that encapsulates voice traffic or voice media

Private users who are using voice over IP for end to
end phone calls over the public internet. These
users typically trade quality, features and reliability
for the fact that the service is very low cost and are
generally happy with the service. Although globally
the numbers of users taking advantage of this
technology is large the density of such users is very
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low and when compared with the PSTN the call
volumes are negligible.
x

Business users on private networks provided by
telecom and datacom providers. These services
offer relatively high quality and reliability and are
feature rich but come at a price. When compared
with the PSTN the call volumes supported by these
services are small, however such services are
nonetheless commercially successful.

x

IP trunking solutions used by long haul voice
providers. Typically these offerings use private IP
networks to

x

connect islands of the PSTN together, e.g. a low
cost way of calling the USA from the UK.
Customers access these services using traditional
black phones but the voice is carried over an IP
network. Although these voice over IP deployments
have been successful and each will continue to have
its place in the future they have not yet faced the
issue of how the wider PSTN could be migrated to
an end-to-end voice over IP infrastructure.
Providing a voice over IP solution that will scale to
PSTN call volumes, offer PSTN call quality and
equivalent services, as well as supporting new and
innovative services is a significant challenge.

4.2. One example of VoIP service works:

V. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE:
VoIP can be deployed in many different network
segments. To date, it has been mostly deployed in the
backbone and enterprise networks.
This section describes the function of the network
components listed in Figure 2. Depending upon the
particular network architecture some of these network
components may be combined into a single solution, for
example a combined signaling and trunking gateway.

IV. VOIP WORKING:
VoIP converts the voice signal from your telephone
into a digital signal that can travel over the Internet. If
you are calling a regular telephone number, the signal is
then converted back at the other end. Depending on the
type of VoIP service, you can make a VoIP call from a
computer, a special VoIP phone, or a traditional phone
with or without an adapter. In addition, new wireless
"hot spots" in public locations such as airports, parks
and cafes allow you to connect to the Internet, and may
enable you to use VoIP service wirelessly. If your VoIP
service provider assigns you a regular telephone
number, then you can receive calls from regular
WHOHSKRQHVWKDWGRQ¶WQHHGVSHFLDOHTXLSPHQWDQGPRVW
OLNHO\\RX¶OObe able to dial just as you always have.
4.1. Equipment:


broadband Internet connection



computer



a special VoIP telephone or a regular telephone
with an adapter.

Figure 2: Next Generation VoIP Network
5.1. Call Agent/SIP Server/SIP Client
The Call Agent/SIP Server/SIP Client is located in
WKH VHUYLFH SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN DQG SURYLGHV FDOO ORJLF
and call control functions, typically maintaining call
state for every call in the network. Many call agents
include service logic for supplementary services, e.g.
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Caller ID, Call Waiting, and also interact with
application servers to supply services that are not
directly hosted on call agent. The Call Agent will
participate in signaling and device control flows
originating, terminating or forwarding messages. There
are numerous relevant protocols depending upon the
network architecture including SIP, SIP-T, H.323,
BICC, H.248, MGCP/NCS, SS7, AIN, ISDN, etc. Call
Agents also produce details of each call to support
billing and reconciliation.

5.4. Media Server
This Media Server is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN ,W LV DOVR UHIHUUHG WR DV DQ
announcement server. For voice services, it uses a
control protocol, such as H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP,
under the control of the call agent or application server.
Some of the functions the Media Server can provide are

A SIP Server provides equivalent function to a Call
Agent in a SIP signaling network, its primary roles are
to route and forward SIP requests, enforce policy (for
example call admission control) and maintain call
details records. For example the SIP Server in Service
3URYLGHU ¶V QHWZRUN ZLOO URXWH DQG IRUZDUG 6,3
requests from SIP Phones belonging to customers. A
SIP Client provides similar function to a SIP Server, but
originates or terminates SIP signaling rather than
forwarding it to a SIP Phone or other CPE device. For
example a SIP call is shown in figure 2 between a SIP
3KRQH LQ 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU ¶V QHWZRUN DQG WKH 6,3
VHUYHU LQ 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU ¶V QHWZRUN 7KH &DOO
Agent/SIP Server terminates the SIP signaling and
converts it to H.248 or MGCP to set up a call to the
correct subscriber. Call Agents are also known as Media
Gateway Controllers, Softswitches and Call Controllers.
All these terms convey a slightly different emphasis but
maintaining call state is the common function.

x

playing announcements

x

mixing ± providing support for 3-way calling
etc

x

codec transcoding and voice activity detection

x

tone detection and generation

x

interactive voice response (IVR) processing

x

Fax processing.

5.5. Signaling Gateway
The Signaling Gateway is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN DQG DFWV DV D JDWHZD\ EHWZHHQ WKH
call agent signaling and the SS7-based PSTN. It can also
be used as a signaling gateway between different
packetbased carrier domains. It may provide signaling
translation, for example between SIPand SS7 or simply
signaling transport conversion e.g. SS7 over IP to SS7
over TDM.
5.6. Trunking Gateway

5.2. Service Broker

The Trunking Gateway is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶VQHWZRUNDQGDVDJDWHZD\EHWZHHQWKHFDUULHU
IP network and the TDM (Time Division Multiplexing)based PSTN. It provides transcoding from the
packetbased voice, VoIP onto a TDM network.
Typically, it is under the control of the Call Agent /
Media Gateway Controller through a device control
protocol such as H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP.

The service broker is located on the edge of the
service provider service network and provides the
service distribution, coordination, and control between
application servers, media servers, call agents, and
services that may exist on alternate technologies (i.e.
Parlay Gateways and SCP s). The service broker allows
a consistent repeatable approach for controlling
applications in conjunction with their service data and
media resources to enable services to allow services to
be reused with other services to create new value added
services.

5.7. Access Gateway
The Access Gateway is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN ,W SURYLGHV VXSSRUW IRU 3276
phones and typically, it is under the control of the Call
Agent / Media Gateway Controller through a device
control protocol such as H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP.

5.3. Application Server
The Application Server is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN DQG SURYLGHV WKH VHUYLFH ORJLF DQG
execution for one or more applications or services that
are not directly hosted on the Call Agent. For example,
it may provide voice mail or conference calling
facilities. Typically the Call Agent will route calls to the
appropriate application server when a service is invoked
that the Call Agent cannot itself support.

5.8. Access Concentrator
The Access Concentrator is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶V QHWZRUN DQG Werminates the service provider
HQGRIWKH:$1OLQNVXVHGRYHUWKH³ODVWPLOH´
5.9. Bandwidth Manager
The Bandwidth Manager is located in the service
SURYLGHU¶VQHWZRUNDQGLVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUSURYLGLQJWKH
required QoS from the network. It is responsible for the
setting up and tearing down of bandwidth within the
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network and for controlling the access of individual
calls to this bandwidth. It is responsible for installing the
appropriate policy in edge routers to police the media
flows on a per call basis.
5.10. Edge Router

Access services signaling protocols such as
SIP, H.323, etc



Network service signaling protocols such as
SIP, SIP-T, BICC, CMSS, etc

The choice of which protocol to use in a service
provider network is dependent upon both the service set
being offered and the equipment available to provide
these services. For example a network must support SIP
in order to provide access to SIP phones.

7KH(GJH5RXWHULVORFDWHGLQWKHVHUYLFHSURYLGHU¶V
network and routes IP traffic onto the carrier backbone
network. Typically the edge router will provide many
other functions and can be combined with the Access
Concentrator.

6.2. Quality of Service

5.11. Subscriber Gateway

One of the key requirements for the widespread
deployment of VoIP is the ability to offer a toll quality
service equivalent to the existing PSTN. Indeed some
carriers are even looking for Next-Generation Networks
as a means for delivering much higher voice quality as a
service. Perceived Voice quality is very sensitive to
three key performance criteria in a packet network, in
particular:

The Subscriber Gateway is located at the customer
premises and terminates the WAN (Wide Area
Network) link (DSL, T1, fixed wireless, cable etc) at the
customer premises and typically provides both voice
ports and data connectivity. Usually, it uses a device
control protocol, such as H.248 (Megaco) or
MGCP/NCS, under the control of the Call Agent. It
provides similar function to the Access Gateway but
typically supports many fewer voice ports.
Subscriber Gateways are also known as IADs,
Residential Gateways, or MTAs (in a cable network).
5.12. Bridge/Router



Delay



Jitter



Packet loss

IP, by its nature, provides a best-effort service and
does not provide guarantees about the key criteria.
Therefore it is necessary to implement a suitable QoS
solution in the majority of cases where simple over
provisioning cannot guarantee success. There are a large
number of technologies that can be chosen to provide
QoS support such as Diffserv, RSVP,MPLS and even
ATM. However the objective of such a solution is
always to guarantee prioritization of voice media
streams over best-effort data, and to ensure that the
voice service is not compromised by unforeseen traffic
patterns.

The Bridge/Router is located at the customer
premises and terminates the WAN (Wide Area
Network) link (DSL, T1, fixed wireless, cable etc) at the
customer premises. The difference between this and the
Subscriber Gateway is a bridge/router does not provide
any native voice support, although voice services for
example SIP phones, can be bridged/routed via this
device.
5.13. IP Phone/PBX
IP Phones and PBX systems are located at customer
premises and provide voice services. They interact with
the Call Agent/SIP Server using a signaling protocol
such as SIP, H.323 or a device control protocol such as
H.248 (Megaco) or MGCP.

6.3. Reliability / Availability
The PSTN achieves five-nine reliability, equivalent
to fewer than five minutes per year downtime, and it
handles millions of simultaneous calls. A VoIP network
needs to achieve similar levels of reliability and
scalability.

VI. Issues in a VoIP Network
There are several issues that need to be addressed in
order to provide a toll-quality, PSTN equivalent endtoend VoIP network. These include:

The required reliability and scalability can be
achieved in a VoIP network by using redundant and load
sharing equipment and networks. The call agent, access
gateway, trunk gateway, signaling gateway and media
server need to be fault tolerant. The types of
functionality often used to achieve fault tolerance
include:

6.1. Choice of Signaling Protocols
Numerous different signaling protocols have been
developed that are applicable to a VoIP solution. They
include:




Device control protocols such as H.248
(Megaco), MGCP, NCS, etc



Redundant hardware



Redundant network connections
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Hot-swap capability



No single point of failure



Software and firmware that can be upgraded
without loss of service



6.4. Call Routing and Number Plans
The PSTN is able to route calls between telephones
anywhere in the world, for example a user can call
Australia from Canada. This is achieved by having a
well-defined number plan both nationally and
internationally. Routing tables can be built using this
numbering plan to provide end-to-end connectivity.

Integration with other services ± Innovative
services are emerging that allow customers to
combine web access with telephone features
through a single PC or terminal. For example, a
sales representative could discuss products with
D FXVWRPHU XVLQJ WKH FRPSDQ\¶V ZHE VLWH ,Q
addition, the VOIP system may be integrated
with video across the Internet, providing a
teleconferencing facility.

7.2. Disadvantages:

Fig 3: VoIP from end to end.
6.5. Network Interconnection



Startup cost ± although VOIP can be expected
to save money in the long run, the initial
installation can be complex and expensive. In
addition, a single standard has not yet emerged
for many aspects of VOIP, so an organization
must plan to support more than one standard, or
expect to make relatively frequent changes as
the VOIP field develops.



Security ± the flexibility of VOIP comes at a
price: added complexity in securing voice and
data. Because VOIP systems are connected to
the data network, and share many of the same
hardware and software components, there are
more ways for intruders to attack a VOIP
system than a conventional voice telephone
system

VIII. FUTURE OF VOIP

The PSTN is not a single network but a collection
of networks operated by thousands of service providers.
At each network boundary a network interconnection is
required. Network interconnection agreements are put in
place to cover items such as interconnection points,
signaling, timing, billing and tariffs, bearer transport,
regulatory requirements, etc. In addition these normally
require approval from the relevant regulator.

Call centers are a great use of VoIP; the technology
is here to stay. More and more residential customers are
moving to VoIP as a primary means of communication,
though there is still less than one percent of homes that
have gone to VoIP. The business community has
embraced using VoIP more completely, as there are
more dollars to be saved by connecting their largest
centers together without having toll charges or having to
maintain dual data and voice facilities.

Constraints of scalability and established business
models mean the next generation VoIP network will,
like the PSTN, be a collection of networks and network
interconnection agreements will still be required. This
will need to cover similar topics to existing interconnect
agreements but in addition address items

The "connected" office worker in the near future
will be able to remain connected regardless of where
they are located. Wi-Fi / Wi-Max enabled portable
devices and VoIP enabled applications will extend the
enterprise to them anywhere, any time. In moving to a
converged voice, data, and video network, organizations
will need to "future-proof" their infrastructure in order
to support multi-media interactions with constituents
and support the connected teleworker. (See Figure 4.)

Such as security, QoS, signaling protocols (SIP,
SIP-T, BICC). These additions may require regulatory
approval as well.
VII. Advantages and Disadvantages:
7.1. Advantages


Cost ± a VOIP system is usually cheaper to
operate than an equivalent office telephone
system with a Private Branch Exchange and
conventional telephone service.
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Figure 4: Technology Support for the "Connected"
Teleworker
IX. CONCLUSION:
In this paper, we discussed Voice Over Internet
Protocol is a set of software, hardware, and standards
designed to make it possible to transmit voice over
packet switched networks, either an internal Local Area
Network, or across the Internet. the transmission of
voice over packet-switched IP networks ± is one of the
most important emerging trends in telecommunications.
As with many new technologies, VOIP introduces both
security risks and opportunities. VOIP has a very
different architecture than traditional circuit-based
telephony, and these differences result in significant
security issues. Lower cost and greater flexibility are
among the promises of VOIP. VOIP systems take a
wide variety of forms, including traditional telephone
handsets, conferencing units, and mobile units. In
addition to end-user equipment, VOIP systems include a
variety of other components, including call
processors/call managers, gateways, routers, firewalls,
and protocols. Quality of Service (QoS) is fundamental
WR WKH RSHUDWLRQ RI D 92,3 QHWZRUN WKDW PHHWV XVHUV¶
quality expectations. However, the implementation of
various security measures can cause a marked
deterioration in QoS. These complications range from
firewalls delaying or blocking call setups to encryptionproduced latency and delay variation (jitter). VOIP is
still an emerging technology, so it is difficult to develop
a complete picture of what a mature worldwide VOIP
network will one day look like.
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Abstract - A system can be mathematically described as a system that receives data (observations) as input and outputs a function
that can be used to predict some features of future data. Statistical learning theory models this as a function estimation pr oblem.
Basic idea of support vector machines optimal hyperplane for linearly separable patterns. A function that performs well with
training data may not generalize well to unseen data. Hence, just minimizing the training error does not imply a small test e rror
averaged over test data. Support Vector Machines (SVM's) are a relatively new learning method used for binary classification. In this
paper we present a mathematical tool named SVM that permit to derive efficient algorithm of learning and classification. The
optimal hyperplane is an optimization problem and can be solved by optimization techniques. Training and testing or resampling
techniques are used to estimate the true error rates of the classification methods.
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is engineering and science such as biology, psychology,
medicine, marketing, computer vision, artificial
intelligence, remote sensing, manufacturing etc.
Computer program that help many professional in the
daily works such as doctors diagnosing disease,
policemen identifying suspects, engineers supervised
manufacturing plants and energy production system etc.
depend in some way on pattern recognition.

INTRODUCTION

One recent significant advancement in the field of
computational intelligence has been the development of
the support vector machines (SVM) [C. Cortes and V.
Vapnik]. These learning machines are based on the
concept of optimal hyperplane that has been investigated
in the context of optimal margin classification [B.
Boser, I. Guyon and V. Vapnik]. In fact, in many cases
the underlying SVM model is just a usual multilayer
perceptrons (MLP) or radial basis function (RBF)
network and the only remaining difference to the
conventional neural network techniques is then the SVM
learning method that is used for the parameter
estimation. The aim of the SVM learning method is to
find the optimal hyperplane by maximizing the margin
between classes to be separated. Hence, hyperplane that
provides maximum margin to each class is called the
optimal hyperplane. Next we briefly describe the basic
SVM learning method, and point out some of the
problems. However, in many real-world applications the
outputs are often complex, in that either there are
dependencies between classes (eg. taxonomies used for
example in document classification), A central problem
one is concerned with in pattern Recognition is
assigning a given object to one several possible
categories. This process is known as discrimination and
classification the problem of PR is one is given certain

II. PRINCIPLES OF PATTER RECOGNITION
The main components of a pattern
system.
Sensor

Feature
Extractor

recognition

Classificati
on System

Fig. 1 Main components of a Pattern Recognition
System
The problem of pattern recognition or classification
can be divided in two sub problems: Learning and
testing OR Classifying. There are two possibilities

is to classify each pattern Xj is one of them (xj belongs
to Ci) according to some rule. Also, some empirical
results obtained with the proposed basic svm method are
presented. The automatic recognition, classification,
description, grouping of pattern is an important problem

x

Categories are known and one want to establish
a correspondence between each pattern in the
training set and the category set in order to
minimize a certain cost (Misclassification error
for instance) this is known as supervised
learning.

x

The underlying relationship and categories
must be discovered by the learning method,
this is unsupervised learning or clustering
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pattern represented by their features vectors xi belongs
to d between A and B. The sets can be linearly
separable or non linearly separable A and B are said to
be linearly separable if there exists an hyperplane H
defined by

These papers consider essentially the supervised
learning case.
2.1 Stages in a pattern recognition problem:
1. Formulation of the problem: gaining a clear
understanding of the aims of the investigation and
planning the remaining stages.

H = {x belongs to d: wc x + b = 0}

(1)

Where Z belongs to  is a given vector and b is a
scalar such that all points of A lie on one side H and all
points of B on the other side. Mathematically it means
d

2.

Data collection: making measurements on
appropriate variables and recording details of the
data collection procedure (ground truth).

3.

Initial examination of the data: checking the data,
calculating summary statistics and producing plots
in order to get a feel for the structure.

4.

5.

3.1

7.

Assessment of results. This may involve applying
the trained classifier to an independent test set of
labeled patterns.

Linearly Separable case:

In the case two linearly separable sets, the SVM
learning process is stated as Find Z d and b  such
that
wc xi + b t 1 for xi  A
wc xi + b d - 1 for xi  B

Unsupervised pattern classification or clustering.
This may be viewed as exploratory data analysis
and it may provide a successful conclusion to a
study. On the other hand, it may be a means of
preprocessing the data for a supervised
classification procedure.
Apply discrimination or regression procedures as
appropriate. The classifier is designed using a
training set of example patterns.

(2)

A and B are said to be non-linearly separable if the
previous property not hold.

Feature selection or feature extraction: selecting
variables from the measured set that are appropriate
for the task. These new variables may be obtained
by a linear or nonlinear transformation of the
original set (feature extraction). To some extent, the
division of feature extraction and classification is
artificial.

6.

8.

xi ߳ A if wc xi + b > 0 and xi ߳ B if wc xi + b < 0

(3)

The equalities wc xi + b = 1 and wc xi + b = - 1
define the two hyperplane H1 and H2 respectively and
there is no element laying between these hyper
plane[JensenF.V., Mangasarian O.L., Smola A.J and
Sholkopf ]. The objective then is to find the hyperplane
that maximize the length of the layer between them. A
geometrical consideration proves that the distance
between H1 and H2 is 2 . Maximizing this distance is
w
the same as Minimizing 1 w 2 the whole process is
2
reduced then to Quadratic programming problem.

Interpretation.

The above is necessarily an iterative process: the
analysis of the results may pose further hypotheses that
require further data collection. Also, the cycle may be
terminated at different stages: the questions posed may
be answered by an initial examination of the data.

M=Margin Width

+
X

X

III. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
PRESENTATION

wx+b=1
wx+b=0

This technique is new technique and is an object of
intense researches at this movement. It has shown some
useful applications as in the case of breast cancer
treatment [Jensen F.V., Mangasarian O.L.,]. We will
consider only the case of two categories represented by
sets A and B that are regions of d and supervised
learning case. The problem that consists in classifying N

Predict Class = -ϭ͟
zone

Wx+b=-1

Fig. 2 Linear SVM Mathematical
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Where again P is a user-specified positive parameter.
Now, Let us forget the constraint of the above
optimization problem for the moment. Let us replace
the error Hi with Hi2 in Equation (7), that is, we consider
quadric error term instead of the linear error term. Since
quadric error term has been shown to be good choice in
cases where the noise is assumed to be normal [V.
Vapnik,]. If we make some trivial re organization for
Equation (7), we obtain the modified objective function
as

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Min

1
2
w
2

Subject to constraints
wc xi + b t 1 for xi ࣕ A

(4)

wc xi + b d - 1 for xi ࣕ B
The learning process consists then in finding the
equation of hyperplane H1 and H2 determined by the
support vector.

N

¦H

Cm

2
i

 P wT w

(8)

i 1

Where

Hi
ɸ11

d i  yi

d i  (wT K ( xi )  b)

In matrix form the cost function can be written as
Where d = [d1 d2 ... dN] T,

ɸ2

y = [y1 y2 ... yN] T,
v = [b w1 w2 ... wN] T, and

wx+b=1

U is a (N+1) x (N+1) diagonal matrix in which the
diagonal elements are [0 P ...P]. The optimum parameter
values for v that minimize the cost function Cm can be
found by setting the gradient of the cost function to zero,
that is,

ɸ7

wx+b=0
wx+b=-1

Fig. 3 Soft Margin Classification
The Classification is made as follow: a new pattern x *
is classified as
x*  A sgn (wc x* + b) = 1
x*  B sgn (wc x* + b) = -1

V

Where sgn is the sign function defined by

IV.

(6)

SVM TYPE LEARNING

N
1 T
w w  P¦H i
2
i 1

N

N

i 1

i 1

(¦ K i K iT  U ) 1 ¦ d i K i

(10)

Where Ki = {1 K (xi ,x1) K(xi,x2) K(xi,x3) . . . K(xi,xN)}T.
Even though this approach provides direct analytical
solution there are obviously still two major problems at
this stage. First, we have not yet utilized the original
optimal hyperplane constraint (diyi t 1 - Hi , Hi t 0).
Secondly, the number of hidden units is still equal to the
number of data. Here V is the only parameter
[V. Vapnik,].

Originally the estimation of the optimal hyperplane
is based on the following primal optimization problem
[S. Haykin V. Vapnik, John Wiley &Sons]. Find the
optimum weight vector w and bias b such that they
satisfy the constraint diyi t 1 - Hi, Hi t 0, and such that
the weight vector w and the slack (or error) variables Hi
minimize the Objective function

C

(9)

Solving v, we obtain the following formula for
computing the optimum parameter values,

(5)

Sgn (a) = 1 if a > 0
-1 if a < 0

wC m
{0
wv

C m

4.1 Iterative Method:
Initial Settings: Set n=N and select randomly m
(m<<N

(7)

Optimization and Testing: Compute new value for v
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decide whether to stop or continue the optimization
procedure.

Where vi is a set of parameters. Different models arise
depending on the way the variable x and the parameters
v are combined.

Update active training set: The constraint (diyi t 1 Hi, Hi t 0), for the whole training set to separate relevant
data from the irrelevant data. That is, only those data
pairs (xi,di ) for which diyi1 is satisfied should be set
to be in the active training set. A data pair (xi,di) is
probably an outlier if diyi 1. Hence, combining the
resulting outlier constraint to the original one we
propose that only those data pairs (xi,di) for which
ediyi 1 is satisfied is set to the active training set. Here
e is a user specified parameter which usually takes
values from -1 to 0.

Table: I Discriminant Function I
Discriminant
Mathematical form
function I

I i(x)

Linear

I i(x) = xi ; i = 1, 2, , p

Quadratic

I i ( x) x kl11 x kl22 ,
i 1,....., ( p  1)( p  2) / 2  1

Update SV set: we need to find those data pairs
(xi ,di ) from the whole training set for which diyi 1 is
satisfied. We find those data pairs (xi,di) for which 1-s
diyi  s is satisfied. Here s is a small positive user
specified parameter. The input vectors of the found data
pairs are then the new support vectors which
automatically define the new hidden units. Go to update
active training set.

l1, , l2 0 or 1 ; k1, k2 1,..., p
l1, l2 are not both zero
Vth order
polynomial

The constraint (diyi t 1 - Hi , Hi t 0), leads in practice to
two different cases to be considered.

Ii ( x)

,

x kl11  x kl22 ,

§ p  v·
¸¸  1
i 1,, ¨¨
© v ¹
l1, ,lv 0 or 1;
k1,, kv 1,..., p li not all zero

V =[b w1 w2 ... wN]T,
Ki = {1 K (xi, x1) K(xi,x2) K(xi,x3) . . . K(xi,xN)}T
and U is a (m+1)x(m+1) diagonal matrix in which the
diagonal elements are [0 P... P]. Since at each iteration
ndN and m<<N, the optimization process is now rather
simple even if the number of data N is very large. Next
we present the iterative algorithm step by step to clarify
the operation of the proposed method. In addition, we
describe
some practical features that may provide
additional flexibility to the method.

Radial basis
function

I i ( x) I ( x  v i )

Multilayer
perceptron

I i ( x) f ( x T vi  vi 0 )
for direction vi and offset vi 0 .

for centre vi and function I

f is the log istic function ,
1
f ( z)
(1  exp(  z ))

4.2 Discriminant function:
Clearly there is a problem in that as the number of
functions that are used as a basis set increases, so does
the number of parameters that must be determined using
the limited training set. A complete quadratic
discriminant function requires D = (p+1) (p+2)/2 terms
and so for C classes there are C (p+1) (p+2)/2
parameters to estimate. We may need to apply a

If

I ( x; v) I ( x  v )

that is,

I is a function only

of the magnitude of the difference between the pattern x
and the weight vector v, then the resulting discriminant
function is known as a radial basis function. On the
other hand, if I is a function of the scalar product of
the two vectors I ( x; v) I ( x v  v0 ) then the
discriminant function is known as a multilayer
perceptron. It is also a model known as projection
pursuit. Both the radial basis function and the multilayer
perceptron models can be used in regression.
T

is no over-fitting. An alternative to having a set of
different functions is to have a set of functions of the
same parametric form, but which differ in the values of
the parameters they take,

Ii ( x) I ( x; vi )
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V.

observed in Table: 4 as we look at the number of found
support vectors. Their number varies from 60 to 140,
which are rather large values. In practice this means that
the resulted network structures are relatively large which
increases the computational requirements. This seems to
be a potential problem in SVM scheme since similar
observations can also be made with the basic method
[V. Vapnik,]. In future, investigations should be made to
decrease the number of support vectors for example by
fusing similar support vectors.

EXPERIMENTS

We investigated the performance of the proposed
method by the use of three pattern recognition problems.
These were the diabetes (DB) diagnosis problem, breast
cancer (BC) diagnosis problem, and radar return (RR)
classification problem. The data and problem
descriptions can be found in under the titles Pima
Indians Diabetes Database, Wisconsin in Breast Cancer
Database and Ionosphere Database, respectively. The
nonlinear transformation functions K were selected to be
radial basis functions so that the constructed models
were in fact radial basis function (RBF) networks.
Hence, the transformation functions used had the
following form:
K (xi, x) = ݁

െ__ __ ݕ  ݔ2
2ߪ 2

Table: III Average misclassification percentages for the
separate test sets of the classification problems

Method/Problem

(11)

where x is a support vector, xi is an input vector from
the active training set, and Vis a width parameter which
is usually specified a priori by the user [S. Haykin,] ( V
could also be trained, but this would provide some
difficulties in the SVM scheme). In the following we
denote the proposed scheme by pSVMRBF. For
comparison purposes, we also investigated the
performances of OLS-trained RBF networks
(OLSRBF), which represent a powerful conventional
neural network approach. Due to the heuristics in initial
settings of both methods, all simulations were repeated
100 times, and the given results are averages of these
repetitions.

DB

BC

RR

OLSRBF

19.53

2.31

1.76

pSVMRBF

19.01

2.05

1.39

Table value: II Values of some parameters for the
considered problems:
p is the number of inputs,
N is the number of training data, and
Fig.4 Average misclassification percentages for the test set

M is the number of test data.
Param.\Problem

DB

BC

p

10

11

35

N

480

426

186

M

480

427

Table: IV Values of some parameters for the considered
problems: SV is the average number of support vectors
found with the proposed method, and I is the average
number of iterations during the training.

RR

185

The classification results in Table: III demonstrate
that the proposed method can yield better performance
compared to the conventional method. Moreover,
tabular value shows that the required number of training
iterations in pSVMRBF is relatively small. Hence, the
proposed method shows significant potential in these
respects. However, somewhat disturbing results can be

Param.\problem

DB

BC

RR

SV
I
VI. CONCLUSION

94.5
4.5

139.6
10.1

60.3
9.1

The problem of Pattern Recognition has been
considered through Support Vector Machine. The
proposed method was demonstrated to perform
relatively well compared to a tool for pattern recognition
and classification with basic svm in conventional
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learning method in practical pattern recognition
applications. We can also apply to other kinds of
recognition tasks (e.g.) road sign recognition, key
recognition, printed character recognition etc. In an
attempt to extend the binary SVM classifier for
multiclass classification, decision-tree-based multiclass
SVM was proposed recently, in which the structure of
decision tree plays an important role in minimizing the
classification error. However some problem remains to
be solved in future studies for unrestricted data using
mat lab techniques.
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Routing Protocols in MANET
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Abstract - Mobile ad-hoc Network is an Autonomous system of mobile nodes connected by wireless links. Each node operates as an
end system and a router for all other nodes in the network. Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology may change rapidly and
unpredictably over time.
Keywords: Manet, Routing protocol, Proactive, Reactive.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. AD-HOC ON-DEMAND VECTOR
AODV is a relative of the Bellmann-Ford distant
vector algorithm, but is adapted to work in a mobile
environment. AODV determines a route to a destination
only when a node wants to send a packet to that
destination. Routes are maintained as long as they are
needed by the source. Sequence numbers ensure the
freshness of routes and guarantee the loop-free routing.

The design of network protocols for MANETs is a
complex task since the nodes are highly mobile and the
Network is dynamic. The routers are free to move
randomly and organize themselves in an arbitrary way.
7KHUHIRUH WKH QHWZRUN¶V WRSRORJ\ FKDQJHV UDSLGO\ DQG
unpredictably.Hence, the routing protocols designed for
normal networks cannot be applied to MANETs.



The Routing protocols in MANETs are broadly
classified into three types:
i)

Proactive

ii) Reactive

Proactive Protocols


Table driven



Continuously evaluate routes



No latency in route discovery



Large network capacity to keep info.
Current.

iii) Hybrid

E.g.: DESTINATION SEQUENCED DISTANCE
VECTOR ROUTING PROTOCOL (DSDV).

The proactive routing protocols (e.g. OLSR) are
table-driven. They usually use link-state routing
algorithms flooding the link information. Link-state
algorithms maintain a full or partial copy of the network
topology and costs for all known links. The reactive
routing Protocols (e.g. AODV) create and maintain
routes only if these are needed, on demand.

DSDV protocol:
It is based on Bellman Ford algorithm.
Works by exchange of routing tables. Routing table
contains the way to the destination and cost.

They usually use distance-vector routing algorithms
that keep only information about next hops to adjacent
neighbors and costs for paths to all known destinations.
Thus, link-state routing algorithms are more reliable,
less bandwidth-intensive, but also more complex and
compute- and memory-intensive.

(YHU\QRGHNQRZV³ZKHUH´HYHU\RWKHUQRGHLVDV
each node advertises its Position.

In on-demand routing protocols a fundamental
requirement for connectivity is to discover routes to a
node via flooding of request messages. The AODV
routing protocol is one of several published reactive
routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks, and is
currently extensively researched.

Nodes announce their presence by advertisements.

Sequence numbers are used to avoid loops.
Maintains fresh routes.
5RXWHVDUHEURDGFDVWHGIURPWKH³UHFHLYHU´

Each broadcast has


Destination address: originator,



No of hops,
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Sequence number of broadcast.

The route with the most recent sequence is used.


Reactive Protocols
±

On Demand

±

Route discovery by some global
search

±

Bottleneck due to latency of route
discovery

±

May not be appropriate for real time
communication.

E.g.: DYNAMIC SOURCE
PROTOCOL (DSR)

A ZRP scenario showing the zones of node A and node
J using an r value of 2. Within the zones a pro-active
routing protocol is used while a re-active protocol is
used between zones.

ROUTING

DSR Protocol:
Routes are kept in each packet
Routes to that point in REQUEST packets
Full routes in data packets
Routes are cached at each node to limit flooding of
REQUEST packets. Any route that is seen through
node is cached.
Source sends out REQUEST packets. Any node which
is the destination of a node which has a route to the
destination replies with a route reply

The different components of the Zone Routing
Protocol

A Route ERROR is sent to the Source
All nodes along the path remove that route. Source
uses a cached alternate route to destination or sends out
request packets for a new route. Always delivers at least
95% of all packets sent in all cases. Routing packets are
large because of the source routing.

COMPARISON
OF
EFFICIENCY
OF
PROACTIVE,
REACTIVE
AND
HYBRID
ROUTING ALGORITHMS
Features for comparison:
1.

Packet delivery ratio.(PDR)

Hybrid protocols

2.

Number of collisions

Hybrid protocols combine Proactive and Reactive
methods to find efficient routes.

3.

Energy consumption

PDR = Total no. of packets received / total no. of
packets sent.

Eg: ZONE ROUTING PROTOCOL (ZRP)

PDR is better in AODV.

ZRP divides the topology into zones and seek to utilize
different routing protocols within and between the zones
based on the weaknesses and strengths of these
protocols. ZRP is totally modular, meaning that any
routing protocol can be used within and between zones.
The size of the zones is defined by a
parameter r describing the radius in hops.

Number of collisions: When two or more nodes try to
transmit the packets across the network at the same
time, packet collision occurs.
The packets are discarded or sent back to the originating
stations, then retransmitted in a timed sequence to avoid
further collision.
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Number of collisions is less in AODV.

This overhead consumes bandwidth. AODV
surpasses OLSR in terms of storage and memory
overhead because maintaining of the routing tables for
the whole network requires much more Communication
between the nodes as well as much more storage than by
using the AODV protocol. Also routes never been used
are maintained.

Energy consumption: Total energy consumed in the
network measured in Watt/hour (WHr.).
Energy consumption of DSDV is more compared to
AODV and DSR.
Packet delivery ratio, Average collision and energy
consumption is better for AODV when compared with
DSDV and DSR.

As a reactive protocol the AODV has an evident
weakness: its latency. The route discovery process can
take some time. This delay can be a crucial factor in a
network.

AODV Protocol
It is a combination of DSDV and DSR. It uses hop
by hop routing and Sequence numbers of DSDV and
Route discovery and route maintenance from DSR.

Moreover, a proactive part of AODV (route
maintenance, HELLO messages) increases the control
PHVVDJHV¶ YROXPH DQG WKH WUDQVPLVVLRQ FRVW ,W DOVR
damages the reactive property of the AODV.

This protocol performs Route Discovery using
control messages route request (RREQ) and route reply
(RREP) whenever node wishes to send packet to
destination. To control network wide broadcasts of
RREQs, the source node use an expanding ring search
technique. The forward path sets up in intermediate
nodes in its route table with a lifetime association using
RREP. When either destination or intermediate node
moves, a route error (RERR) is sent to the affected
source nodes. When source node receives the (RERR), it
can reinitiate route discovery if the route is still needed.
Neighborhood information is obtained from broadcast
Hello packet.

The scalability is another problem of AODV
protocol: with growth of the network the average path
length increases, and so does the probability that a link
becomes invalid.
Therefore the AODV is suited only for small and
medium size networks, the scalability limit is about
QRGHV6LPXODWLRQVRI3HUNLQV¶JURXSVKRZQWKDWDW
1000 nodes AODV performs poorly, only 25% packets
are delivered. The number of RREQ messages grows
fast linear with nodes population, and at 1000 nodes
most packets are control messages.
So the AODV protocol can be used in networks
with
limited
resources:
bandwidth,
energy,
computational power, and with a limited number of
nodes. AODV is much more adaptable to highly
dynamic topologies as OLSR. As a reactive protocol
AODV transmits network information only on-demand.
The limited proactive part is the route maintenance
(HELLO messages). The AODV protocol is loop-free
and avoids the counting to infinity problem by the use of
sequence numbers. This protocol offers quick adaptation
to mobile networks with low processing and low
bandwidth utilization.

DSR
This protocol has two mechanisms- Route
Discovery and Route Maintenance. The source route is
needed when some node originates a new packet
destined for some node by searching its route cache or
initiating route discovery using ROUTE REQUEST and
ROUTE REPLY messages. On detecting link break,
DSR sends ROUTE ERROR message to source for new
route.
OLSR
The Optimized Link State Routing Protocol
OLSR is an IP routing protocol optimized for mobile adhoc networks, which can also be used on other wireless
ad-hoc networks. OLSR is a proactive link-state routing
protocol, which uses hello and topology control (TC)
messages to discover and then disseminate link state
information throughout the mobile ad-hoc network.
Individual nodes use this topology information to
compute next hop destinations for all nodes in the
network using shortest hop forwarding paths.

The weaknesses of AODV include its latency and
scalability. The choice of which protocol to use depends
on the properties of the network.
CONCLUSION
Designing a secure wireless Adhoc networks
communication is a challenging task because of the
following reasons:
x
x
x
x

Comparison between AODV and OLSR:
As a proactive protocol, OLSR produces large
control traffic overhead on the network.

Insecure wireless communication links
Absence of a fixed infra structure
Node mobility
Resource constraints
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Therefore the traditional security protocols cannot
provide security.
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An Effective and Automated Approach to Identify Brain Tumors
in 2D MRI Using Region Growing Method
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Abstract - Automated brain tumor segmentation and detection are vastly important in medical diagnostics because it provides
information related to anatomical structures as well as potential abnormal tissue necessary to delineate appropriate surgical planning.
As the segmentation of anatomical regions of the brain is the fundamental problem in medical image analysis. Segmentation of Brain
tumor appropriately is a difficult task in MRI. The MRI image is an image that produces a high contrast images indicating regular
and irregular tissues that help to discriminate the overlapping in margin of ach limb. But when the edges of tumor is not sharpen then
the segmentation results are not accurate i.e. segmentation may be over or under. This may be happened due to initial stage of the
tumors. So , in this paper a modified method of tumor line detection and segmentation is used to separate the irregular from the
regular surrounding tissue to get a real identification of involved and noninvolved area that help the surgeon to disti nguish the
involved area precisely. The method proposed here is seeded region growing method to detect the tumor boundaries in 2D MRI f or
different cases. This method that can be validated segmentation on 2D MRI Data. In this study, after a manual segmentation
procedure, this approach can be converted into fully automated approach.
Key words - Brain tumor, Magnetic resonance Imaging (MRI), Image segmentation.

I.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

INTRODUCTION

Segmentation is a process of identifying an object
or pattern in the given work space. In this project we are
considering magnetic resonance image as our work
space. Actually the MRI produces a high contrast image
representing each part very clearly, but sometimes due
to be determined accurately so a problem of segmenting
it is always there. In these cases the physiologist always
need to have keen observation of the anatomical
structure. But this process is too much time consuming
and if the initial segmentation result is not correct then
other consequent results like volume calculation also
produces incorrect measurement results. There are a
number of methods for brain tumor segmentation like
fuzzy logic approach, neuro fuzzy approach, Random
walk etc, but these all methods can produces
unsatisfactory results due to unshaped edge boundaries
and also the time to produce desire result is large[6] .
In this paper we are proposing an automatic region
growing method to segment the brain tumours. So in
WKLVPHWKRGWKHXVHUVGRQ¶WQHHGWRVHOHFWWKHVHHGSRLQW
manually therefore there is no need of human
intervention [2]. In this project work our assumption is
that the brain tumor have grown in considerable size and
their structure may be of any type like snakelike or
circular shaped etc[1].

Fig. 1 : Steps for tumor segmentation
In this paper our method proposed has divided into
five subparts. The output obtained from one part is taken
as input to the next part.
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A. Skull Removal
This is pre processing step which is required to
produce better results. Skull is outer part of the brain
surrounding it i.e. the removal of its non-cerebral
tissues. The main problem in skull-stripping is the
segmentation of the non-cerebral and the intracranial
tissues due to their homogeneity intensities. So it may
affect the result of seed point selection [8] .Some
observations are required to find the range of gray value
of skull portion. Following of the steps which are
involved in skull removal process:
(1)

First of all find the size of the image and store the
no of rows and columns in separate variables.

(2)

Perform iteration for half of the columns and all
rows

(3)

Process half of image to convert white pixels into
the black pixels by setting their gray value to zero.

(4)

Same steps is repeated for the remaining column
and row.

C. Seed Point Selection
The image obtained after skull removal is taken as
input in this part of the project. For the seed point
VHOHFWLRQ RXU DVVXPSWLRQ LV WKDW WXPRXU¶V UHJLRQ KDV
grown in considerable size .The following steps are
performed to find the seed point:

(2)

First of all count no pixels whose intensities are
greater than hundred and less than hundred and
store them in separate variables.

(3)

Find difference between both variables if
GLIIHUHQFHLVVPDOOWKHQJRWRVWHSÄGெ else convert
the image into negative and again set the intensity
of external part of the brain to zero and go to step
Äெ

(4)

Convert the obtained gray image into the binary
image.

(5)

Find maximum length and breadth of the brain
then from the center convert the pixels in the area
of rectangle shape of size twenty rows and ten
columns to black color.

(6)

(8)

Find the intersection of row and column having
maximum sum .This is taken as seed point.

Morphology mainly deals with the contour and
structure of the object. So this is used to perform object
extraction, noise removal procedure etc [3]. For the
same purpose we are applying these operations to
enhance the object boundary and to remove the noise
from the image. The most basic morphological
operations are dilation and erosion. Dilation adds pixels
to the boundaries of objects in an image, while erosion
removes pixels on object boundaries. The number of
pixels added or removed from the objects in an image
depends on the size and shape of the structuring element
used to process the image. In the morphological dilation
and erosion operations, the state of any given pixel in
the output image is determined by applying a rule to the
corresponding pixel and its neighbours in the input
image. The rule used to process the pixels defines the
operation as dilation or erosion. One important part in
morphological operation is to choose the structuring
element. A structuring element is a matrix consisting of
only 0's and 1's that can have any arbitrary shape and
size. The pixels with values of 1 define the
neighbourhood .Two-dimensional, or flat, structuring
elements are typically much smaller than the image
being processed. The centre pixel of the structuring
element, called the origin, identifies the pixel of interest
-- the pixel being processed. The pixels in the
structuring element containing 1's define the
neighbourhood of the structuring element. In our roject
work we are taking DISK shape as structuring element.
In the operation of image dilation and rosion we are
considering disk structuring element of varying radii so
that the obtained image is free from small unwanted
parts. In MATLAB working environment there are two
built in functions used for dilation and erosion . These
morphological functions position the origin of
structuring element, its center element over the pixel of
interest in the input image. For pixels at the border of
the image, parts of the neighbourhood defined by the
structuring element can extend past the border of the
image. To process border pixels, the morphological
functions assign a value to these undefined pixels, as if
the functions had padded the image with additional rows
and columns. The value of these padding pixels varies
for dilation and erosion operations.

This step involves apply the pre processing filters
like mean , median gabour filters to increase the clarity
of image, and reduce the unwanted pixels from the
image.

Convert the given colored image into the gray
image.

Find the sum of all the columns and store the
results in another array.

D. Morphological Image Enhancement

B. Image Pre processing

(1)

(7)

E. Seeded Region Growing Method
The result obtained after morphological operation is
taken as input in this stage. This approach to
segmentation examines neighboring pixels of initial

Find the sum of all rows individually and store it
in the array.
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³VHHG SRLQWV´ DQG GHWHUPLQHV ZKHWKHU WKH SL[HO
neighbors should be added to the region. The process is
iterated on, in the same manner as general data
clustering algorithms. The main goal of segmentation is
to partition an image into regions. Some segmentation
methods such as "Thresholding" achieve this goal by
looking for the boundaries between regions based on
discontinuities in gray levels or color properties [7].
Region-based segmentation is a technique for
determining the region directly. In our project work 8
connected neighbor region growing method has been
used. The basic formulation for Region-Based
Segmentation is:

(b)

may be useful for many other approaches where
seed selection is tough task.
2)
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P(Ri ) is a logical predicate defined over the points
in set P(Rk) and
is the null set.
(a)

means that the segmentation must be complete;
that is, every pixel must be in a region.

(b)

requires that points in a region must be connected
in some predefined sense.

(c)

indicates that the regions must be disjoint.

(d)

deals with the properties that must be satisfied by
the pixels in a segmented region. For
example P(Ri ) = TRUE if all pixels in Ri have the
same gray level.

(e)

indicates that region Ri and Rj are different in the
sense of predicate P.

III. CONCLUSION
This project will give following expected outcomes:
1)

A fast approach for tumor identification and
segmentation.

2)

Improved output segmented image as compare to
other approaches.

3)

An approach which detects the tumor in brain
image and needs no human interference.

This method can be useful in many areas:
1)

This approach may be useful for neurologist and
doctors for identifying brain tumor section, and
many other parts of human brain.

In this approach I am suggesting an automated
seed selection method, for segmentation of tumor
section, so it saves lots of human interference, and
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Abstract - The traditional image acquisition systems have all the disadvantages of complexity, high power consumption and large
size. The image processing system on embedded platform integrates all the functions of image capturing, displaying and proces sing
as well as taking the advantages of small size and low power consumption. This paper puts forward a new idea of developing an
image acquisition system on embedded platform which is designed and implemented with ARM S3C6410 as the core processor,
serial port camera, LCD display, externally interfaced micro SD card as memory and other necessary peripherals. Generally, Linux
2.6 is installed on ARM processor for such purposes. Here the concept of bare metal programming is put forward, which removes
the problem of implementing an operating system on the processor. GNU compiler is used for this purpose. The system functions of
image acquisition, display and storage are realized. OpenCV, which is a computer vision library developed by Intel corporation is
used for programming. The system performance is discussed with an emphasis on real-time implementation.
Key words - ARM; bare metal; serial port camera; OpenCV; image acquisition.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS BASED ON ARM
AND LINUX

As the development of technology, there was a need
of high performance security systems. The image
acquisition system is the fundamental block of any
modern security and video surveillance systems. So it is
necessary to build the image acquisition systems which
are small in size, less costly and consume low power.

The traditional image acquisition and processing
systems based on ARM have Linux operating system
installed on the core processor. The most commonly
used version of Linux is 2.6. The establishment of
ARM-Linux system is the general process for building
Embedded Linux.

This paper introduces a new kind image acquisition
system based on ARM. Unlike the systems based on
DSP, which have a complex hardware design, this
system design is simple. The size is small as compared
to the systems based on DSP. This system can perform
the functions like to acquire an image, display and store
it in the memory synchronously.

A. Design of Hardware Platform
Hardware platform contains ARM as the core
processor and includes three parts: Storage system,
System Interface and User interface (display LCD and
keyboard). The various peripherals taken into
consideration are USB camera, display screen, memory
and peripheral circuit, etc.

The bare metal programming means programming
on ARM without installing an operating system on the
processor. The required libraries for image processing in
OpenCV are included in the program. OpenCV (Open
Source Computer Vision Library) is a library of
programming functions mainly aimed at real
time computer vision, developed by Intel. The advantage
of OpenCV against Matlab is in regards of speed and
being open source.

B. Design of System Software
Software Structure includes transplanting the
operating system of ARM-Linux, compiling camera
driving program, calling display, storage and image
processing program.
Generally a cross-compiling environment using a
PC as host is used so that the image file that can run on
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target machine through cross-compiling, is generated. In
this way, Linux system is operated on target machine,
i.e. ARM

processing system for its basic rate for image processing
and low cost characteristics.
B. Software Platform Building
Using S3C6410 chip as the processor, the
embedded image processing system should be universal,
speedy and hardware controllable. The new method
proposed in this paper is to implement bare metal
programming on ARM processor. This method removes
the necessity of installing an Operating System on the
processor. OpenCV image processing library is used for
image processing programming. The libraries required
for image processing are defined and included in the
OpenCV program. Use of OpenCV improves the speed
of the system significantly.

Fig. 1 : System Software Design

IV. DESIGN OF HARDWARE PLATFORM FOR
BARE METAL PROGRAMMING ON ARM

III. OVERALL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF
SYSTEM
WITH
BARE
METAL
PROGRAMMING ON ARM
A. Hardware Chips Select
The S3C6410 is a 16/32-bit RISC microprocessor,
which is designed to provide a cost-effective, low-power
capabilities, high performance application processor
solution for embedded systems applications. The 64/32bit internal bus architecture is composed of AXI, AHB
and APB buses. The S3C6410 has an optimized
interface to external memory. The memory system has
dual external memory ports, DRAM and Flash/ROM.
The DRAM port can be configured to support DDR and
SDRAM. The Flash/ROM port supports NOR-Flash,
NAND-Flash, One NAND, CF and ROM type external
memory. To reduce total system cost and enhance
overall functionality, the S3C6410 processor includes
many hardware peripherals such as a Camera Interface,
TFT 24-bit true color LCD controller, System Manager
(power management & etc.), 4-channel UART, 32channel DMA, 5-channel 32-bit Timers with 2PWM
output, General Purpose I/O Ports, I2S-Bus interface,
I2C-BUS interface, USB Host, USB On-The-Go Device
operating at high speed (480Mbps), 3-channel SD/MMC
Host Controller and PLLs for clock generation.

Fig. 2 : Hardware Platform Design
Hardware platform consists of three parts: core
control module, image acquisition module and image
storage module. On the basis of rich resources of
controller, hardware platform is rich expanded as
follows: using a 1GB NAND Flash chip-K9K8G08U0B
of Samsung and two pieces of 64M SDRAM chipK4X16163PE as storage section, a RS232 serial port
connected to RS232 Camera for Image acquisition, a
JTAG interface and network interface which are used to
download program, a LCD interface connected to LCD
screen, a SD card interface for storing image data and a
power interface.

The ARM subsystem is based on the
ARM1176JZF-S core. It includes separate 16KB
Instruction and 16KB data caches, 16KB Instruction and
16KB Data TCM. It also includes a full Memory
Management Unit to handle virtual memory
management. The ARM1176JZF-S includes a dedicated
vector floating point coprocessor. From above
description it can be seen that S3C6410 processor is
suitable to be the core processor of an embedded image

V.

DESIGN OF SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR
BARE METAL PROGRAMMING ON ARM

The chip used is ARM11 which is quite a
complicated processor in that it supports two operating
states: ARM state and Thumb state. Additionally, the
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CPU has seven operating modes such as USER,
SYSTEM, SUPERVISOR, ABORT, UNDEFINED,
IRQ, FIQ which differs in visibility of register banks
and privileges to execute instructions. While writing a
bare metal program, transition from one mode to another
must be handled carefully. The first 32 bytes of memory
at address 0x0 contain the ARM processor exception
vectors for e.g. Reset Vector at 0x0. At boot time, the
reset vector must be mapped to ROM. Along with
Vector remapping, during the boot sequence, CPU clock
initialization (to speed up the rest of the boot process),
external bus interface configuration, critical hardware
initialization needs to be done. The majority of bare
metal ARM-based microcontrollers are designed to run
the code directly from ROM (typically NOR flash). For
better performance and lower power dissipation it may
be often advantageous to execute the hot-spot portions
of the code from RAM. Stack pointer initialization is
also a very important issue in case of bare metal
programming. To save the memory most of the times in
bare metal programming Thumb state is used. But as
Thumb state execution is slower than ARM state
execution, ARM state is used for image processing
applications.
A.
1.

2.

The above code exports the name _Reset to Linker
in order to set the entry point. Next lines are interrupt
vector table. With LDR sp,=stack_top we initialize the
stack pointer, where stack_top will be defined in linker
script. Next line calls the main function from where our
program starts executing. Any board specific
initialization needs to be done; it must be done before
call to main. A separate c code can be written for that
purpose which can be used for any project using the
same board. This function must be called before main()
function as the main() function may call variables
initialized in above function. The above startup.s file is
compiled to startup.o
3. Object files generated in step 1 and 2 must be
linked together to become a program. The linking
process also defines the address where the program
is going to be executed and declares the placement
of its sections. To give this information to the
linker, a linker script is used. The linker script must
match the startup code described in Part 2 of this
article for all the section names and other linker
symbols. The linker script cannot be generic,
because it must define the specific memory map of
the target device, as well as other applicationspecific information. Following
is a simple
H[DPSOHRIDOLQNHUVFULSWµWHVWOG¶

General procedure for bare metal programming
All code files, header files and library files are
written as usual using c or c++ and with help of
suitable
cross-compiler
object
files
are
generated(.o files).

ENTRY(_Reset)
SECTIONS
{

A startup.s file is written in assembly which
implements startup sequence for bare metal
program. This file is generic and should work with
any ARM-based MCU without modification. For
example, following is an abstract from one of the
startup.s

. = 0x0;
.text : {
startup.o (INTERRUPT_VECTOR)
*(.text)
}

.global _Reset

.data : { *(.data) }

_Reset:

.bss : { *(.bss) }

B Reset_Handler /* Reset */

. = . + 0x1000; /* 4kB of stack memory */

B . /* Undefined */

stack_top = .;

B . /* SWI */

}

B . /* Prefetch Abort */

The first line tells the linker that the entry point is
at _Reset. Next lines tells the linker to place
the INTERRUPT_VECTOR section at address 0, and
then subsequently place the code (.text), initialized data
(.data) and zero-initialized and uninitialized data (.bss).
µ [¶WHOOVWKHOLQNHUWRPRYHN%\WHIURPWKH
end of the useful sections and then place
the stack_top symbol there. Since the stack grows
downwards the stack pointer should not exceed its own
zone, otherwise it will corrupt lower sections. If any

B . /* Data Abort */
B . /* reserved */
B . /* IRQ */
B . /* FIQ */
Reset_Handler:
LDR sp, =stack_top
BL main
B.
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frequently used code that needs to be placed in RAM, it
can be specified in Linker script.
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Whole program is linked together using above
linker script with suitable linker command. This
generates a .elf file which can be converted to .hex file
used to burn into the ROM
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VI. CONCLUSION
The improved image acquisition system based on
bare metal programming on ARM was described in this
paper. In order to realize the functions of image
acquisition, display and data storage, bare metal method
was used. The program for these purposes were written
using OpenCV. This system has the advantages like
small size, low power consumption, low cost, high
performance of ARM processor, etc. It is suitable for
various video surveillance applications and has broad
market prospects.
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Abstract - IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network, WLAN standard is one of the prominent WLAN standards being adopted as a
mature technology. This paper summarizes schemes for providing service differentiation in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. Apart from
this it provides the metrics comparison - throughput, access delay, and maximum number of high priority stations and a qualitative
comparison - channel access delay, implementation, scalability and compatibility to the IEEE 802.11 standard for different schemes.
However, during these recent years there is an increasing interest in Voice over WLANs in which IEEE 802.11 Distributed
Coordination Function, DCF protocol or Enhanced DCF protocol are used. Since both being contention-based medium access
control protocols, it is difficult for them to support the strict QoS requirement for Voice over Internet Protocol, VoIP. Therefore, in
this article we propose a novel call admission control scheme that runs at the MAC layer to support VOIP services. The call
admission control mechanism regulates voice traffic to efficiently coordinate medium contention among voice sources. The rate
control mechanism regulates non-voice traffic to control its impact on the performance of voice traffic. The proposed schemes
should well support statistical QoS guarantees for voice traffic and maintain stable high throughput for non-voice traffic at the same
time.
Key words - Quality of Service, WLANs.

I.

coordination function (PCF) offers a packet-switched
connection-oriented service which is well suited for realtime traffic. But end-to-end QoS requirements cannot be
still satisfied in this scheme since it does not include any
access control policy. The Distributed Fair Scheduling
scheme, DFS [4] uses the backoff mechanism of IEEE
802.1 1 to determine which station should send first.
The longer backoff interval will make the weight of the
sending station low, so differentiation will be achieved,
while fairness is achieved by making the interval
proportional to the packet size.

INTRODUCTION

Today, WLANs are deployed in many universities,
homes, cafes, train stations, airports and even in
airplanes. It has been increasingly employed to access
the Internet because of its simple deployment and low
cost. The medium access control (MAC) protocol is the
key component [1] that provides the efficiency in
sharing the common radio channel, while satisfying the
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of various
multimedia traffic. The basic access method, Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11 MAC
layer protocol provides best effort services [2]. But it
does not have differentiation mechanism to provide
better service for real time multimedia traffic and data
traffic. DCF could satisfy the QoS requirement of real
time traffic only if the aggregate traffic is below the
network capacity (threshold). Hence an efficient scheme
to regulate the input traffic is needed, which is [8] Call
Admission and Rate Control [7], CARC scheme,
explained in Section IV. The Enhanced DCF (EDCF)
[3] scheme is used to enhance the basic access
mechanism of IEEE 802.11 and provide a distributed
access to provide service differentiation. The Blackburst
scheme is used to provide [5] voice over WLANs and to
minimize delay for real-time traffic.The point

In this paper, first, we summarize different schemes
like PCF, DFS, EDCF, and Blackburst for providing
QoS in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an
overview of IEEE 802.11 and the basic access scheme,
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). Section III
provides a Metric comparison and Qualitative
comparison for above schemes. Section IV describes a
novel scheme to support stringent QoS requirements for
multimedia applications, one is the call admission
control and other is the rate control. Section V
concludes.
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to its nature of synchronizing traffic from all stations in
a BSS/ESS, Basic Service Set/Extended service set. PCF
is a centralized, polling-based access mechanism which
requires the presence of a base station that acts as Point
Coordinator (PC). If PCF is supported, both PCF and
DCF coexist and in this case, time is divided into
superframes that set the framework for the access
procedures. Each superframe consists [3] of a contention
period (CP) where DCF is used and a contention free
period (CFP) where PCF is used. During the CFP, it
sends poll frames to high priority stations when they are
clear to access the medium. To ensure that no DCF
stations are able to interrupt this mode of operation, the
IFS between PCF data frames is shorter than the usual
DIFS. This space is called a PCF interframe space
(PIFS). For instance, if a station starts a transmission
during the DCF period which lasts longer than the
remaining time between the start of the transmission and
the nominal start of the next superframe, the PC has to
defer the start of its transmission until the medium has
been free for a PCF Interframe Space (PIFS).To prevent
starvation of low priority flows, the contention period
must always be long enough for one maximum length
frame.

II. OVERVIEW OF IEEE 802.11 SCHEMES
IEEE 802.11 has two different access methods, the
mandatory Distributed Coordinator Function (DCF) and
the optional Point Coordinator Function (PCF). The
latter aims at supporting real-time traffic.
A. Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)
The DCF is the fundamental access method used to
support asynchronous data transfer on a best effort [4]
basis. The DCF operates solely in the ad hoc network.
The DCF is based on CSMA/CA, Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/ Collision Avoidance. Priority access to
the wireless medium is controlled through the use of
Interframe Space (IFS) time intervals between the
transmission of frames. Three IFS intervals, shown in
Fig.I, are specified in the standard, Short IFS (SIFS),
Point Coordination. Function IFS (PIFS), and
Distributed IFS (DIFS). The collision avoidance portion
of CSMA/CA is performed through a random backoff
procedure. Before sending a frame, the medium is
sensed, and if it is idle for at least a DCF interframe
space (DIFS), the frame is transmitted. Otherwise, a
backoff time B (measured in time slots) is chosen
randomly in the interval [0; CW], where CW is the
Contention Window (idle period after a DIFS).

C. Enhanced Distribution Coordination Function
(EDCF)
Enhanced DCF is an extension of the basic DCF
mechanism. The goal of this extension is to enhance the
access mechanisms of IEEE 802.11 and provide a
distributed access mechanism to provide service
differentiation. The Enhanced DCF uses two measures
to provide differentiation which has both contentionbased and contention free medium [3] access methods.
In the EDCA every station has four transmission queues,
or access categories (ACs), where each behaves like a
virtual station. The parameters CWmin and CWmax are
the minimum and maximum value of the contention
window. The contention window is used to calculate the
number of time slots to backoff before accessing the
medium. By assigning low values to CWmin and
CWmax, we can give the AC a higher priority. For
further differentiation, different interframe spaces can be
used by different traffic classes. Instead of DIFS, an
interframe space called Arbitration Interframe Space
(AIFS) is used. The arbitration interframe space
(AIFS), specifies the duration a station must defer
before backoff or transmission The AIFS for a given
class should be a DIFS plus some (possibly zero) time
slots. Classes with smaller AIFS will have higher
priority. To enhance the performance and achieve better
medium utilization, packet bursting can be used. In this,
after getting access to the medium the station is allowed
to send as many frames it wishes as long as the total
access time does not exceed a certain limit (TxOpLimit).
The parameter TXOP limit specifies the length (or

Fig. I : A Basic DCF Access Mechanism.
Whenever the medium has been idle for at least a
DIFS, the backoff timer is decremented with one each
time slot the medium remains idle. When the backoff
timer reaches zero, the frame is transmitted. If a
collision is detected (which is done by the use of a
positive acknowledgment scheme), the contention
window is doubled and a new backoff time is chosen.
The backoff mechanism is also used after a successful
transmission before sending the next frame. After a
successful transmission, the contention window is reset
to its start value, CWmin. The advantage of this channel
access method is that it promotes fairness among
stations, but its weakness is that it probably could not
support time bound services.
B. Point Coordination Function (PCF)
This is an optional function, and is applicable only
for the infrastructure based network configurations, due
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maximum duration) of the TXOP. If a collision occurs,
the packet burst is terminated. Since packet bursting
might increase the jitter, TxOpLimit should not be
longer than the time required for the transmission of a
data frame of maximum size.

time, and imposing a minimum frame size on real time
frames, it can be guaranteed that each black burst
contention period will yield a unique winner. After the
successful transmission of a frame, the station schedules
the next access instant (when the station will try to
transmit the next frame) tsch seconds in the future. By
doing this real-time flows will synchronize and share the
medium without collisions. Low priority stations use the
ordinary CSMA/CA access method of IEEE 802.11.

D. Distributed Fair Scheduling (DFS)
It is not always desirable to completely sacrifice the
performance of low priority traffic in order to give very
good service to high priority traffic [2]. In this scheme
each flow gets bandwidth proportional to some weight
that has been assigned to it. These schemes are
centralized in the sense that they run on a single node
which has access to all information about all the flows.
Since different weights can be assigned to the flows, this
can be used for differentiation between flows. The
Distributed Fair Scheduling scheme is based on the fair
queuing mechanism known as Self-Clocked Fair
Queuing [4], and uses the backoff mechanism of IEEE
802.11 to determine which station should send first.
Before transmitting a frame, the backoff process is
always initiated, even if no previous frame has been
transmitted. Since the backoff interval will be longer,
lower the weight of the sending station better
differentiation will be achieved. Further, fairness is
achieved by using the size of the packet to be sent in the
calculation of the backoff interval. This will cause larger
packets to get longer backoff intervals than small
packets, allowing a station with small packets to send
more often so that the same amount of data is sent. If a
collision occurs, a new backoff interval is calculated
using the backoff algorithm of the IEEE 802.11
standard.

III. COMPARISON
A. Metrics Comparison of
BLACKBURST schemes.

PCF, EDCF,

DFS,

The metrics Comparison includes parameters,
throughput, access delay, and maximum number of high
priority stations.
The first metric is throughput. At low loads PCF
gives low priority flows significantly lower throughput
than the other schemes do. The PCF high priority
stations perform acceptable at low load, but the
performance [5] for these starts to deteriorate when the
amount of high priority traffic increases. Blackburst
gives the best performance to high priority traffic with
regard to throughput. At low loads, it also gives rather
good performance to low priority traffic, but at high
loads low priority traffic is starved. DFS ensures better
service to high priority traffic, and still does not starve
low priority traffic, but ensures that it gets its fair share
of the bandwidth. The Blackburst scheme gives the best
medium utilization.
The second metric is access delay. Blackburst
performs well for high priority traffic. It gives low
access delay to low priority traffic as long as the load is
relatively low, but when the network becomes heavily
loaded Blackburst totally starves low priority traffic.

E. Blackburst
The main goal of Blackburst is to minimize the
delay for real-time traffic. Unlike the [5] other schemes
it imposes certain requirements on the high priority
stations. Blackburst requires: 1) all high priority stations
try accessing the medium with equal and constant
intervals, tsc; and 2) the ability to jam the medium for a
period of time. Low priority stations use the ordinary
DCF access mechanism of IEEE 802.11. If the medium
is found busy when a station wants to transmit real-time
data, the station waits until it becomes idle and then
enters a black burst contention period by jamming the
channel for a period of time. The length of the black
burst is determined by the time the station has been
waiting to access the medium. After transmitting the
black burst, the station listens to the medium to see if
some other station is sending a longer blackburst,
implying that the other station has waited longer and
thus should access the medium first. If the medium is
idle, the station will send its frame, otherwise it will
wait until the medium becomes idle again and enter
another blackburst contention period. By using slotted

The third metric is maximum number of high
priority stations. Blackburst [9] is capable of supporting
the largest number of prioritized stations both with
regard to throughput and access delay. Blackburst are
able to give good service for the high priority stations,
regardless of the amount of low priority traffic. The
reason for DFS not performing well is due to the fact
that DFS tries to distribute the bandwidth fairly among
the stations according to their weights instead of trying
to give perfect service to high priority traffic. For PCF
this is both because it has poor medium utilization, and
because there must always be room for a low priority
frame during the contention period. Blackburst is
especially designed for voice transmission over IEEE
802.11.
EDCF is completely distributed and has better
performance than PCF, and is less complex. Blackburst
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avoids collisions between high priority stations. A
drawback with Blackburst is the requirements of
constant access intervals it imposes on high priority
traffic. If these requirements cannot be met, EDCF
might be a suitable alternative. Although not being able
to provide as good service as Blackburst and suffering
from a high rate of collisions, it still provides good
service differentiation and gives low average delay to
high priority traffic.
B.

Qualitative Comparison
BLACKBURST schemes.

of

DCF,

throughput and if it is less than this threshold, channel
capacity is wasted. So we need to tune the network that
operates at the optimal point. For this we propose a
novel call admission control scheme that runs at the
MAC layer to support VoIP services.
IV. THE CARC (CALL ADMISSION AND RATE
CONTROL) SCHEME
CARC is able to support real-time services, such as
voice and video, with QoS guarantees [8] and achieve
high throughput by allowing best effort traffic to make
full use of the residual channel capacity. The purpose of
a call admission control (CAC) algorithm is to decide
whether or not a new call should be admitted into the
network. A new call is admitted if and only if its Quality
of Service (QoS) constraints can be satisfied (resources
are available) without hampering the QoS constraints of
existing calls in the network. For call admission and rate
control scheme there will be some bandwidth
reservation for real time traffic and for best effort traffic.

PCF and

Qualitative Comparison parameters include channel
access delay, implementation, scalability and
compatibility to the IEEE 802.11 standard. Table I
shows Qualitative Comparison for DCF, PCF,
Blackburst schemes for IEEE 802.11 WLANs.
It is seen that for DCF, implementation,
compatibility and scalability are non-issues but delay [6]
is a big problem. In case of the PCF implementation,
several changes will be required in the current
implementation but compatibility is not an issue as it is
a part of the standard. The channel access delay is an
issue because of the overlapping cell problem and the
shift in nominal start of the CFP period which leads to
decrease in the length of the CFP period. Scalability is a
major problem for the PCF. Blackburst is designed for
voice services and is also designed to be scalable. The
issue with Balckburst is its implementation and
compatibility with the standard. DCF is the best solution
if no changes are desired but is worst in terms of quality,
while Blackburst can give better quality but its
implementation and compatibility with the standard is
an issue.

A. CAC scheme
The call admission control, CAC [7] mechanism
admits or rejects new voice calls depending on the
bandwidth availability in the network and also guarantee
the QoS level of the admitted calls. In CAC the
Coordinator of the WLAN makes the admission
decision for each voice call. It keeps the record of the
total bandwidth occupied by all admitted real-time
flows. If a node wants to send real time data, it must
send a request to the coordinator, indicating that it wants
to establish a real-time flow. CAC coordinator checks if
the requested resource is available, if yes, the request is
accepted and the node can establish the flow with the
intended destination. Otherwise, the request is rejected.

TABLE I : QUALITATIVE COMPARISON

B. RC scheme
DCF

PCF

Blackburst

Channel Access
Delay (number
of users)

Poor

Better

Best

Implementation

Best

Better

Better

Compatibility

Best

Best

Poor

Scalability

Best

Poor

Best

Rate Control, RC mechanism regulates the packet
sending rate at which the best [8] effort packets are
delivered to the MAC layer to contend for the shared
channel. In this scheme, each node needs to monitor the
channel busyness ratio and accordingly adjust its share
of channel time. RC uses AIMD (Additive Increase
Multiplicative Decrease) algorithm to adjust the packet
sending rate at each node.
If, the channel is regarded as under loaded RC
adopts a multiplicative increase law, if the channel is
regarded as moderately loaded, RC adopts an additive
increase law and if the channel is regarded as heavily
loaded, RC adopts a multiplicative decrease law. RC can
dynamically adjust the sending rate of non-real-time
traffic to accommodate fluctuating real-time traffic, and
accordingly effectively control the impact of non-realtime traffic on real-time traffic to provide the required
QoS level as well as high channel utilization.

Apart from these comparisons it is seen that DCF is
a simple and effective mechanism which provides best
effort traffic and is well suited for adhoc networks. But
it can neither support QoS nor guarantee to meet the
multimedia applications requirements.
DCF could
satisfy the QoS requirement of VOIP only if the
aggregate traffic [8] is below the network capacity
(threshold). If the arriving traffic is heavier than this
threshold there is increase in delay and decrease in
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The QoS parameters such as throughput and
average end to end delay for voice traffic and for the
best effort traffic will be analyzed at a variable channel
data rates and their performance will be evaluated. A
comparative analysis will be made for the above QoS
parameters using CARC Scheme and without using
CARC Scheme. Simulations will be carried in Network
simulator NS-2.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Comparing PCF, DFS, EDCF and Blackburst it is
seen that Blackburst performs the best, with a very high
throughput, high bandwidth utilization. EDCF also has a
high throughput, but presents a high collision rate and
thus poor bandwidth utilization. However, they show a
high delay jitter, which is probable due to the bursting
procedure. DFS has a lower throughput and PCF even
worse. On the other hand, DFS and PCF avoid the
problem encountered with Blackburst and EDCF, which
is the starvation of lower priority data. Blackburst gives
the best performance to high priority traffic both with
regard to throughput and access delay. A drawback with
Blackburst is the requirements it imposes on the high
priority traffic. A major advantage of DFS is that it will
try to achieve fairness, and will not starve low priority
traffic, which in many cases is a desirable property of a
scheme.
DCF could satisfy the QoS requirement of VOIP
only if the aggregate traffic is below the network
capacity. Hence a novel call admission control and rate
control scheme, CARC, is proposed to support QoS of
real-time and streaming traffic in the 802.11 wireless
LAN and the performance of QoS parameters like
throughput, average delay and jitter can be analyzed at
variable channel data rates.
Finally, we conclude with the observation that there
might not be one scheme that is the best to choose in all
situations, but the choice of QoS scheme should instead
depend on the expectations of the traffic, and other
circumstances. Before deciding on what QoS scheme to
use in a network, an analysis of what the network should
be used for, and what kind of services that is needed
should be done.
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Abstract - The fundamental component of resource management in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is transmitter power control
since the sensors are miniature battery powered devices. An efficient power control technique is essential to support system quality
and efficiency in wireless sensor networks. This paper analyses a game theoretic model with pricing in which the game is
formulated as a utility maximizing distributed power control game considering the residual energy of the nodes along with adaptive
modulation. The proposed algorithm adapts to the changes in channel condition and selects the appropriate modulation and transmits
using the optimal transmission power. Simulation results show that the game with pricing provides maximum utility by consuming
lesser power.
Key words - WSN; game theory; power control; adaptive modulation and coding.

I.

has the potential to enhance channel capacity and reduce
transmission energy consumption particularly in fading
channels [4]. Another way to combat fading is the use of
adaptive modulation which allows a wireless system to
choose the highest order modulation depending on the
channel conditions while ensuring that no harmful
interference is caused to other nodes [5].

INTRODUCTION

The developments in VLSI technology have made it
possible to fabricate tiny, low-cost, microelectronic
devices termed as sensor nodes. These tiny battery
powered sensor nodes have very limited network
bandwidth, power and processing capacity, and pose
significant challenges in the fields of wireless
networking, communications and signal processing.
These sensors in a wireless sensor network (WSN) are
capable of sensing, computing and communications.
WSN is an attractive low-cost technology for a wide
range of remote sensing, military and environmental
monitoring applications [1]. Power is a precious
resource in WSN, since the sensors are unattended and
the batteries are unreplenishable. In such a
circumstance, where recharging is typically not possible,
radio power control is vital in order to increase the
network lifetime. Transmission power is responsible for
up to 70% of the total energy consumption for off-theshelf sensor nodes [2].

An approach to adjust the transmission power of a
node in WSN is based on the economic model [6]
termed as game theory and there has been a growing
interest in applying game theory to study wireless
systems [7- 9]. Game theory is the theory of decision
making under conditions of uncertainty and
interdependence. The appropriateness of using game
theory to study the energy efficiency problems and
power management in WSN stems from the nature of
strategic interactions between nodes. Approaches from
game theory can be used to optimize node-level as well
as network-wide performance and pricing has been
studied in decentralized networks as a control variable
[10]. Chang and Tassiulas [11] investigated the energy
efficiency in wireless sensor networks as the maximum
network lifetime routing problem. They proposed to
adjust the transmit power levels to just reach the
intended next hop receiver so that the energy
consumption rate per unit information transmission can
be reduced. The research article [12] proposes a power
control solution for WSN considering ECC in the
analytical setting of a game theoretic approach. It has
been well proved that incorporating pricing schemes can
stimulate a cooperative environment, which benefits
both the nodes and the network. A game theoretic

In a WSN, each node transmits its information over
the air and is prone to fading and other impairments.
The data transmitted from the sensor nodes is highly
susceptible to error in a wireless environment which
leads to higher packet loss and thereby increases the
transmit power. Error control coding (ECC) schemes are
used to improve the system performance and is shown
that ECC saves energy as compared to uncoded data
transmission [3]. To mitigate the fading effects in
wireless channel, diversity techniques can also be used.
Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) scheme technology
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approach to regulate the transmit power level of the
nodes in a MIMO-WSN [13] is considered and
investigated. Gao Peng et al., have proposed a noncooperative power control game for adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC) and analysed [14]. But
here the energy of the nodes has not been taken into
consideration while designing the game.

considered. As SINR is the target of power control, the
utility function is formed based on SINR and transmit
power. The Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) of
the ith node considering the residual energy is given as,
h i pi

SINR i = Ȗi

In this paper, a non-cooperative power control game
for adaptive modulation and coding considering the
residual energy of the nodes is analysed. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II, deals with
game theoretic approach for WSN. The power control
game for adaptive modulation is formulated section III.
Simulation results are

*

Em

Ei
N
E
2
¦ h p m +ı
j=1, jzi j j E
j

(1)

G =W / R is the processing gain
W is channel bandwidth,
R is data rate

given and discussed in section IV. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

Ei is residual energy of the ith node
Ei is residual energy of the jth interfering node

II. GAME THEORETIC APPROACH

pi is the transmission power of ith node

The game is defined by three components: a set of
players, the set of possible actions for each player and
the payoff resulting from the strategy profile [15]. In the
power control game for WSN, the players are the nodes,
and their corresponding strategies are the adaptation of
modulation and corresponding power.

pj is the transmission power of jth interfering node
Em is maximum energy of ith node
h is the path gain
V2 is the noise spectral density
The utility function [14]considered is given as

The game is formally defined as:
G =[N,{Pi, Mi},Ui]

u i pi , Ȗ i

Șeff,MCn

0sym 5 coding I Ȗi

(2)

Where
Where Msym is the number of bits of each symbol that
can be modulated in the nth type scheme of MCS, Rcoding
is the coding efficiency. f J i is the efficiency

N ={1,2,...,n} denotes the set of players
A set of actions, R, available for the player i to
make a decision. Here each node selects modulation
type miMi and the corresponding piPi

function which increases with expected SINR.
The efficiency function which is the function of
SINR, is given as

Ui is the ith QRGH¶VXWLOLW\IXQFWLRQDQGLWUHIOHFWVWKe
preferences of the participants.
The non-cooperative game is an iterative procedure,
where at each iteration, players choose the strategy that
maximizes their utility function. In other words, a
system adapts the most appropriate Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCS) according to the state of
channel condition. If the channel quality is better, higher
order modulation and higher coding rate is supposed to
be chosen to achieve a greater throughput or if the
channel quality is worse, lower-order modulation and
lower coding rate are to be used to guarantee the quality
of the transmission link. AMC is used to achieve the
maximum throughput or the modulation and coding
efficiency, while power control is used to maintain the
appropriate channel signal to interference noise ratio
(SINR), and ensure normal communication.

f

Ȗi

  3e

Fu M
sym

(3)

Where Pe is the bit error rate (BER)
F is the size of the packet
The AMC selects appropriate MCS according to the
change of SINR in order to maximize the effective
modulation and efficiency. The ideal AMC is the one
which provides the maximum effective modulation and
coding efficiency depending on the channel condition.
The ideal AMC is given by
Șeff,AMC

PD[ Șeff,MC1  Șeff,MC2 Șeff,MCn

(4)

To evaluate the effect of modulation and coding
more appropriately, the residual energy of the node is

The nodes iteratively decide its transmission power level
by maximizing its utility function.
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A. Pricing

Pi is the transmit power in mW

The non cooperative nature of the game means that,
an attempt to maximize the utility consumes maximum
power, since utility monotonically increases with power.
This will also create excessive interference, leading to
performance degradation. The solution to this problem
is to introduce pricing, which induces a degree of
cooperation among players, brings an improvement in
system performance by penalizing the selfish nodes and
enables the nodes to communicate with a relatively low
and stable transmission power. The pricing accounts for
the energy consumed/drained by the sensor nodes with
usage of resources. If the strategy of the ith node is to
transmit at signal power piPi the pricing incurred is a
function of pi. The class of pricing functions considered
is linear and is a monotonically increasing function of
transmit power. The pricing function is given by,

ps is the probability of successful transmission

K = zhp i

Em

With the power consumption given in (8), the
expected power efficiency for power level pi is defined
as an inverse function of the expected power
consumption.
power efficiency =

III. POWER CONTROL GAME
A two dimensional plane is considered and is
assumed to have N nodes having identical transmission
range in the network area A. Consider node i is
transmitting data to node j. Node i receives the sum of
interference power from sink node. In order to achieve
an equilibrium point in the strategic non-cooperative
game, nodes iteratively decide its transmission power
level by maximizing its utility function. The first step in
the game is to determine the threshold SINR. The SINR
target requirement is determined based on the
modulation type when employing an adaptive
modulation scheme. Each node selects modulation type
miMi according to the change of SINR in order to
maximize the utility. The pseudocode of the procedure
explained is given in the algorithm mentioned below.

The utility with pricing is given by
c
i

pi , Ȗ i

0 sym 5 coding I

Ȗi

.

(9)

Then, the optimal transmit power is the power level,
which will maximize the power efficiency.

where z is the pricing constant.

u

F

pi

(5)

Ei

1 - BER

(6)

B. Power Efficiency
The performance of a modulation scheme is often
measured in terms of its power efficiency. A scenario
where a node is allowed to retransmit a packet if a
transmission is unsuccessful, and it continues to
retransmit until the transmission is successful is
considered. Let the power level chosen by the
transmitter node be P, and there are (n-1) unsuccessful
transmission followed by successful transmission.

A. Algorithm
Require: P = {p1, p2,..,pmax}
M={QPSK, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM
Code rate=1/8, 1/5,1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 4/5}
Determine threshold SINR

The probability of successful transmission of a packet
containing F bits from node i to node j can be given by

for k=1 to Niter do
Perform residual energy check

F
ps = 1 - Pe

(7)

Compute current SINR based on
residual energy using eqn (1).

With increased SINR perceived by node j Ȗ j , the bit
error probability decreases, which in turn increases the
probability of successful transmission and vice versa.

if current SINRtThreshold SINR
Select appropriate AMC
end if

The expected power consumption by the transmitter
node can be given by
pi

Estimate the transmit power from eqn. (2) or (6)
Transmit with optimal power

(8)

end for

ps

where,
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

10
QPSK without energy check
16-QAM without energy check
32-QAM without energy check
64-QAM without energy check

9

The analysis of the proposed game is carried out
using MATLAB 7.0. The following simulation
parameters were considered.

8
7
6
utility

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

TABLE I.

5
4

Simulation
Parameters

Description

Network area

100×100m2

Transmit power
{pmin:pmax}

1-100mw

Channel Bandwidth

1MHz

Noise variance

5×10-15

Path loss component

2

3
2
1

Modulation techniques
Code rates

0

0

5

10

15

20

25

SINR(dB)

Fig. 2 : Utility of the game without energy check

QPSK, 16-QAM, 32QAM, 64-QAM
1/8, 1/5,1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3,
4/5

1

Power efficiency

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
30
20

Fig. 3 : Utility of the game with energy check
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0
SINR in dB

-10

0

20

40

60

80
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Figures 2 and 3 show the utility for varying SINR
with and without residual energy check. From the
figures it is evident that, on considering QPSK
modulation, without residual energy check maximum
utility is obtained for a minimum SINR of 10dB,
whereas with residual energy check it is attained at a
SINR of 7dB thus providing 30% improvement in
utility. Since SINR is directly related to transmission
power, the increase in utility is due to the reduction in
the number of interfering nodes in the network. Figures
3-11 depicts the utility of the game with residual energy
check. Figures 3 and 4 show the utility of the game with
and without pricing considering residual energy check.
It can be seen from these figures that on considering 64QAM, for an SINR of 13dB, pricing scheme provides
nearly 16% increase in utility. The improvement in
utility is due to pricing which induces cooperation
among players and brings an improvement in system
performance by punishing the selfish nodes. This

Power (mW)

Fig. 1 : Power efficinecy
Power efficiency considering the QPSK, 16QAM,
32QAM and 64QAM schemes are shown in figure1. It
is inferred that at high SNR increasing the transmitting
power unnecessarily decreases the power efficiency
below the maximum. Hence at high SNR, a node should
transmit at low power to maximise its power efficiency.
At low SNR the power efficiency is very low for all
power levels and hence the node should not transmit
under such worse channel conditions. When the channel
condition is poor, the system adapts to QPSK
modulation and shifts to higher order modulation with
improvement in channel condition.
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enables the nodes to communicate with a relatively low
and stable transmission power.

The modulation and coding scheme with higher
utility needs a higher SINR to operate. AMC works by
measuring and feeding back the channel SINR to the
transmitting node, which then chooses a suitable MCS
from the strategy set to maximize the utility. QPSK
modulation is adapted during worse channel conditions.
It is manifested from figures 5 and 6, that, the game
without pricing provides an utility of 1.5bits/sec,
whereas with pricing an utility of 1.8bits/sec is
achieved, thereby providing 20% increase in utility for a
SINR of 7dB and coding efficiency of 4/5.

Fig. 4 : Utility of the game with energy check and
pricing

Fig. 7 : Utility of the game without pricing for 16-QAM

Fig. 5 : Utility of the game without pricing for QPSK
modulation

Fig. 8 : Utility of the game with pricing for 16-QAM
Higher order modulations with higher coding rates
are adapted when the channel condition improves. If the
current SINR is greater than 8dB and less than 12dB 16QAM is adapted. From figures 7 and 8 it is obvious that
at a SINR of 11dB and a coding efficiency of 4/5, the

Fig. 6 : Utility of the game with pricing for QPSK
modulation
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game with pricing provides an increase in utility by 13%
compared to that without pricing.

Figures 9 and 10 reveal that at a SINR of 13dB and
coding efficiency of 4/5, the game without pricing gives
an utility of 3.7bits/sec. The game with pricing provides
an increase in utility by 8% compared to that without
pricing.

Fig. 9 : Utility of the game with pricing for 32-QAM
Fig. 12 : Utility of the game with pricing for 64-QAM
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the utility as the SINR
increases for various coding rates considering 64-QAM.
From these figures it is apparent that at a SINR of 17dB
and a coding efficiency of 4/5, game without pricing
provides a utility of 4.5bits/sec. The game with pricing
offers an incentive in utility by 13% compared to that
without pricing.
V. CONCLUSION
An energy efficient adaptive modulation and coding
for power control in WSN using game theoretic
approach taking into account the residual energy of the
nodes has been analysed. The game is designed such
that, appropriate modulation and coding is selected
based on the current channel condition. The utility of
nodes without residual energy check and with residual
energy check are compared. The maximum utility is
obtained when energy check is considered. With the
inclusion of pricing the interference among the nodes
due to the optimizing behaviour of a particular node is
suppressed. Further the outcome shows that employing
residual energy check with pricing achieves the best
response for the sensor nodes.

Fig. 10 : Utility of the game with pricing for 32-QAM
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Abstract - Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is an attractive technique for achieving high-bit-rate wireless data
transmission. However, the potentially large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) has limited its application. In order to obtain
optimal PAPR reduction using the partial transmit sequence (PTS), the total search for the number of subblocks and the rotation
factors must be accomplished. As the number of subblocks and rotation factors increases, PAPR reduction improves. The number of
calculation increases as the number of subcarriers increases, such that complexity increases exponentially and the process delay
occurs simultaneously. In this paper, a modified PTS scheme combined with interleaving and pulse shaping technique for PAPR
reduction has been presented. The scheme is very effective and avoids the use of any extra Inverse Fast Fourier Transformations
(IFFTs) as was done in PAPR reduction by ordinary PTS technique when dividing the various subcarriers into 4 subblocks. The
simulation result shows that PAPR performance is improved in comparison with the modified PTS and computational complexity is
reduced.
Key words - OFDM; PAPR; partial transmit sequence; interleaved subblock partitioning scheme; raised cosine pulse shape.

I.

powered devices, it is essential to transmit waveforms
with low dynamic range. This ensures a low PAPR and
therefore allows the power amplifier to operate in its
linear range without excessive backoff.

INTRODUCTION

The increased demand for wireless multimedia and
interactive internet services is fueling intensive research
efforts on high-speed data transmission. A major
challenge for high-speed broadband mobile application
is inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to time-dispersive
nature of the terrestrial radio channel. The highest bit
rates in commercially deployed wireless systems are
achieved by means of Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) in wireless LANs based on the
IEEE 802.11a/g/n, DVD-T/H, and 802.16 WiMAX
standards. In OFDM, the data is divided among large
number of closely spaced carriers (frequency division
multiplexing) [1]. Here only small amount of data is
carried by each carrier, reducing the ISI significantly.
OFDM is widely used in contemporary communication
systems for its good robustness in multipath
environment. One of the drawbacks of the OFDM
transmitters is high Peak to Average Power Ratio
(PAPR) of OFDM signals. The maximal value of the
PAPR grows with logarithm of number of subcarriers.
The OFDM signal passed through a nonlinear device,
such as a transmit power amplifier, may suffer
significant spectral spreading and in-band distortion.

A number of techniques were proposed to control
the PAPR of the transmitted signals in OFDM systems,
such as clipping [2], interleaving method [3], pulse
shaping [4], selective mapping (SLM) [5], and partial
transmit sequence (PTS) [6]. Deterministic schemes,
such as clipping could be an effective technique for
PAPR reduction. However, clipping is a nonlinear
process and may cause significant in-band distortion,
which degrades the BER performance and out-of-band
noise, which reduces the spectral efficiency. The
interleaved partitioned ordinary PTS scheme has the
lowest computational complexity but it has the worst
PAPR performance because the generated candidates
are not fully independent [3]. The reduction in PAPR
achieved by the pulse shaping technique is obtained at
the expense of an increase in the error probabilities of
the system, and different pulse shaping waveforms
result in different probabilities of errors. In SLM, one
OFDM signal of the lowest PAPR is selected in a set of
several signals containing the same information data. In
PTS, the lowest PAPR signal is made by optimally
phase combining the signal subblocks. SLM and PTS
are very flexible schemes and have an effective
performance of the PAPR reduction without any
degradation. However, both these techniques require

Signals with a high PAPR require the power
amplifier to operate with a large backoff from their peak
power. This effectively reduces both the mean power
output level and the overall power efficiency. For shortrange transmissions, and in particular for battery
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The PAPR of the transmitted OFDM signal, x(t), is
then given as the ratio of the maximum to the average
power, written as

much system complexity and computational burden
because of the many IFFT stages and complex
optimization procedure. Other possible alternative
solution is then to exploit other parameters of the
OFDM signal. Exploiting the subcarrier waveforms of
the OFDM signal appears as an attractive solution for
reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals without affecting
the bandwidth efficiency of the system. Such an
approach has been adopted in [3]. Furthermore,
modified PTS scheme [7] is proposed to lower the
computational complexity while maintaining the similar
PAPR reduction performance compared with the
ordinary PTS scheme. To alleviate the problem of high
complexity further an approach [8] has been proposed,
in which real and imaginary parts are separately
multiplied with phase factors, moreover PAPR is
conjointly optimized in real and imaginary parts. In this
paper, modified PTS combining the interleaved
partitioning and pulse shaping technique for reducing
the PAPR and computational complexity of OFDM
signals is proposed.

PAPR

CCDF(PAPR(x(n))) = Pr (PAPR(x(n))) > PAPR

(4)

-PAPR N
0)
P = Pr (PAPR(x(n)) > PAPR ) = 1- (1- e
0
(5)

This expression assumes that the N time domain signal
samples are mutually independent and uncorrelated and
it is not accurate for a small number of subcarriers. The
independent assumption in (5) is not true for the
oversampling case. An empirical expression for the
CCDF of PAPR can be obtained by approximating the
distribution for N subcarriers and oversampling by the
distribution for LN, (L  ޓ1) uncorrelated subcarriers
without oversampling [1]. Exhaustive search can be
used to find a proper value for L.

symbol modulating the corresponding subcarrier from a
set of subcarriers. The transmitter block diagram is
illustrated in Figure 1 where the incoming data is first
modulated by using QPSK modulation. The N
subcarriers are chosen to be orthogonal, with a pulse
shape waveform of duration T, and f 0 =1/T is the
frequency spacing between adjacent subcarriers.
The complex baseband OFDM signal for N
subcarriers can be written as

P = Pr (PAPR(x(n)) > PAPR ) = 1- (1- e
0

(1)

-PAPR

0 )LN
(6)

Usually, the oversampling factor L larger than 4 is
used for a PAPR reduction schemes to increase the
resolution of discrete-time OFDM signals. However,
such an oversampling process would significantly
increase the computational complexity.

Replacing t=n Tb , where Tb =T/N, gives the discrete
time version denoted by
1 N-1
j2ʌNQ/1
Q «1/-1
¦ X e
N k=0 k

0

Due to the independence of the N samples, the
CCDF of the PAPR of a data block with Nyquist rate
sampling is given by

In OFDM modulation technique, a block of N data
symbols, X k
X 0, X1, .... X N 1 , is formed with each

x(n) =

(3)

The PAPR of the continuous-time OFDM signal
cannot be precisely computed in the Nyquist sampling
rate, which corresponds to N samples per OFDM
symbol [4]. In this case, signal peaks may be skipped
and PAPR estimates are not precise. So, oversampling is
necessary. From the central limit theorem, it follows
that for large values of N, the real and imaginary values
of x(t ) becomes Gaussian distributed. The amplitude
of the OFDM signal therefore has the Rayleigh
distribution with zero mean and a variance of N times
the variance of one complex sinusoid. The
complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) is the probability that the PAPR exceeds a
certain threshold PAPR0, which can be expressed as

II. PAPR OF OFDM SIGNALS

0dtdT

2

Where E[ዘ] is the expectation operator.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II, briefly introduces PAPR of OFDM signals.
Section III gives an overview of PTS OFDM and the
approach of pulse shaping in reducing the PAPR is
described. The detailed description of the interleaving
technique is shown in Section IV. The simulation results
and discussions are presented in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

j2ʌNI W
1 N-1
0
x t =
¦ Xk e
N k=0

x(t )
0dt dT
2
E ª« x t º»
¬
¼

max

(2)

Where, L is the oversampling factor.
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S m , m «M

In this work, the codeword vector S is partitioned
by using interleaving method. Assume that the
subblocks or clusters consist of a contiguous set of
subcarriers and are of equal size.
The objective is to optimally combine the M
clusters, which in frequency domain is given by
M

¦b

S'

m

Sm

(7)

m 1

Where, {bm, m  « M} are weighting factors and
are assumed to be perfect rotations. In other words, the
time domain is given by
M

Fig. 1 : A typical structure of transmitter for modified
PTS combined with interleaved OFDM

s

¦b

s

m m

(8)

m 1

III. OVERVIEW OF PTS AND PULSE SHAPE

Where, sm consist of a set of subblocks with equal size
and bm is the phase factors, which are required to
inform the receiver as the side information. In order to
increase the performance, the size of side information is
drastically increased. It means that the total throughput
considerably decreases. The set of weighting factor for
V clusters or subblocks are optimised in the time domain
so as to achieve the better PAPR performance. PTS
generates a signal with a low PAPR through the addition
of appropriately phase rotated signal parts. The
codeword to be transmitted are divided into several
subblocks, V, of length N/V. Mathematically, expressed
by

A. Partial Transmit Sequence OFDM
The partial transmit sequence approach [9] is a
phase optimization technique which can provide
excellent PAPR reduction with a small amount of
redundancy. With this approach, disjoint subblocks of
OFDM subcarriers are phase shifted separately after the
IFFT is computed. If the subblocks are optimally phase
shifted, they exhibit minimum PAPR and consequently
reduce the PAPR of the merged signal. The number of
subblocks (V) and the partitioning scheme determine the
PAPR reduction. The main drawback of PTS arises from
the computation of multiple IFFTs, resulting in a high
computational complexity proportional to the number of
subblocks.

V

Ak

¦A

k

(v)

,

v «V

(9)

v 1

Subblock partition for PTS OFDM is a method of
division of subbands into multiple disjoint subblocks. In
general, it can be classified into 3 categories; interleaved
partition, adjacent partition, and pseudo-random
partition [10]. For the interleaved method, every
subcarrier signal spaced apart is allocated at the same
subblock. In the adjacent scheme, successive subcarriers
are assigned into the same subblock sequentially. And
each subcarrier signal is assigned into any one of the
subblocks randomly in the pseudo-random scheme. It
can be noted that computational complexity for the
interleaved subblock partitioning scheme is reduced
extensively as compared to that of the adjacent and
pseudo-random partition scheme. This arrangement
reduces considerably the envelope fluctuations in the
transmitted waveform.

(v )

All subcarriers positions in Ak which are
occupied in another subblock are set to zero. Each of the
blocks, v, has an IFFT performed on it,

an ( v )

IFFT ^ Ak ( v ) `

(10)

The output of each block except for first block which
is kept constant, is phase rotated by the rotation factor as
given by

e jT (v )  [0, 2S ]

(11)

The blocks are then added together to produce
alternate transmit signals containing the same
information as given by

In Figure 1, the input OFDM data block S is
partitioned into M disjoint sets, which is represented by
the vector,
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A possible solution to reduce the PAPR of the
OFDM signals is then to create some correlation
between the different OFDM samples of the same block.
The new set of pulse shapes indicates that each
subcarrier pulse of the OFDM scheme has a different
shape and all these pulse shapes are derived from the
same pulse (cyclic shifts of the same pulse).This will
also reduce the PAPR of the OFDM transmitted signal
since the peak amplitude of the different pulse shapes
will never occur at the same time instant unless time
waveform is a rectangular pulse.

V

an

¦ an(v) .e jT (v)

(12)

v 1

Each alternate transmit signal is stored in memory
and the process is repeated again with a different phase
rotation value. After a set number of phase rotation
values, W, the OFDM symbol with the lowest PAPR is
transmitted as given by

I 2 , I3 ,....I v

arg min(max an )

(13)

The weighting rotation parameter set is chosen to
minimise the PAPR. The computational complexity of
PTS method depends on the number of phase rotation
factors allowed. The phase rotation factors can be
selected from an infinite number of phases I (v )  (0, 2S ) .
But finding the best weighting factors is indeed a
complex problem. To increase the potential capability of
PAPR reduction performance for the PTS method, these
phase factors combination correctly maintain the
orthogonality between the different modulated carriers.
+RZHYHU WKH 376 3$35 UHGXFWLRQ VFKHPH¶V
performance improvement is achieved at the expense of
high complexity and difficult parameter setting
problems.

The impulse response of a raised cosine filter is,
ʌĮW
cos(
)
t
T
r(t) = sinc(ʌ
T
4Į 2 W 2
1T 2

B. Raised Cosine Pulse Shape

IV. INTERLEAVED OFDM

A set of time waveforms that reduces the PAPR of
OFDM signals was proposed in [11]. However, the
reduction obtained was not considerable. Consider a
time waveform with constant energy signal (Es=1) and
uncorrelated symbols within each OFDM block, the
maximum PAPR is obtained as follows:

Highly correlated data frames of OFDM signals
have large PAPRs, which could thus be reduced, if the
long correlation patterns are broken down. A set of fixed
permutations (interleaving) is used in this technique to
break these correlation patterns [12, 13]. In this
approach K-1 interleavers are used at the transmitter.
These interleavers produce K-1 permuted frames of the
input data. The minimum PAPR frame of all the K
frames is selected for transmission. The identity of the
corresponding interleaver is also sent to the receiver as
side information. Hence interleaving method is simple
to implement and reduces the transmitter complexity
when compared with PTS scheme. If all the K, PAPR
computations are done simultaneously and lowest PAPR
sequence is selected in one step, the processing delay at
the transmitter is significantly reduced. Therefore, it can
also be used with high speed data transmissions.

PAPR d PAPRmax

§ N 1
·
1
max ¨ ¦ Pm (t ) ¸
N 0dt dT © n 0
¹

(16)

Where WKH SDUDPHWHU Į LV WKH UROO-off factor which
UDQJHV EHWZHHQ  DQG  /RZHU YDOXHV RI Į LQWURGXFH
more pulse shaping and more suppression of out-ofband-signal components. Pulse shapes are very flexible
and can control the correlation between the OFDM
block samples without destroying the orthogonality
property between the subcarriers of the OFDM
modulated signal.

2
(14)

PAPRmax is a function of the number of subcarriers N
and Pm (t ) is a pulse shape (time waveform) used at each
subcarrier. With large number of subcarriers, the
maximum of the PAPR occurs with very low
probability.
The cross-correlation function of the OFDM signal
is obtained as:

Interleaved OFDM is also feasible for spectrum
monitoring. Since subcarriers of one subblock are
equally spaced, their frequency locations can be
determined by capturing one subcarrier with the
knowledge of system parameters. Users can monitor the
radio activity on one subblock by sensing only one or
two subcarriers of the subblock instead of all the
subcarriers across the whole frequency band.
Interleaving can be used to combat the effect of noise

jȦc QW PW
N-1 N-1
1 2
Rs t , t = ¦ ¦ S S* pn (t )p*m (t )e
1 2 n=0m=0 n,k m,k
1
2

(15)
Where Ȧc is the carrier frequency of the system and
the cross-correlation coefficient is zero for all samples
separated by multiples of T.
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bursts and fading in error correction systems. By
interleaving a data frame, the peaks in the associated
OFDM signal can be compressed.

TABLE I : SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Simulation
parameters
Number of
subcarriers (N)
Number of
subblocks (V)
Oversampling
factor (L)

For Interleaved OFDM, the N subcarriers are
partitioned into M groups with each group having Q
contiguous subcarriers. Then the kth subcarrier of each
group is assigned to the kth user.
M 1

¦X

x ( k ) ( n)

(k )
m

e j (2S / N )( mQ  k ) n

(17)

m 0

Roll-RIIIDFWRU Į
Subblock
Partitioning
Scheme
Modulation
Scheme

in which k «4-1 is the index of users
Let m=N(q+n),
0 d n d N 1

where

0 d q d Q 1

and

Then,

xm

xNq  n

1
M

M 1

¦ X e

j 2S

m
l
M

l

l 0

1 1
.
Q N
=

Phase factor

m
j 2S k
1 1 N 1
M
. ¦ Xke
Q Nk0

N 1

¦X

ke

j 2S

Type/Value
64, 128, 256, 512, 1024
4
2, 4, 8, 16
0.6
Interleaving
QPSK
1, -1, j, -j

In the OFDM system under consideration, modified
PTS technique is applied to the subblocks of uncoded
information, which is modulated by QPSK modulation,
and the phase rotation factors are transmitted directly to
receiver through subblock. The performance evaluation
is done in terms of complementary cumulative
distribution function.

Nq  n
k
N

k 0

j2ʌ n N ·
1 § 1 N-1
N ¸
.¨
¦ Xk e
¸
Q ¨© N k=0
¹
(18)

1
. xn
Q
Where l denotes a normalized discrete time instance, q
is the sub-channel index of the kth user and N is the total
number of subcarriers
Here an N-sample interleaved OFDM block is
generated by repeating l for Q times. The resulting time
symbols ^ xm ` are simply a repetition of the original
input symbols ^ xn ` in the time domain [14]. Therefore,
an interleaved OFDM system with N subcarriers can be
scaled from an OFDM system.
Fig. 2 : Modified PTS with interleaving method for
different number of subcarriers N= 64, 128, 256, 512,
and 1024 when V=4 subblock, oversampling factor L=4,
roll-RIIIDFWRUĮ 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of the modified PTS with interleaving
method has been carried out using MATLAB 7.0. The
simulation parameters considered for this analysis is
summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the maximum PAPR of the OFDM
signal for different number of subcarriers N= 64,128,
256, 512, and 1024. From this figure it is observed that
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the values of PAPR for N= 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024
become 3.8, 3.5, 3.4, 3.3 and 3.2dB respectively when
CCDF = 0.6. The PAPR value decreases significantly as
number of subcarriers used in the OFDM transmission
increase. This improvement in PAPR is valid for any
number of subcarriers of the OFDM signal by using
pulse shaping technique.
Figure 3 illustrates the complementary cumulative
distribution function of the PAPR of the OFDM signal
for the case of N=256 subcarriers and V=4 subblocks
and for different oversampling factor (L) increased from
2 to 4, 8, and 16. If L is increased, improved
performance can be obtained. Of course, this occurs at
an increasing level of complexity. Increasing L beyond
4 seems to bring very little improvement in
performance.

Fig. 4 : Comparison of OFDM, Modified PTS without
interleaving, and Modified PTS with interleaving when
N=256 subcarriers, V=4 subblocks, oversampling factor
L=4, roll-RIIIDFWRUĮ 

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the
modified PTS without interleaving and modified PTS
with interleaving for N=256 subcarriers, V=4 subblocks,
oversampling factor L=4 and roll-off factor Į ,WFDQ
be seen that the PAPR of modified PTS is 5.8 dB, and
modified PTS with interleaving is 3.2 dB at CCDF of
0.6, respectively. From this figure it is concluded that
combined modified PTS with interleaving and pulse
shaping method results in significant PAPR reduction
compared to all other schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a modified PTS with
interleaving and pulse shaping method to reduce the
peak-to-average power ratio for OFDM transmission.
The method avoids the use of any extra Inverse Fast
Fourier Transformations (IFFTs) as was done in PAPR
reduction by ordinary PTS technique but instead is
based on a proper selection of the different subcarriers.
It has been shown that the PAPR performance of
modified PTS can be improved by using interleaved
subblock partition scheme. Simulations results show that
the modified PTS combined with interleaving and pulse
shaping technique is an effective method to compromise
the trade-off between PAPR reduction and computation
complexity.
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Abstract - With the rapid development of wireless communications, spectrum resources become increasingly scarce. However
statistics shows that the utilization of spectrum resources is very low in terms of time and space. Cognitive Radio (CR) is a novel
wireless communications technology which can solve spectrum allocation problem by detecting and utilizing spectrum holes. The
cognitive user has to accurately detect whether current band is occupied by a licensed user. Among existing spectrum detection,
algorithms in CR energy sensing, has been widely applied. Due to multi-path and shadow effect in wireless channel during signal
propagation, hidden terminal problem occurs. To solve this problem, cooperative spectrum sensing algorithms, based on OR rule,
AND rule, and Majority rule are analyzed. The denoising process based on adaptive wavelet transform before energy sensing is
proposed in this paper. Simulations for various spectrum sensing show considerable increase in sensing performance at the sensing
node and at the central control station.
Keywords - Cognitive Radio, Denoising, Spectrum Sensing.

I.

defined radio, is defined as an intelligent wireless
communication system that is aware of its environment
and uses the methodology of understanding- by-building
to learn from the environment and adapt to statistical
variations in the input stimuli, with two primary
objectives, that is, highly reliable communication
whenever and wherever needed, and efficient utilization
of the radio spectrum. In cognitive radio networks,
cognitive (unlicensed) users need to continuously
monitor spectrum for the presence of primary (licensed)
users.

INTRODUCTION

The main function of cognitive radio is to detect
and utilize the available spectrum holes. The cognitive
radio technology performs the following steps, namely
Spectrum sensing, Spectrum management, Spectrum
sharing, and Spectrum mobility. In spectrum sensing
step each sensing node or CR determines which portion
of the spectrum is available and sends the result to the
central control station. Cognitive radio enables
opportunistic access to unused licensed bands. For
instance, unlicensed users (secondary users or cognitive
users) first sense the activities of primary users and
access the spectrum holes (white spaces) if no primary
activities are detected. Cooperative spectrum sensing
has thus been introduced for quick and reliable
detection. Among spectrum sensing techniques such as
the matched filter detection (coherent detection through
maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) and the
cyclostationary feature detection (exploitation of the
inherent periodicity of primary signals), energy
detection is the most popular method addressed in the
literature. Measuring only the received signal power, the
energy detector is a non-coherent detection device with
low implementation complexity. The performance of an
energy detector has been studied in some research
efforts. It performs poorly in low SNRs, and the
estimation error due to noise may degrade detection
performance significantly. Cognitive radio is viewed as
a novel approach for improving the utilization of a
precious natural resource: the radio electromagnetic
spectrum. The cognitive radio, built on a software-

II. SYSTEM MODEL
This section deals with the system model of the
proposed system. It gives insights about the channel
sensing along with the probability of missed detection
and the probability of false alarm.
A cognitive sensing node is supposed to detect M
FRQVHFXWLYHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVLQWKHOLFHQVHGXVHU¶VEDQG
Nሾiሿ,
H0 
. Here N[i] is the noise
each time: yሾiሿ = ൜
h  כXሾiሿ, H1
of the i-th sampling point (here it is assumed that the
noise is independent and identically distributed
Gaussian white noise and N[i]  N(0, ıො 2 )); X[i] is the
OLFHQVHGXVHU¶VVLJQDODWWKHL-th sampling point; Y [i] is
the signal detected by the cognitive sensing node; and h
is the channel gain. Binary hypothesis is adopted here:
H0 PHDQVWKHUHLVQRWDQ\OLFHQVHGXVHU¶VVLJQDODQGWKH
band is idle; while H1 indicates that the licensed user is
using the band.
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with known Ș. Similarly, the Ș and Pd can be obtained
with given Pf .
III. SPECTRUM SENSING USING WAVELET
DENOISING
In cooperative spectrum sensing, all CRs identify
the availability of the licensed spectrum independently.
Let

Di  ^0,1` denote the local spectrum sensing result

of the ith CR. Specifically, ^0` indicates that the CR
infers the absence of the PU in the observed band. In
contrast, ^1` infers the operating of the PU. At the
common receiver, all 1-bit decisions are fused together
according to the following logic rule:

The objective of energy sensing is to decide
whether H0 or H1 is true by sensing the energy of signal
Y. The output of energy detector is T =

1
M

σM
i=1 ൣYሾiሿ൧ .

݇

 ݊, ܪ0 
 = ݖ  ݅ܦ൜
< ݊, ܪ1

2

݅=1

According to the central limit theorem, when M is large
enough (e.g.M >10), the value of T approximates
Gaussian distribution. The mean and variance of T are
given as

and

EሺTሻ = ቊ

ıො ,
ıො 2 + P ,
2

Where H1 and H0 denote the inferences drawn by the
central control station that the PU signal is transmitted
or not transmitted, respectively. It can be seen that the
OR rule corresponds to the case of n =1 and the AND
rule corresponds to the case of n =K. For the OR rule,
the central control station infers the presence of the PU
signal when there exists at least one CR that has the
local decision H1. It can be seen that the OR rule is very
conservative for the CRs to access the licensed band. As
such, the chance of causing interference to the PU is
minimized. It was also found that for many cases of
practical interest, the OR rule gives better performance
than other rules. Therefore, we shall consider the OR
rule based cooperative sensing techniques in the sequel.
The false alarm probability of cooperative spectrum
sensing based on the OR rule is given by

H0 
H1

1 4
2ıො ,
varሺTሻ = ൞ M
1 4 1 2
2ıො + 4ıො P ,
M
M

H0
H1



Where P = ȁh2 ȁ σM
is the signal energy
i=1 หൣXሾiሿ൧ห
M
detected by the cognitive sensing node; E() and V ar()
denote mean and variance, respectively.
2

1

In energy sensing, a threshold Ș is predefined. If
7!Ș, H1 is true, which means the licensed user is using
current band. On the contrary, if 7  Ș, H0 is true,
indicating the current band is idle. Since the value of T
approximates Gaussian distribution, the detection
probability (Pd) and false alarm probability (Pf ) can be
obtained by the following formulae:

݂ܳ = 1 െ ς݇݅=1൫1 െ ݂ܲ ൯, where
ሺ݅ሻ

alarm probability of the ith CR in its local spectrum
sensing. The missed detection probability of cooperative
ሺ݅ሻ
spectrum sensing is given by ܳ݉ = ς݇݅=1൫݂ܲ ൯

ሺȘ െ EሺT ȁH1 ሻ
ቇ
Pd = PሺT  Ș ȁH1 ሻ = Q ቆ
ඥvar ሺTȁH1 ሻ

Assume every CR achieves identical Pf and Pm in
the local spectrum sensing. The false alarm probability
and the missed detection probability of cooperative

ሺȘ െ EሺT ȁH0 ሻ
ቇ
Pf = PሺT  Ș ȁH0 ሻ = Q ቆ
ඥvar ሺTȁH0 ሻ

Where QሺȘሻ =

2

1
 eെx Τ2
ξ2ʌ Ș

Pf i denotes the false

spectrum sensing are then given by ݂ܳ = 1 െ ൫1 െ ݂ܲ ൯
and ܳ݉ = ሺܲ݉ ሻ݇ .

dx is the cumulative

distribution function of Gaussian distribution. If the Pd
of the system is given, the threshold Șcan be calculated
with above equations and the Pf can be then obtained
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ܰሾ݅ሿ,
ܻሾ݅ሿ = ൜
 ݔ+ ܰሾ݅ሿ,

ܪ0 
ܪ1

Also the noise is independent and identically
distributed Gaussian white noise which means
N[i] ~ N(0 ı2). Here x is the received signal and
assumed to have few changes during such a short
detection period. Wavelet denoising is useful mainly
EDVHG RQ WKH ³FRQFHQWUDWLQJ´ DELOLW\ RI ZDYHOHW
transform. On one hand, signal always has its energy
concentrated in a small number of wavelet dimensions;
on the other hand the noise spreads its energy over a
large number of coefficients.
ൣ ,  ൧ =  = ሺ + ሻ =  + 

Where W denote a left invertible wavelet transformation
matrix of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), X
equals [x1,x2, . . . , xM] or a M length zero vector. The
procedure of spectrum sensing with 1-D wavelet
denoising is summarized as follows: Calculate the
discrete wavelet transform coefficients of signal Y =
[y1, y2, . . . , yM] and get the detail information dy and
coarse approximation ay. Set the detail information
vector dy = 0, calculate the inverse wavelet transform
with coarse approximation ay and new detail information
dy, and get the new signal Y ʾ. With the new signal Y ʾ
perform energy detection and forward decision to the
CCS.

Note that the detection probability of cooperative
sensing is Qd 1  Qm . It is seen that the probability
of missed detection is greatly reduced when the number
of cooperative CRs increases for a given probability of
false alarm. We shall refer to K as the sensing diversity
order of cooperative spectrum sensing, since it
characterizes the error exponent of Qm in (4.10). In
practice, the reporting channels between the CRs and the
central control station will also experience fading and
shadowing as shown in Fig.3.1.
This will typically deteriorate the transmission
reliability of the sensing results reported from the CRs
to the central control station. For example, when one CR
reports a sensing result {1} (denoting the presence of
the PU) to the central control station through a realistic
fading channel, the common receiver will likely detect it
to be the opposite result {0} (denoting the absence of
the PU) because of the disturbance from the random
complex channel coefficient and random noise.
Eventually, the performance of cooperative spectrum
sensing will be degraded by the imperfect reporting
channels.

When the sensing nodes send their decisions to the
central control station (CCS), 2-D discrete wavelet
transform can be employed to reduce the impact of
noise. The system model can be written as
n11 n14 ǥ n1M
ۍۓn41 n44 ǥ n4M ې
ۖ ێǥ
ǥ ǥ ǥ  ۑۑ,
H0
ۖ ێǥ
ǥ ǥ ǥ ۑ
ێ
ۖ
ۏnk1 nk4 ǥ nkM ے

Yሾiሿ=
ۍ ۔x1 +n11 x1 +n14 ǥ x1 +n1M ې
ۖ ێx4 +n41 x4 +n44 ǥ x4 +n4M ۑ
ǥ
ǥ
ǥ ۑ,
H1
ۖ  ێǥ
ۖ  ێǥ
ǥ
ǥ
ǥ ۑ
ۏ ەxk +nk1 xk +nk4 ǥ xk +nkM ے

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is
provided, where y(t) is the signal to be analyzed, ȥ(t) is
the mother wavelet or the basis function.
ܻ ߬ݓሺܽ, ܾሻ =

ඥȁܽȁ
1

න ݕሺݐሻ  כ ߰ כ൬

ݐെܾ
൰ ݀ݐ
ܽ

ሾ ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ሿ =   =  ሺ + ሻ
=   +  

The 4-D discrete wavelet transform with two levels as

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a
sampled version of the CWT. The DWT is computed by
successive lowpass and highpass filterings of the
discrete time-domain signal. The signal is denoted as
X[n], where n is an integer. As energy sensing requires
very short detection period, the channel gain h and
SULPDU\XVHU¶VVLJQDODUHVXSSRVHGWRKDYHIHZFKDQJHV
during each detection period. So the system model can
be simplified as:

Where W4D denote a left invertible wavelet
transformation matrix of the 4-D DWT, a4 denotes the
approximation coefficients at level 4; h4, h1, v4, v1, d4,
and d1 denote horizontal detail coefficients, vertical
detail coefficients and diagonal detail coefficients at
level 4 and level 1, respectively. Since the elements of
matrix X in each row have few changes (in hypothesis
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H0, X is a zero matrix), the vertical coefficients and
diagonal coefficients of W4DX are zero. Spectrum
sensing with 2-D wavelet denoising is performed as
follows:
Calculate two-level 2-D discrete wavelet transform
coefficients of signal matrix Y and get the
approximation
coefficients,
horizontal
detail
coefficients, vertical detail coefficients and diagonal
detail coefficients at each level.
Set the vertical and diagonal detail coefficients zero
at each level and calculate the inverse 2-D wavelet
transform with approximation coefficients, horizontal
detail coefficients, and new vertical and diagonal detail
coefficients to get the new signal matrix Y ʾ.
With the new signal matrix Yʾ perform any
cooperative spectrum sensing technique and make
overall judgments.

Fig. 2 : Performance of Spectrum Sensing with and
without 2D Wavelet Denoising

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the Figure 1, the performance of Spectrum
sensing with 1D wavelet denoising is improved
compared to Spectrum sensing without 1D wavelet
denoising. From the Figure 2, the performance of
Spectrum sensing with 2D wavelet denoising is
improved compared to Spectrum sensing without 2D
wavelet denoising. From the Figure 3, the performance
of Spectrum sensing with OR rule is improved
compared to Spectrum sensing with AND rule and
majority rule.

Fig. 3 : Performance of Spectrum Sensing with different
fusion rules
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The performance analysis of the sensing and the
reporting channel for cognitive radio network was done.
Using the concept of wavelet de-noising, noises in this
channel were reduced. A couple of simulations were
done. It was apparent that the spectrum sensing was
much more efficient using the wavelet de-noising and
the simulation results aid to the conclusion.
In future, a couple of simulations will be done on
the different cooperative numbers and their performance
will be analysed.

Fig. 1 : Performance of Spectrum Sensing with and
without 1D Wavelet Denoising
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Abstract - The rapidly growing field of Digitized images has urged the need of copyright protection, which can be used to produce
evidence against any illegal attempt to either produce or manipulate them in order to change their identity. Digital waterma rking is a
technique providing embedded copyright information in images. Several Digital Watermarking algorithms are available in the
literature. Some digital watermarking algorithms were proposed using spatial domain and transform domain techniques. The
transform domain could be DFT, DCT, DWT or SVD. In this paper, a modified image watermarking scheme based on Singular
Value Decomposition and edge detection is proposed. This algorithm is more secure and robust to various attacks, viz., Low Pass
Filtering, Median Filtering, JPEG Compression, Resizing, Row-Column Copying etc. Superior experimental results are observed
with the proposed scheme over an algorithm proposed by Sun et al. in terms of Normalized Cross correlation (NC) and Peak Sign al
to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
Key words - Digital Image Watermarking, Singular Value Decomposition, Edge Detection, Quantization.

I.

Wavelet Transform (DWT) [5, 6, 7], Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [8, 9, 10] are available in the
literature. The basic philosophy in majority of the
transform domain watermarking schemes is to modify
transform coefficients based on the bits in watermark
image. Most of the domain transformation watermarking
schemes works with DCT and DWT. However Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the most
powerful numerical analysis techniques and used in
various applications [11, 12].

INTRODUCTION

The spreading of digital multimedia nowadays has
made copyright protection a necessity. Authentication
and information hiding have also become important
issues. To achieve these issues watermarking technology
is used. Image watermarking has received increasing
attention in recent times due to rapid growth in the
internet traffic. A digital watermark is a sequence of
LQIRUPDWLRQ FRQWDLQLQJ WKH RZQHU¶V FRS\ULJKW IRU WKH
multimedia data. This watermark is embedded invisibly
in original image so that it can be extracted as the
evidence of rightful ownership, when needed.

In this paper, we present a modified watermarking
method using singular value decomposition and edge
detection for embedding the watermark based on an
algorithm proposed by Sun et al.[10]. By identifying a
complex block based on the number of edges in a block,
an edge detection algorithm [13] is applied for this
purpose prior to watermark embedding. In an SVD
based watermarking scheme the largest singular values
of the host image are modified to embed the watermark
data.

Existing digital watermarking techniques can be
categorized into either spatial or transform domains,
according to the embedding domain of the host image.
Least Significant Substitution (LSB) is the simplest
technique in the spatial domain [1, 2]. In LSB technique,
the watermark is embedded by replacing the least
significant bits of the image data with a bit of the
watermark data. There are many variants of this
technique. The data hiding capacity of these algorithms
is high. However, these algorithms are hardly robust for
various attacks and prone to tamper by unauthorized
users. Watermarking in transform domain is more
secure and robust to various attacks. However, the size
of the watermark that can be embedded is generally 1/16
of the host image. Image watermarking algorithms using
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [3, 4], Discrete

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2
Singular Value Decomposition is described. Section 3
explains the proposed method. Experimental results are
shown in section 4. The conclusions are given in
section 5.
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II. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
SVD is a mathematical tool used to analyze
matrices. It is an algorithm of matrix transformation
based on eigen vector. In SVD, a square matrix is
decomposed into three matrices of same size. For
example, a real matrix A of size N x N can be
decomposed into a product of 3 matrices A= UDVT,
where U and V are orthogonal matrices. UUT = I, VVT=
,DQG' GLDJ Ȝ1Ȝ2,«« µ,¶Ls an identity matrix. The
diagonal entries are called singular values of A, the
columns of U are called left singular values of A, and
the columns of V are called the right singular vectors of
A. This decomposition is known as the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of A, and can be written as

6.

Extract the largest coefficient D (1, 1) from each
selected block D component and quantize it by
using a predefined quantization coefficient Q.
Let Z = D (1, 1) mod Q.
[5]

7.

For an embedded watermark bit valued of 0, if
Z < 3Q/4, modify D (1, 1) to
D (1, 1) = D (1, 1) + Q/4 - Z. Otherwise,
D (1, 1) = D (1, 1) + 5Q/4 - Z.

[6]

8. For an embedded watermark bit valued of 1, if
Z < Q/4, modify D (1, 1) to
D (1, 1) = D (1, 1) + Q/4 + Z. Otherwise,

SVD(A) = [ U D V ]

[1]

D (1, 1) = D (1, 1) + 3Q/4 - Z.

69' $  Ȝ1U1V1T+Ȝ2U2V2T««««ȜrUrVrT

9.

Inverse SVD transformation is
reconstruct the watermarked image.

x

Watermark Extraction:

[2]
$¶ 8'9T

[3]

[7]
applied

to

U and V are real N x N unitary matrices with small
singular values. D is a diagonal matrix of N x N size
with large singular values. Here, r is the rank of matrix
$$¶LVWKHUHFRQVWUXFWHGPDWUL[DIWHUDSSO\LQJLQYHUVH
SVD transformation. The singular values satisfy the
relation

The watermark extraction procedure from a
watermarked image as follows:

Ȝ1Ȝ2Ȝ3«««ȜkȜk+1««««Ȝn =0.

3.

Blocks having number of edges greater than the
predefined threshold are identified.

4.

Extract the largest coefficient D0 (1, 1) from each D
component and quantize it by using the predefined
quantization coefficient Q.
Let Z = D0 (1, 1) mod Q.
[8]

5.

If Z < Q/2, the extracted watermark has a bit value
of 0. Otherwise, the extracted watermark has a bit
value of 1.

1.

2. SVD transformation is applied to each nonoverlapping block

[4]

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
x

Watermark embedding:

The watermark embedding procedure described as
follows:
1.

The host image of size 512x512 is partitioned into
blocks of size 8x8.

2.

SVD transformation is applied to each nonoverlapping block.

3.

Edge detection algorithm is applied to each
individual block.

4.

In each 8x8 non-overlapping block, numbers of
edges are computed.

5.

Blocks are arranged on descending order of the
number of edges in each block. The first
1024(32x32) blocks having more number of edges
are selected for watermark embedding.

The watermarked image is partitioned into 8 x 8
non overlapping blocks.

The error metrics used to test the proposed
algorithm are Normalized Cross correlation (NC) and
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). Let the host image of
size NxN is f (i, j ) and the watermarked counterpart is
F (i, j ) , then PSNR in dB is given by
N N
§
( F (i, j )) 2
¨
¦¦
i 1 j 1
PSNR=10log10 ¨
¨ N N
¨¨ ¦¦ ( f (i, j )  F (i, j )) 2
©i1 j1

·
¸
¸
¸
¸¸
¹
[9]
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w(i, j ) and the
w' (i, j ) then NC is

Let the watermark image is denoted by
extracted watermark is denoted by
defined as

§
¨
¨
NC= ¨
¨
¨
©

·
¸
¸
i 1 j 1
¸
N N
N N
2
2 ¸
( w' (i, j )  w' mean) ¸
¦i 1 ¦j 1 (w(i, j)  wmean) ¦¦
i 1 j 1
¹
N

N

¦¦ (w(i, j)  wmean)(w' (i, j)  w' mean)

[10]
In Eq.(10), wmean and w' mean indicate the mean
of the original watermark image and extracted
watermark image respectively.

Fig. 3 : 512x512 Watermarked Lena (49.65dB)
For Low pass Filtering attack a 3x3 mask
consisting of 0.9 intensity values is used. The recovered
watermark image NC values are shown in Table .1,
showing its resilience to low pass filtering attack.
Median filter is a non linear spatial filter which is
usually used to remove noise spikes from an image. The
watermarked image is attacked by median filtering with
a 3x3 mask. The median filtered watermarked image is
more blurred than low pass filtered image. Resizing
operation first reduces or increases the size of the image
and then generates the original image by using an
interpolation technique. This operation is a lossy
operation and hence the watermarked image also looses
some watermark information. In this experiment, first
the watermarked image is reduced from 512x512 size to
256x256. By using bicubic interpolation its dimensions
are increased to 512x512. The watermarked image is
compressed using lossy JPEG compression. The index
of the JPEG compression ranges from 0 to 100, where 0
is best compression and 100 is best quality. The
watermarked image is attacked by salt & pepper noise
with a noise density of 0.002. In row-column copy
attack a set of rows and columns are copied to the
adjacent or random locations. In this experiment 10th
row is copied to 30th row, 40 to 70, 100 to 120 and 140th
row is copied to 160th row. The Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and the Normalized Cross correlation
(NC) are used as a metric to compare the
imperceptibility and robustness respectively are
summarized in Table 1. Extracted watermarks from the
watermarked image are shown in Table 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are performed to evaluate the
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKHPHWKRGXVLQJKRVWLPDJHµ/(1$¶DV
shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 : 512x512 Lena (Host Image)
The size of the host image is 512 x 512. The
watermark image is 32 x 32, a logo having the letters
µ-178¶DVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH

Fig. 2 : Watermark Image

Table 1 : 3HUIRUPDQFHFRPSDULVRQZLWK6XQHWDO¶V
method

Various attacks used to test the robustness of the
watermark are Low pass Filtering, Median Filtering,
Resizing, JPEG Compression, salt & pepper noise, row
column copying. All the attacks were tested using
MATLAB 7.8.0.

Type of
Attack
No Attack
Low pass

In Figure 3 watermarked LENA is shown.

6XQHWDO¶V
Method
PSNR
NC
(dB)
Value
43.56 0.6059
31.40 0.4268

Proposed
Method
PSNR
NC
(dB)
Value
49.65 0.6904
31.54 0.5464
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Filtering
(3x3 Kernel)
Median
Filtering
Resizing
(512-256512)
JPEG
Compression
(QF:100)
Salt & Pepper
Noise(0.002)
Row-Column
copying

34.62

0.4790

34.95

0.5919

33.36

0.5493

33.67

0.6606

43.40

0.6044

49.06

0.6943

31.79

0.4861

32.32

31.86

0.5275

32.09

0.544
5
0.596
7

Table 2 : Extracted Watermarks from the watermarked
image

No Attack
(NC:
0.6904)

Low Pass
Filtering
(NC:
0.5464)

Median
Filtering
(NC:
0.5919)

Resizing
(NC:
0.6606)
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JPEG
(NC:
0.6943)

Salt &
Pepper
Noise
(NC:
0.5445)

Row-Column Copying
(NC: 0.5967)

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a blind Image watermarking scheme
based on Singular Value Decomposition, Quantization
and edge detection algorithm has been presented. The
quality of the watermarked image is good in terms of
perceptibility and PSNR. The proposed method is
shown to be robust to low pass filtering, resizing, JPEG
compression, salt & pepper noise attack and row column
copying attack. The test results are superior to Sun et
al¶V PHWKRG LQ WHUPV RI 1& YDOXHV RI WKH H[WUDFWHG
watermarks and PSNR of the watermarked image.
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Power Optimization Technique for
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Abstract - Technology provides smaller, faster and lower energy devices which allow more powerful and compact circuitry. Thermal
and shot-noise estimations alone suggest that the fault rate of an individual nanoscale device may be orders of magnitude higher than
todD\¶VGHYLFHVWKLVZRUNSURYLGHVFRPELQDWLRQDOORJLFWREHVXVFHSWLEOHWRIDXOWV6RLQRUGHUWRWHVWDQ\FLUFXLWRUGHYLFHthis work
requires separate testing technique which should be done automatically. For that purpose, going for Built in self test (BIST). (BIST),
test patterns are generated and applied to the circuit-under-test (CUT) by on-chip hardware and minimizing hardware overhead is a
major concern of BIST implementation. This Project presents a low hardware overhead test pattern generator (TPG) for scan-based
built-in self-test (BIST).
The proposed BS-LFSR for test-per-scan BISTs is based upon some new observations concerning the number of transitions
produced at the output of an LFSR. The average and peak power is reduced while capturing the vectors by using scan chain
reordering. Therefore, the BS-LFSR is combined with a scan-chain-ordering algorithm that orders the cells in a way that reduces the
average and peak power (scan and capture) in the test cycle or while scanning out a response to a signature analyzer. The problem of
the capture power (peak power in the test cycle) will be solved by using a novel algorithm that will reorder some cells in the scan
chain in such a way that minimizes the Hamming distance between the applied test vector and the captured response in the test cycle,
hence reducing the test cycle peak power (capture power).These techniques have a substantial effect on average and peak power
reductions with negligible effect on fault coverage or test application time. This technique of reducing power consumption
significantly increases the test application time.
Key words - BIST, Bit-swapping LFSR, scan-chain-ordering, Hamming Distance, Fault Coverage, Low power.

I.

technique of reducing power consumption, while easy to
implement, significantly increases the test application
time [6]. Furthermore, it fails in reducing peak-power
consumption since it is independent of clock frequency.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the design for low power has
become one of the greatest challenges in highperformance very large scale integration (VLSI) design.
As a consequence, many techniques have been introduced to minimize the power consumption of new
VLSI systems. However, most of these methods focus
on the power consumption during normal mode
operation, while test mode operation has not normally
been a predominant concern. However, it has been found
that the power consumed during test mode operation is
often much higher than during normal mode operation
[1]. This is because most of the consumed power results
from the switching activity in the nodes of the circuit
under test (CUT), which is much higher during test
mode than during normal mode operation [1]±[3].

Another category of techniques used to reduce
the power con- sumption in scan-based built-in selftests (BISTs) is by using scan- chain-ordering
techniques [7]±[13]. These techniques aim to reduce the
average-power consumption when scanning in test
vectors and scanning out captured responses. Although
these algorithms aim to reduce average-power
consumption, they can reduce the peak power that may
occur in the CUT during the scanning cycles, but not
the capture power that may result during the test
cycle (i.e., between launch and capture).
The design of low-transition test-pattern
generators (TPGs) is one of the most common and
efficient techniques for low-power tests [14]±[20].
These algorithms modify the test vectors generated
by the LFSR to get test vectors with a low number
of transitions. The main drawback of these
algorithms is that they aim only to reduce the

Several techniques that have been developed to
reduce the peak and average power dissipated during
scan-based tests can be found in [4] and [5]. A direct
technique to reduce power consumption is by running the
test at a slower frequency than that in normal mode. This
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Proof: The sequence of 1s and 0s that is followed
by one bit position of a maximal-length LFSR is
commonly referred to as an m- sequence. Each bit
within the LFSR will follow the same m-sequence with
a one-time-step delay. The m-sequence generated by
an LFSR of length n has a periodicity of 2n í 1. It
is a well-known standard property of an m-sequence
of length n that the total number of runs of
consecutive occurrences of the same binary digit is
2ní1 [3], [30]. The beginning of each run is marked
by a transition between 0 and 1; therefore, the total
number of transitions for each stage of the LFSR is
2ní1 . This lemma can be proved by using the toggle
property of the XOR gates used in the feedback of the
LFSR [32].

average-power consumption while loading a new test
vector, and they ignore the power consumption that
results while scanning out the captured response or
during the test cycle. Furthermore, some of these
techniques may result in lower fault coverage and
higher test- application time. Other techniques to
reduce average-power consump- tion during scanbased tests include scan segmentation into multiple
scan chains [6], [21], test-scheduling techniques
[22], [23], static- compaction techniques [24], and
multiple scan chains with many scan enable inputs to
activate one scan chain at a time [25]. The latter
technique also reduces the peak power in the CUT.
On the other hand, in addition to the techniques
mentioned earlier, there are some new approaches that
aim to reduce peak-power con- sumption during tests,
particularly the capture power in the test cycle. One of
the common techniques for this purpose is to modify
patterns using an X-filling technique to assign values
to the don¶t care bits of a deterministic set of test
vectors in such a way as to reduce the peak power in
the test vectors that have a peak-power violation [26]±
[29].
This paper presents a new TPG, called the bitswapping linear feedback shift register (BS-LFSR),
that is based on a simple bit- swapping technique
applied to the output sequence of a conventional LFSR
and designed using a conventional LFSR and a 2 × 1
multi- plexer. The proposed BS-LFSR reduces the
average and instantaneous weighted switching activity
(WSA) during test operation by reducing the number
of transitions in the scan input of the CUT. The
BS- LFSR is combined with a scan-chain-ordering
algorithm that reduces the switching activity in both
the test cycle (capture power) and the scanning cycles
(scanning power).
II.

PROPOSED APPROACH
T H E BS-LFSR

TO

Fig. 2 : External LFSR that implements the prime
polynomial xn + x + 1 and the proposed swapping
arrangement.
Lemma 2: Consider a maximal-length n-stage internal
or external LFSR (n > 2). We choose one of the cells
and swap its value with its adjacent cell if the current
value of a third cell in the LFSR is 0 (or 1) and leave the
cells unswapped if the third cell has a value of 1 (or 0).
Fig. 1 shows this arrangement for an external LFSR (the
same is valid for an internal LFSR). In this arrangement,
the output of the two cells will have its transition count
reduced by T saved = 2(ní2) transitions. Since the
two cells originally produce 2 × 2ní1 transitions,
then the resulting percentage saving is Tsaved% =
25% [32].

DESIGN

The proposed BS-LFSR for test-per-scan BISTs is
based upon some new observations concerning the
number of transitions produced at the output of an
LFSR.
Definition: Two cells in an n-bit LFSR are considered
to be adja- cent if the output of one cell feeds the input
of the second directly (i.e., without an intervening XOR
gate).

In Lemma 2, the total percentage of transition
savings after swap- ping is 25% [31]. In the case
where cell x is not directly linked to cell m or cell m
+ 1 through an XOR gate, each of the cells has the
same share of savings (i.e., 25%).

Lemma 1: Each cell in a maximal-length n-stage
LFSR (internal or external) will produce a number of
transitions equal to 2ní1 after going through a
sequence of 2n clock cycles.

Lemmas 3±10 show the special cases where the cell
that drives the selection line is linked to one of the
swapped cells through an XOR gate. In these
configurations, a single cell can save 50% transitions
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that were originally produced by an LFSR cell. Lemma 3
and its proof are given; other lemmas can be proved in
the same way.

(c2(Next) = c1 and c1(Next) = ³c1 xor cn
´  To see the effect of each cell in transition
savings, Table I shows that o1
will save one
transition when moving from state (0,0,1) to (1,0,0),
from (0,1,1) to (1,0,0), from (1,0,1) to (0,1,0), or from
(1,1,1) to (0,1,0). In the same time, o1 will increase one
transition when moving from (0,1,0) to (0,0,0), from
(0,1,0) to (0,0,1), from (1,0,0) to (1,1,0), or from (1,0,0)
to (1,1,1). Since o1 increases the transitions in four
possible scenarios and save transitions in other four
scenarios, then it has a neutral overall effect because all
the scenarios have the same probabilities.

Lemma 3: For an external n-bit maximal-length
LFSR that imple- ments the prime polynomial xn +
x + 1 as shown in Fig. 2, if the first two cells (c1
and c2 ) have been chosen for swapping and cell n as
a selection line, then o2
(the output of MUX2)
will produce a total transition savings of 2ní2
compared to the number of transitions produced by each
LFSR cell, while o1 has no savings (i.e., the savings in
transitions is concentrated in one multiplexer output,
which means that o2 will save 50% of the original
transitions produced by each LFSR cell).

For o2 , one transition is saved when moving
from (0,1,0) to (0,0,0), from (0,1,0) to (0,0,1), from
(0,1,1) to (1,0,0), from (1,0,0) to (1,1,0), from (1,0,0) to
(1,1,1), or from (1,0,1) to (0,1,0). At the same time,
one additional transition is incurred when moving
from state (0,0,1) to (1,0,0) or from (1,1,1) to (0,1,0).
This gives o2 an overall saving of one transition in
four possible scenarios where the initial states has a
probability of 1/8 and the final states of probability
1/2; hence, Psave is given by

Proof: There are eight possible combinations for the
initial state of the cells c1 , c2 , and cn . If we then
consider all possible values of the following state, we
have two possible combinations (not eight, because the
value of c2 in the next state is determined by the value
of c1 in the present state; also, the value of c1 in the
next state is determined by ³c1xor cn ´LQ the present

state). Table I shows all possible and subsequent
states.

Psave = 1/8 × 1/2 + 1/8 × 1/2 + 1/8 × 1/2 +
1/8 × 1/2 = 1/4.

TABLE I
(1)

POSSIBLE AND SUBSEQU ENT STATES FOR
CELLS c1 , c2 , AND cn

If the LFSR is allowed to move through a
complete cycle of 2n states, then Lemma 1 shows
that the number of transitions expected to occur in the
cell under consideration is 2ní1 . Using the
swapping approach, in 1/4 of the cases, a saving of
one transition will occur, giving a total saving of 1/4
× 2n = 2ní2 . Dividing one figure by the other, we
see that the total number of transitions saved at o2 is
50%.

(SEE FIG. 2)

In the special configurations shown in Table II (i.e.
Lemmas 3±10), if the cell that saves 50% of the
transitions is connected to feed the scan-chain input,
then it saves 50% of the transitions inside the scanchain cells, which directly reduces the average power
and also the peak power that may result while scanning
in a new test vector.
Table III shows that there are 104 LFSRs (internal
and external) whose sizes lie in the range of 3±168
stages that can be configured to satisfy one or more of
the special cases in Table II to concentrate the transition
savings in one multiplexer output.

It is important to note that the overall savings of
25% is not equally distributed between the outputs of
the multiplexers as in Lemma 2. This is because the
value of c1 in the present state will affect the value
of c2 and its own value in the next state
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TABLE II

at the output can also be considered to be a
pseudorandom value.

SPECIAL CASES WHERE ONE CELL SAVES 50%
OF THE TRANSITIONS

2) If the BS-LFSR is used to generate test patterns for
either test- per-clock BIST or for the primary inputs
of a scan-based sequen- tial circuit (assuming that
they are directly accessible) as shown in Fig. 3, then
consider the case that c1 will be swapped with c2
and c3
with c4 , . . . , cní2 with cní1
according to the value of cn which is connected
to the selection line of the multiplexers (see Fig.
3). In this case, we have the same exhaustive set
of test vectors as would be generated by the
conventional LFSR, but their order will be different
and the overall transitions in the primary inputs of
the CUT will be reduced by 25% [32].
IV. CELL REORDERING ALGORITHM
Although the proposed BS-LFSR can achieve
good results in re- ducing the consumption of average
power during test and also in minimizing the peak
power that may result while scanning a new test vector,
it cannot reduce the overall peak power because there are
some components that occur while scanning out the
captured response or while applying a test vector and
capturing a response in the test cycle. To solve these
problems, first, the proposed BS-LFSR has been
combined with a cell-ordering algorithm presented in
[11] that reduces the number of transitions in the scan
chain while scanning out the captured response. This
will reduce the overall average power and also the peak
power that may arise while scanning out a captured
response.

TABLE III
LFSRS THAT SAT ISFY ONE OR MORE OF
LEMMAS 3±10

III. IMPORTANT PRO P E RT I E S O F T H E BSLFSR
There are some important features of the proposed
BS-LFSR that make it equivalent to a conventional
LFSR. The most important properties of the BS-LFSR
are the following.
1) The proposed BS-LFSR generates the same number
of 1s and 0s at the output of multiplexers after
swapping of two adjacent cells; hence, the
probabilities of having a 0 or 1 at a certain cell of the
scan chain before applying the test vectors are equal.
Hence, the proposed design retains an important
feature of any random TPG. Furthermore, the
output of the multiplexer depends on three
different cells of the LFSR, each of which contains
a pseudorandom value. Hence, the expected value

Fig. 3 : BS-LFSR can be used to generate exhaustive
patterns for test-per- clock BIST.
The problem of the capture power (peak power
in the test cycle) will be solved by using a novel
algorithm that will reorder some cells in the scan chain
in such a way that minimizes the Hamming distance
between the applied test vector and the captured
response in the test cycle, hence reducing the test cycle
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peak power (capture power).

violates the peak power should be identified first.
Hence, if no vector violates the peak power, then this
phase will not be done.

In this scan-chain-ordering algorithm, some cells of
the ordered scan chain using the algorithm in [11] will
be reordered again in order to reduce the peak power
which may result during the test cycle. This phase
mainly depends on an important property of the BSLFSR. This property states that, if two cells are
connected with each other, then the probability that they
have the same value at any clock cycle is 0.75. (In a
conventional LFSR where the transition probability is
0.5, two adjacent cells will have the same value in 50%
of the clocks and different values in 50% of the clocks;
for a BS-LFSR that reduces the number of transition of
an LFSR by 50%, the transition probability is 0.25, and
hence, two adjacent cells will have the same value in
75% of the clock cycles.) Thus, for two connected cells
(cells j and k), if we apply a sufficient number of test
vectors to the CUT, then the values of cells j and k are
similar in 75% of the applied vectors. Hence, assume
that we have cell x which is a function of cells y and z.
If the value that cell x will have in the captured
response is the same as its value in the applied test
vector (i.e., no transition will happen for this cell in the
test cycle) in the majority of cases where cells y and z
have the same value, then we connect cells y and z
together on the scan chain, since they will have the
same value in 75% of the cases. This reduces the
possibility that cell x will undergo a transition in the
test cycle. The steps in this algorithm are as follows.

TABLE IV
TEST LENGTH NEEDED TO GET TARGET FAU
LT COV E R AG E F O R LFSR AND BS-LFSR

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF AVERAGE- AND
PEAK-POW E R REDUCTION OBTAINED B Y
USING T HE PRO POSED TECHNIQU ES

1) Simulate the CUT for the test patterns generated
by the BS-LFSR.
2) Identify the group of vectors and responses that
violate the peak power.
3) In these vectors, identify the cells that mostly
change their values in the test cycle and cause the
peak-power violation.
In the worst case, this phase is performed in few
subsets of the cells. This is because, if this phase of
ordering is done in all cells of the scan chain, then it will
destroy the effect of algorithm found in [11] and will
substantially increase the computation time.

4) For each cell found in step 3), identify the cells
that play the key role in the value of this cell in the
test cycle.
5) If it is found that, when two cells have a similar
value in the applied test vector, the concerned cell
will most probably have no transition in the test
cycle, then connect these cells together. If it is
found that, when two cells have a different value,
the cell under consideration will most probably
have no transitions in the test cycle, then connect
these cells together through an inverter.

V. EXPERIMENTA L RESULTS
A group of experiments was performed on fullVFDQ  ,6&$6¶ EHQFKPDUN FLUFXLWV ,Q WKH ILUVW VHW RI
experiments, the BS-LFSR is evaluated regarding the
length of the test sequence needed to achieve a certain
fault coverage with and without the scan-chainordering algorithm. Table IV shows the results for a set
of ten benchmark circuits. The columns labeled n, m,
and PI refer to the sizes of the LFSR, the number of flipflops in the scan chain, and the number of primary

It is important to note that this phase of ordering is
done when necessary only, as stated in step 2 of the
algorithm description that the group of test vectors that
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inputs of the CUT, respectively. The column labeled RF
indicates the percentage of redundant faults in the CUT,
and fault coverage (FC) indicates the target fault
coverage where redundant faults are included. The last
four columns show the test length needed by a
deterministic test (i.e., the optimal test vector set is
stored in a ROM), a conventional LFSR, a BS-LFSR
with no scan-chain ordering, and the BS-LFSR with
scan-chain ordering, respectively. The results in Table
IV show that the BS-LFSR needs a shorter test length
than a conventional LFSR for many circuits even
without using the scan- chain-ordering algorithm. It also
shows that using the scan-chain- ordering algorithm
with BS-LFSR will shorten the required test length. The
second set of experiments is used to evaluate the BSLFSR together with the proposed scan-chain-ordering
algorithm in reduc- ing average and peak power. For
each benchmark circuit, the same numbers of
conventional LFSR and BS-LFSR patterns are applied
to the full scan configuration. Table V shows the
obtained results for the same benchmark circuits as in
Table IV. The column labeled test length (TL) refers to
the number of test vectors applied to the CUT. The next
three columns show the FC, average WSA per clock
cycle

(WSA avg ), and the maximum WSA in a clock
cycle (WSApeak ) for patterns applied using the
conventional LFSR. The next three columns show FC,
WSAavg , and WSApeak for the BS-LFSR with
ordered scan chain. Finally, the last two columns show
the savings in average and peak power by using the
BS-LFSR with the scan-chain-ordering algorithm.
In order to provide a comparison with the
techniques published previously by other authors,
Table VI compares the results obtained by the
proposed technique with those obtained in [15]. Table
VI com- pares the TL, FC, and average-power
reduction (WSAavg ). It is clear that the proposed
method is much better for most of the circuits, not
only in average-power reduction but also in the test
length needed to obtain good fault coverage.
Finally, Table VII compares the results obtained
by the proposed technique for peak-power reduction
with those obtained in [25]. It is clear from the table
that the proposed method has better results for most
of the benchmark circuits.
VI. CONCLUSION
A low-transition TPG that is based on some
observations about transition counts at the output
sequence of LFSRs has been presented. The proposed
TPG is used to generate test vectors for test-perscan BISTs in order to reduce the switching activity
while scanning test vectors into the scan chain.
Furthermore, a novel algorithm for scan-chain
ordering has been presented. When the BS-LFSR is
used together with the proposed scan-chain-ordering
algorithm, the average and peak power are substantially
reduced. The effect of the proposed design in the fault
coverage, test-application time, and hardware area
overhead is negligible. Comparisons between the
proposed design and other previously published
methods show that the proposed design can achieve
better results for most tested benchmark circuits.

TABLE VI
COMPA RISON WITH RESULTS OBTAINED I N [15]
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Abstract - Genome sequence classification is one of the important problem in bioinformatics. Existing methods extract features
based on n-mer frequencies from genome sequence. In n-mer frequency based method, all genome sequences are scanned for the
occurrences of all possible overlapping motifs with a length of n nucleotides. This method is simple but number of features increases
with increase in n. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for identification of species. Given a database of genome sequences,
our proposed work includes generating candidates of length equal to query and to find total number of fuzzy matching patterns to
query with given fault tolerance. Further, total number of fuzzy matches to a given query for each sequence is used as input feature
for classifier. Classification of genome sequences has been done using Naive Bayes classifier and accuracies are reported at different
tolerances. Genome data of two species namely E. coli and Yeast are used to verify proposed method.
Key words - Bioinformatics; genome data; data mining; approximate pattern matching; exact matching.

I.

exact pattern matching method. In most of the real
world biological problems exact matching may not give
desired results because the sequences are similar. Thus
searching in sequence repositories often requires going
beyond exact matching [6]. In the n-gram frequency
based classification, number of features (4n for DNA
sequence and 20n for protein sequence) for classifier
increases with increase in n and sometimes classifier
performance gets hampered by lot of redundant features
in the dataset [7]. Algorithms with n-grams are
computationally too expensive [8].

INTRODUCTION

Mining of sequence data has many real world
applications [1]. Pattern matching can be considered as
either exact matching or approximate matching for
sequential data [2]. In exact sequence pattern matching
problems, we aim to find a substring in text T that is
exactly the same as the searching pattern P. In real
world biological applications, most of the sequences are
³VLPLODU´ LQVWHDG RI H[DFWO\ WKH VDPH 7KLV JDYH D
PRWLYDWLRQ WR ³VHDUFK DOORZLQJ HUURUV´ RU DSSUR[LPDWH
match [3]. Approximate matching is the finding of the
most similar match of a particular pattern within a
sequence.

A method for species identification based on
approximate pattern matching is proposed in [9]. The
novelty in [9] is that authors extracted all candidate/
subsequences that satisfy: length grater or equal to given
minimum length, given number of mismatches and
support grater or equal to user threshold. These frequent
subsequences are used as features to construct a binary
table where the presence or absence of an
attribute/feature in a sequence is represented by 1or 0
respectively. Classification of genome sequences has
been done using data mining techniques.

Fuzzy sets, which constitute the oldest component
of soft computing, are suitable for handling the issues
related to understandability of patterns, incomplete/
noisy data, and can provide approximate solutions
faster [4].
The number and sizes of genome databases have
grown rapidly over the last few years. Genome
identification finds wide application in evolutionary
studies of organisms. Classification and species
identification have also been associated with practical
applications such as bio-diversity studies, forensic
investigations and food and meat authentication, to
name a few [5]. Existing methods for species
identification extract dinucleotide composition or
trinucleotide composition from the sequences using

In this paper a method for genome data
classification based on approximate matching is
proposed. The paper explores a new approach to extract
genomic features of a species from its genome data.
Given a database of genome sequences, our proposed
work includes generating candidates of length equal to
query, find total number of approximate matching
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patterns to query with given fault tolerance for each
sequence and then using this total number of matches
for classification. In this method we use a single vector
(value representing number of approximate matches to
query for given sequence) as input to classifier by which
classification performed is very fast. But in our previous
method [9] we generated all candidates of length grater
or equal to given minimum length, given support, given
mismatch and then used all these candidates/features
represented in binary form as explained above to
classification. We apply our proposed method to same
data of E.coli [10] and Yeast [11] and the experimental
results are reported by

set of 64 3-tuple keywords is first generated using the 4
types of bases A, T, C and G. These keywords are
searched on randomly sampled genome sequence of a
given length (10,000 elements) and frequency count for
each of the keywords is determined to obtain a DNAdescriptor. Principal Component Analysis was
employed on the frequency counts for N sampled
instances to obtain a unique feature descriptor which
identifies the species from its genome sequence. It was
shown that the feature descriptors were effective
representatives of the structural signature of the species.
No quantitative measures of accuracy are seen reported.
Possibility of species classification using Chaos
Game Representation (CGR) images of DNA sequences,
by using different distance metrics [16] and by using
neural networks [17] has been investigated. In both of
these works, only species identification is done taking a
few different species. A detailed classification problem,
addressing 6 categories in the taxonomical hierarchy of
Eukaryotic organisms, using a combination of
Frequency CGR (FCGR) and Naive Bayesian approach
is also attempted [18]. The average classification
accuracy obtained was 85.63%.

This paper is organized as follows: Related work is
given in Section II. In Section III, proposed method is
explained. Section IV contains results and discussion
along with data sets used. Finally, we draw conclusions
and future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A set of 16 kinds of dinucleotide compositions was
used to analyze the protein-encoding nucleotide
sequences in nine complete genomes. The dinucleotide
composition was significantly different between the
organisms. The distribution of genes from an organism
was clustered around its center in the dinucleotide
composition space. The genes from closely related
organisms such as Gram-negative bacteria, mycoplasma
species and eukaryotes showed some overlap in the
space. The genes from nine complete genomes together
with those from human were discriminated into
respective clusters with 80% accuracy using the
dinucleotide composition alone [12]

Nair et al. [19] proposed a novel method for
classification of eight categories of Eukaryotic
organisms based on a combination of FCGR and
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). FCGR derived from
CGR shows the frequency of sub-sequences present in
the DNA sequence. The CGR image of mitochondrial
DNA sequences was divided using an 8X8 grid, and the
number of dots in each cell was counted and entered in
an 8X8 matrix to obtain the Frequency-CGR. Thus 64
elements are used to represent a DNA data to formulate
test and training set for ANN.

Classification of organisms into 2 classes- Bacteria
and Archea, based on their di-nucleotide frequencies in
DNA sequence using Naive Bayesian approach was
discussed by Sandberg et al. [13]. The methodology is
based on scanning all genomes for the occurrences of all
possible overlapping motifs with a length of n
nucleotides. Then, a genomic sequence is chosen at
random from anywhere inside a genome. From this
genomic sequence, all overlapping motifs are extracted.
The Naive Bayesian classifier uses the extracted motifs
to predict their most probable genomic origin by
comparing the frequencies of the extracted motifs with
the motif frequencies of the different genomes. The
average accuracy obtained was 85%.

The problem with all above n-gram based
classification is number of features to classifier
increases as pattern length n increases. In this paper
organisms are grouped based on approximate matching
method. The proposed approach is explained below.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A method for species identification based on
approximate pattern matching is proposed in [9]. The
novelty is that authors extracted all candidate/
subsequences that satisfy: length grater or equal to given
minimum length, given number of mismatches and
support grater or equal to user threshold. These frequent
subsequences are used as features to construct a binary
table where the presence or absence of an
attribute/feature in a sequence is represented by 1or 0
respectively. Classification of genome sequences has
been done using data mining techniques. In this method
large number of features are extracted.

Protein classification into domains of life was
attempted and the test protein was predicted to be of
bacterial or eukaryotic origin with 85% accuracy using a
Markov model for compositional bias analysis [14].
Narasimhan et al. [15] designed a scheme for automatic
identification of a species from its genome sequence. A
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Example 1

or equals the specified tolerance, then candidate pattern
is counted as fuzzy/ approximate match. This process is
repeated for entire database. Select query pattern that is
frequent in given database of sequences.

Consider the set S of three sequences in Fig 1.
S1: FEVHYDPMISEDENRLWYPVEPSVG
S2: GWWRADVNHPTYDPAPFRMKENRAR

S1:EVHYDPMISEDENRLWYPVEPSVG

S3: WRYDPMNSEDKTMTITLVGWNRLCD

S2:WWRADVNHPTYDPAPFRMKENRAR

Fig. 1 : The set S of three sequences.

S3:WRYDPMNSEDKTMTITLVGWNRLCD
Feature
Extraction

S1: EVHYDPMISEDENRLWYPVEPSVG

ENRL
HYDP
YDPM
YDPA
RYDP
TYDP

S2: WRADVNHPTYDPAPFRMKENRAR
S3: RYDPMNSEDKTMTITLVGWNRLCD
Feature Extraction

Feature table
YDPM
Feature table
Construction
S1
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3

YDPM
1
0
1

ENRL
1
0
0

HYDP
1
0
0

YDPM
1
0
1

YDPA
0
1
0

RYDP
0
0
1

TYDP
0
1
0

Fig. 3 : Sequence encoding for the set S threshold 3 and
length greater than 3.

Fig. 2 : Sequence encoding for the set S threshold 2 and
length grater than 3.

Once all the approximate matching patterns are
extracted, we are going to build a feature table where
each row corresponds to sequence the value in column
for a particular sequence corresponds to number of
fuzzy matches. In the mining step, classifier is applied
to the learning context to identify genome data into
different groups.

Suppose only exactly matching candidates
occurring in at least two sequences and having lengths
greater than 3 are considered as frequent patterns. Then
S contains one frequent pattern YDPM and the binary
table is as shown in Fig 2.
If candidates occurring in all the three sequences
within one mutation i.e., one mismatch, insertion or
deletion is allowed in matching a candidate pattern with
a sequence and having lengths greater than 3 are
considered as frequent, then S contains six approximate
frequent patterns: ENRL, HYDP, YDPM, YDPA,
RYDP, TYDP. Binary table with these frequent patterns
is as shown in Fig 3.

Example2: Consider the following sequences
Seq1: ATTCGGTACA
Seq2: CGGTTATTCC
Seq3: ATGCAGGTGC
Seq4: TTCGCCTGAT
Seq5: TTTGATATTC

Then in the next step, candidates (subsequence) of
length equal to query are generated. For a given
sequence, the set of the candidates with length n can be
generated by sliding a window of n characters on the
whole sequence. This movement is carried out character
by character. With each movement a subsequence of n
characters is extracted.

Seq6: CCAATTTTGT
Let the query be ATTC of length 4 and tolerance
allowed is 50% (maximum distance allowed is 2). To
encode the given sequences we have to first generate
candidates of length equal to query and then we have to
find Levenshtein distance between each candidate and
query as shown in Table1 for Seq1. Then finally count
total fuzzy matches within given tolerance.

Once candidates are generated, we are going to
match each candidate to the query to find Levenshtein
distance between them (let s be the candidate pattern
and t be the query pattern,. the Levenshtein distance is
the number of deletions, insertions, or substitutions
required to transform s into t). If the distance is less than

Fuzzy matches within the given tolerance are
marked as bold in Table1. Total fuzzy matches for
candidates generated with length 4(L4) are 3 for Seq1.
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Table 1 : Candidates generated and their respective
distance with query ATTC for the example Seq1.
Candidates generated
with L 4
ATTC
TTCG
TCGG
CGGT
GGTA
GTAC
TACA
L: Length;

classifier involves estimating the probabilities in the
RHS Eq. 1 from the training tuples

D

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

0
2
4
4
3

In our experiment, we used complete genome data
of two species namely, bacterium Escherichia coli (E.
coli) and the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yeast) Total
length of complete genome data of E.coli and Yeast data
are 4639675 bp and 12,136,020 bp (with mitochondrial
genome) respectively.

2
3

Since the complete genome data of species is very
long, it is sampled into sizes of 2000 bp. The proposed
approach is tested with 200 samples. (out of which 100
samples are from E.coli and 100 samples are from
Yeast. The experiments were done on an Intel pentium-4
processor-based machine having a clock frequency of
2.66GHz and 1GB RAM. To extract approximate
matching patterns from genome sequences, we used a
query of length 10 and allowed tolerance from 10% to
50%. The proposed approach is tested separately for
approximate matches extracted with each value of the
fault tolerance and the accuracies (correctly classified
genome samples *100/ total number of genome
samples) are monitored. In each case, the experimental
results vary according to the tolerance allowed. In this
study, source code for sequence preprocessing has been
written in C++ and we have used most popular data
mining tool WEKA for classification task . WEKA is an
assembly of tools for data classification techniques such
as regression, clustering, association rules. The toolkit is
developed in Java and is open source software issued
under the GNU General public License [22]

D: Distance

Table 2 : Feature table constructed from example
sequences (Input to classifier)
Sequence
Number
Seq1
Seq2
Seq3
Seq4
Seq5
Seq6

Total fuzzy
matches with L 4
3
4
2
1
4
4

Similarly candidates of length 4 are generated for
the second sequence and total matches within tolerance
are counted which is 4. Table 2 shows final feature table
for the example sequences and this single vector feature
table is used as input to classifier.

Table 3 shows experimental results for 200 samples
with fault tolerance from 10% to 50% by 10-fold cross
validation method. Same query of fixed length 10 is
used in all the experiment. It can be observed from the
obtained results that, accuracy of correctly classified
genome samples increases with increase in fault
tolerance. Our results show that, the highest accuracy
achieved is 86.5% with sampling/sequence size of
2000bp and with allowed tolerance of 50%.

A. Classification Method
The simple Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm [20] is
used in this study. The main advantage of Bayesian
classifier is that they are probabilistic models, robust to
deal with the real data noise and missing values [21]. In
addition, it also has advantages in terms of simplicity,
learning speed, classification speed and storage space.
Naïve Bayes is simplified version of Bayes theorem that
is used to classify the unknown instances into relevant
class. Posterior probability of each class is calculated
based on given attribute value associated with each
tuple.

p Ci / v1 , v2 ...., vn

p Ci



n
j 1

Table 3 : Experimental results for different tolerances
% Tol
10
20
30
40
50

p v j / Ci

p v1 , v2 ...., vn
(1)

The posterior probability of class Ci given the
attribute<v1, v2«Yn>. Learning with the Naive Bayes

Number
of ICS
106
87
59
41
27

Number
of CCS
94
113
141
159
173

% Acc
47
56.5
70.5
79.5
86.5

Tol:Tolerance; ICS:Incorrectly Classified Samples;
CCS:Correctly Classified Samples; Acc: Accuracy
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Fig. 4 shows, graphical representation of the
percentage accuracy obtained at different tolerances. It
can be observed that as tolerance increases, number of
correctly classified data points increases.

classification. Naïve Bayes classifier is used to classify
genome data into different groups. To extract
approximate matching patterns from genome sequences,
we have used query of length 10 and varied tolerance.
Total 200 samples are used to test the model (100
samples are from E.coli and 100 samples are from
Yeast). Our experimental results show that, the highest
accuracy achieved is 86.5% for sampling/sequence size
of 2000bp and with allowed tolerance of 50%. In future
we can use other classifiers such as support vector
machine, back propagation, k-nearest neighbor and we
can make comparison of these classifier results by
various performance measures. We are also extending
the work by using different sample sizes from 1000bp to
10,000bp.

Percentage Accuracy

100
80
60
40
20
0
10

20

30
40
Percentage Tolerance

50
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Abstract - This paper proposes a new blind channel estimation method for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing(OFDM)
systems. The algorithm makes use of the redundancy introduced by the cyclic prefix to identify the channel based on a subspace
approach. In order to improve its performance, the algorithm uses the method of interception and smooth-ness of signal
vector. The proposed algorithm does not require any modification of the transmitter and applies to most existing OFDM systems,
besides, it presents no limitation on the length of the cyclic prefix and the length of the OFDM symbol, and it also works
when there are zeros on the channel transmission vector.
Key words - OFDM, Cyclic Prefix, OFDM symbol, Channel Estimation, Redundancy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Si ( k )

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) has received much attention as a promising
scheme for high data transmission in wireless
communication[1],and the blind channel identification
has the potential to increase the transmission capability
due to the elimination of training signals .

j 2S in
1 M 1
xn (k )e M ;
¦
M n0
i 0,1,......, M  1,

(2.1)

Where ( ) n x k is the data symbol in the kth data block.
To avoid interference from the preceding OFDM
symbols and preserve the orthogonality between the sub
carriers, a cyclic prefix, which is the copy of the last L
samples of an OFDM symbol, is added at the beginning
of each OFDM symbol. Denote the k th OFDM symbol
in vector form s (k) ,

Muquet brings up a noise subspace method based
on the current OFDM system [2], in which cyclic
prefix induces a redundancy between the sending
signal and receiving signal, to make sure
thetransmission matrix is a tall matrix, besides, in order
toensure the tall matrix, the algorithm restricts the
length of the cyclic prefix and the length of the OFDM
symbols. In this paper, we propose a new approach to
get t h e t a l l m a t r i x , t o e x t e n d 0 X T X H W ¶ V
a l g or i t h m without restriction of the length of the
cyclic prefix and the length of the OFDM symbol. The
new approach also applies to the situation when there
are zeros on the channel transmission vector. Besides, in
order to improve the performance, it uses the method of
interception and smoothness of signal vector. The
simulations show that the improved algorithm can get
higher estimation precision.

s (k )

> sM L (k ),......sM 1 (k ), s0 (k ),....sM 1 (k )@

T

(2.2)

In this project, we assume that the transmitted data
symbol xn(k) is independent identically distributed, and
channel h is a time-invariant L th-order FIR
ILOWHUK >K  «K / @
The corresponding received signal is expressed as,

r (k )

H 0 s(k )  H1s(k  1)  n(k ),

(2.3)

where H0,H1are(M+L)*( M +L)matrices, n (k) is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND NOTATIONS
A discrete-time OFDM system can be described as:
The data symbols input are first grouped into blocks
with size M. Then the symbols in each block are
modulated into the sub carriers by an Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform (IDFT). The output sequence of the
IDFT is called an OFDM symbol and each sample in the
kth OFDM symbol is given as,

H0

ª h0 0 0  0
«
« h1 h0 0  0
«
h1   
«
« hL    
«
«0    0
«    0
«
«¬ 0  hL  h1 h0

º
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»¼ ( M  L )u( M  L )
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ª0
«
«
«
«
«0
«
«
«
«
¬0

H1

 0
 0
 
 
 0

hL  h2 h1 º
»
h2 »

 »
»
 hL »
0 »

»
 »
»
0 ¼


Define r (k ), s(k ) and n(k ) ,

r (k ) r1 (k )  r2 (k )
ª s1 (k  1) º ª s0 (k ) º
« s (k  2) »  « s (k ) » ,
¬ 2
¼ ¬1 ¼

s(k )

( M  L )u( M  L )

III. BLIND SUBSPACE ALGORITHM

which is [ r 0(k)T r1(k)T r2(k)T]T, with

As s0 (k 1)

r0 (k ) r2 (k ) .

r (k )

Similarly receiving signal is [ s0(k) s1(k)T s2(k)T]T and
noise vector is [ n0(k)T n1(k)T n2(k)T]T.

(3.4)

ª n1 (k  1) º ª n0 (k ) º
»
«
» «
« n2 (k  2) »  « n1 (k ) » ,
«¬ n0 (k ) »¼ «¬ n2 (k ) »¼

n( k )

Divide the sending signal into 3 parts, L, M-L, L,

(3.3)

s2 (k 1), s0 (k )

(3.5)

s2 (k ),

H (h)s(k )  n(k ),

T

This grouping method does not limit the
relationship between the length of the signal and the
length of CP, which means M and L can take any values
(M >=L). Define vectors as follows,

r1 (k )

ª¬ r1 (k  1)T , r2 (k  1)T , r0 (k )T º¼

H ( h)

T

Rr

r2 (k )

ª¬ r0 (k ) , r1 (k ) , r2 (k ) º¼
T

T

H



1

wn Rr wnH

Rr

wn H (h) Rs H (h) H wnH  I ( M  L )u( M  L ) ,
(3.7)
To improve the performance, based on the method
of interception and smoothness of signal vector, the
sending end produces N+B-1 OFDM signals, and at the
receiving end, we will get N+B-1 signals. Make N
signals a window, and gradually slide rightwards to
intercept vectors. The time of sliding is B. Then the
autocorrelation matrix of the received signal is,

(3.2)
is (M+L)*(M+2L) matrix.

ª hL
«
«0
«
«
¬«0

(3.6)

Rn 2 is the whiten matrix.

noise first. wn

ª s2 (k  1) º
« s (k ) » ª n0 (k ) º
0
»  « n (k ) »
H«
»
« s1 (k ) » « 1
«
» «¬ n2 (k ) »¼
¬ s2 (k ) ¼

where

H (h) Rs H (h) H  Rn,

As n(k ) is colored white noise, we should whiten the

(3.1)
T

 0 º
»
h0
 0 »
 h0 0 »
»
hL  h0 »
 hL  »
»
 0 hL »
¼
0

+ K  KDV D VSHFLDO FKDUDFWHU ZKHQ  K  LW LV IXOO
column rank. As the channel parameters of the real
transmission cannot all be zero, H (h) is of course full
column rank. The autocorrelation matrix of r(k) is,

ª s0 (k  1) º
« s (k 1) » ª n1 (k  1) º
 » «
1
H«
 n (k  1) »»
« s2 (k  1) » « 2
«
» «¬ n0 (k ) »¼
¬ s0 (k ) ¼

T

ª h0
«
«
« hL
«
«0
«
«
«
¬0

0  0º
»
hL  h0  0 »
 hL  h0 0 »
»
 0 hL  h0 ¼» ( M  L )u( M  2 L )
 h0

Rr

1

B

rr
B¦

H

i i

i 1

wn H (h) Rs H (h) H wnH  I ( M  L )u( M  L ) ,
(3.8)
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As H(h) is full column rank, and Wn is a full rank
square, the column space of wn H (h) constructs the M
dimension signal subspace of R r , and the L
eigenvectors g0,g«gL-1 corresponding with the
smallest Eigen values of R r are a set of radix of the L
dimension noise subspace. Because of the orthogonality
between the signal subspace and the noise subspace,

giH wnH ( h)

0

0 d i d L  1,

(3.9)

It can be transformed into the following form

Bias
H
h Gi

1
I ( L  1) h

giH wn H (h)

Fig. 1 : Estimation and channel vector while M =4L

¦ ¦ >h (l )  h(l )@
L

I

i

i 0 i 1

0 d i d L  1,

(3.10)

Via the above linear equation set, we can get the
estimation of the channel vector h.
IV. SIMULATIONS
This paper uses Monte Carlo simulation to test the
preference of the algorithm [8]. The degree of
precision of the channel estimation method is
measured by the following two parameters,

RMSE

1
1
I
h
¦
i 1 hi
h I ( L!1)

Fig. 2 : Estimation and channel vector while M  4L
In figure 3 and figure 4, L=3. Figure 3 and figure 4
present how RMSE and Bias change according to SNR
in the original algorithm and in the improved algorithm
Respectively. The improved algorithm shows higher
degree of estimation precision, especially under the
condition of low SNR.

2

,

In the equations, I is the Monte Carlo degree, and h is
the estimation of the simulation for i times.
In figure 1 and figure 2, the modulation is 16QAM,
with parameters are M = 12 , N=100 , B = 50 , SNR
=15dB, I =100. In figure 1, L=3. It compares the
estimation and the channel vector in the improved
algorithm under the condition that M = 4L. We can find
that while M = 4L, the improved algorithm can get
Estimation of high precision. In figure 2, L=5. It
compares the estimation and the channel vector in the
improved algorithm under the condition that M  L
.We can find that while ML (ML), the improved
algorithm also has good performance

Fig. 3 : RMSE versus SNR
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper bases on the existing noise subspace
algorithm of the OFDM system, and proposes a new
improved algorithm, which does not restrict the
relationship between L and M , and when the channel
WUDQVPLVVLRQYHFWRUKWKHWUDQVPLVVLRQPDWUL[+ K 
is still full column rank. The simulation shows that
under the same condition, the estimation error of the
improved algorithm is smaller than that of the original
algorithm. Especially when the signal to noise ratio is
low, the performance of the improved algorithm is much
better than that of the origin algorithm.
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Fig. 4 : Bias versus SNR
In figure 5 and figure 6, SNR =15dB. Figure 5 and
figure 6 present how RMSE and Bias change according
to the value of B in the original algorithm and improved
algorithm respectively. We can see that the degree of
estimation precision gets higher when the value B is
bigger.

Fig. 5 : RMSE versus B

Fig. 6 : Bias versus B
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Abstract - The current research in mobile ad hoc network has been focused on the routing issues with security. A mobile ad-hoc
network is a self-configuring network of mobile nodes, connected by wireless links, which act as routers and are free to move
randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily. These types of networks are following the dynamic topology. The deployment of such
a network become easy but it becomes difficult to use traditional routing techniques for network services. In order to facilitate
communication within the network, a Routing Protocol (RP) is used to discover routes between nodes. In this paper we present a
survey of various existing secure routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The routing protocols are used for route
establishment between nodes for healthy communication between the nodes. The paper contains literature study on various types of
security attacks, the prevention techniques that are used for security services in the form of protocols. It will also provide the review
of the existing secure routing protocols designed for the MANET.
Key words - MANET, ad hoc network, wireless link, RP.

I.

is to route the data through various nodes included in the
particular route and simultaneously take care that they
should not violate the rules designed for major security
issues. The information about the status of a node and
the communication between the nodes is get exchanged
and updated dynamically from time to time. In this
paper various approaches have been studied to
overcome the security problems and different existing
routing protocols have been reviewed which are
designed for secure routing in MANETs.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) represent
complex distributed systems that comprise wireless
mobile nodes that can freely and dynamically selfRUJDQL]H LQWR DUELWUDU\ DQG WHPSRUDU\ µµDG-KRF¶¶
network topologies, allowing people and devices to
seamlessly internetwork in areas with no pre-existing
communication infrastructure, e.g., disaster recovery
environments. Mobile ad hoc networks are the
collection of large number of moving nodes in wireless
environment with dynamic changing topology. The
transmission of a mobile host is received by all hosts
within its transmission range due to the broadcast nature
of wireless communication and omni-directional
antennae. If two wireless hosts are not within the
transmission range in ad hoc networks, other mobile
hosts located between them can forward their messages,
which effectively build connected networks among the
mobile hosts in the deployed area. These mobile nodes
are communicating via radio link; there is no fixed
infrastructure and no centralized administration. Due to
because of low transmission range the nodes have to
take help of their neighboring nodes to forward packets.
For this transmission the nodes have to establish the
routes. The routing protocols are used for route
establishment. The main concern with the MANET is
security, due to open nature of the network. Similarly,
routing in MANETs is a critical issue of concern
because each node in turn acts as a router for the next
node.

II. SECURITY ISSUES
The use of wireless ad hoc networks also introduces
additional security challenges that have to be dealt with.
The weak links that cause these security challenges are
as follows:
1) Easier to Tap: Since the media is nothing but air, it
can be tapped easily.
2) Limited Capacity: The wireless medium has limited
capacity and requires more efficient schemes with
less overhead.
3) Dynamic Nature: The self-forming, selforganization and self-healing algorithms required
for ad hoc networking, may be targeted to design
sophisticated security attacks.
4) Susceptibility to Attacks: The wireless medium is
more susceptible to jamming and other denial-ofservice attacks.
Attacks in MANETs can be broadly classified as:
passive and active attacks. In passive attacks the intruder

These routers are free to move randomly and
organize themselves arbitrarily. The role of these routers
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remains undetected and captures the data while the
message is being transmitted over the network.
Eavesdropping and traffic analysis mainly fall in this
category. Unlike passive attacks, in active attacks the
intruder/attacker can affect the communication by
modifying the data, misleading the nodes in the
network. As a matter of fact, various scenarios and
threats can be developed based on these approaches.

attacks can be launched at any layer of an ad hoc
network to exhaust node resources [23].

Apart from the attacks prevailing in MANETs,
there are a variety of threats which are divided into two
categories: threats to network mechanism and threats to
security mechanism [5]. The following are few attacks
based on routing mechanism [3]:

The prevention of attacks on the routing mechanism
will be discussed in next section. The threats to security
mechanism include replacing public keys /
compromised private or shared keys. The key
management is one of the major issues in MANETs.
This may be simplified by a Central Trust Authority
(CTA) which implements initial authentication to all the
nodes. One such variant of CTA is Distributed Public
Key Model [7]. Current security study for the ad hoc
networks is scattered on special topics such as intrusion
detection, secure routing, and key management.

x

A. Intrusion Detection

Black Hole

The ad hoc networks have inherent vulnerabilities
that are not easily preventable. Intrusion prevention
measures, such as encryption and authentication, are
required to protect network operation. But these
measures cannot defend compromised nodes, which
carry their private keys. Intrusion detection presents a
second wall of defence. It is a necessity in the ad hoc
networks to find compromised nodes promptly and take
corresponding actions to against. A distributed and
cooperative architecture for better intrusion detection
was proposed in [24]. Based on the proposed
architecture, a statistical anomaly detection approach is
used. The detection is done locally in each node and
possibly through cooperation with all nodes in the
network. But how to define the anomaly models based
on which trace data is still a main challenge.

The black hole attack [20], a malicious node uses
the routing protocol to advertise itself as having the
shortest path to the node whose packets it wants to
intercept.
x

Worm Hole

In a wormhole attack, two malicious collaborating
nodes which are connected through a private network,
can record packets at one location in the network and
tunnel them to another location through the private
network and retransmits them into the network [2].
x

Routing Table Overflow

In a routing table overflow attack the attacker
attempts to create routes to nonexistent nodes. The goal
is to create enough routes to prevent new routes from
being created or to overwhelm the protocol
implementation [22].
x

B. Key management scenario for authentication and
authorization

Sleep Deprivation

Cryptographic schemes, such as digital signatures,
are employed to protect both routing information and
data traffic. These schemes usually require a key
management service. A public key infrastructure is
adopted because of its superiority in distributing keys,
achieving integrity, non-repudiation, authenticate each
node and establish a shared secret session key. In this,
each node has a public / private key pair. Public keys
can be distributed to other nodes, while private keys
should be kept confidential to individual nodes. There is
a trusted entity called a certification authority (CA) for
key management. The CA has a public / private key
pair, with its public key known to every node, and signs
certificates binding public keys to nodes.

The sleep deprivation attack [6] is practical only in
ad hoc networks, where battery life is a critical
parameter. Battery powered devices try to conserve
energy by transmitting only when absolutely necessary.
An attacker can attempt to consume batteries by
requesting routes, or by forwarding unnecessary packets
to the node using, for example, a black hole attack.
x

Location Disclosure & Impersonation attacks

A location disclosure attack can reveal something
about the locations of nodes or the structure of the
network. The information gained might reveal which
other nodes are adjacent to the target, or the physical
location of a node [21].
x

Several techniques have been proposed for the
distribution of public keys. These proposals can be
grouped into following general schemes:

Denial of Service and Exhaustive attack

These attacks are among the most prominent types
of attacks. In denial of service (DoS) attacks, the
adversary prevents or prohibits the normal use or
management of network facilities or functionality. DoS

x

Public announcement

x

Publicly available directory
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x

Public-key authority

x

x

Public-key certificate

III. ROUTING WITH SECURITY

The algorithm of this category will adopt the
features of both proactive and reactive routing
techniques.

A. Types of networks

B. Types of routing protocols

x

Routing in MANETs is a critical issue since
collaboration between nodes is required to relay packets
on behalf of one another, thus each node acts like a
router. To preserve the security of MANETs from
attacks, a routing protocol must fulfil certain set of
requirements to ensure proper functioning of the path
from source to destination in presence of malicious
nodes.

Infrastructure Networks

Infrastructure network consists of a network with
fixed and wired gateways. A mobile host communicates
with a bridge in the network (called base station) within
its communication radius. The mobile unit can move
geographically while it is communicating. When it goes
out of range of one base station, it connects with new
base station and starts communicating through it. This is
called handoff. In this approach the base stations are
fixed.
x

These are:
Authorized nodes should
computation and discovery.

x

Minimal exposure of network topology

x

Detection of spoofed routing messages

x

Detection of fabricated routing messages

x

Detection of altered routing messages

x

Avoiding formation of routing loops

x

Prevent redirection of routes from shortest
paths.

perform

route

A number of secure routing protocols [8] have been
recently developed that conform to most of the
requirements. These protocols employ a variety of
cryptographic tools for protecting the vulnerabilities in
different routing protocols. Further this ad-hoc routing
protocols can be divided into two categories:

Proactive Routing:

In this type the routing information is to be
maintained as per the need for communication. Updating
of messages send throughout the network is periodically
done or when network topology changes. The protocols
using these kinds of design principles are having low
latency, suitable for real-time traffic. The bandwidth
might get wasted due to periodic updates.
x

x

Infrastructure Less (Ad hoc) Networks

In ad hoc networks [5] all nodes are mobile and can
be connected dynamically in an arbitrary manner. As the
UDQJHRIHDFKKRVW¶VZLUHOHVVWUDQVPLVVLRQLVOLPLWHGVR
to communicate with hosts outside its transmission
range, a host needs to enlist the aid of its nearby hosts in
forwarding packets to the destination. So all nodes of
these networks behave as routers and take part in
discovery and maintenance of routes to other nodes in
the network. Ad hoc networks are very useful in
emergency search-and-rescue operations, meetings or
conventions in which persons wish to quickly share
information, and data acquisition operations in
inhospitable terrain. Following are the themes on which
we can design the routing algorithms:
x

Hybrid Routing:

Table-Driven Routing Protocols:
In table driven routing protocols, consistent and upto-date routing information to all nodes is maintained at
each node.
On-Demand Routing Protocols:

Reactive Routing :

In On-Demand routing protocols, the routes are
created as and when required. When a source wants to
send to a destination, it invokes the route discovery
mechanisms to find the path to the destination.

In this type of routing the routes are discovered only
when they are needed. It will save energy and bandwidth
during the inactive phase of the network. But can suffer
from problem of congestion during the high activity. The
delay may occur as a result of route discovery. The
algorithms following these design principles will
perform well for light loads.
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to decipher the message. Failure to intercept one part
gives no information about the original message.
D. Message Security Using Trust-Based Multipath
Routing:
x

C. Security
Enhancement
Transmission:
x

through

TMR

TMR [10] provides a method of message security
using trust-based multipath routing. In this approach,
less trusted nodes are given lesser number of selfencrypted parts of a message, thereby making it difficult
for malicious nodes to gain access to the minimum
information required to break through the encryption
strategy. Using trust levels, it makes multipath routing
IOH[LEOH HQRXJK WR EH XVDEOH LQ QHWZRUNV ZLWK ³YLWDO´
nodes and absence of necessary redundancy. In addition,
using trust levels, it avoids the non-trusted nodes in the
routes that may use brute force attacks and may decrypt
messages if enough parts of the message are available to
them. This technique uses a variation of the trust models
used in [13] and [14]. A node is assigned a discrete trust
level in the range of -l to 4. A trust level -l of 4 defines a
complete trust and a trust level of ± 1 defines a complete
distrust. These trust levels also define the maximum
number of packets which can be routed through those
nodes. The trust level assigned to a node is a
combination of direct interaction with its neighbours and
the recommendations from its peers. A node assigns a
direct trust level to its neighbour on the basis of
acknowledgements received. The 4 n-bit message is
divided into 4 n-bit parts, and encrypted using the
equations referred in [10].

Multipath

DMR

DMR [14] provides a way to further secure the data
transmitted along routes of a wireless ad hoc network
after a potentially secure connection has been
established between two nodes. In this method, the
encryption/decryption key used is the message itself.
The approach requires that the message is split into parts
(submessages) and that the encrypted submessages be
transmitted along different paths (routes) which are
reception disjoint. The method partitions a 4n-bit
message into two four n-bit parts called a, b, c, d. Up to
three redundant bits can be added in order to make the
number of bits a multiple of four. Four encrypted n-bit
parts, labelled D¶, E¶ F¶ G¶ are generated using the
equations referred in [14]. For details regarding the
encryption and decryption of the message, refer the
technique discussed in [14].

The encrypted parts are then routed instead of the
original message using multiple paths between the
source and the destination nodes. These multiple paths
between the source and the destination nodes are found
using DSR. In this, the source node waits for a
predefined time period in order to have multiple paths to
the destination. The routing paths are finally selected
from the set of obtained paths using a novel trust
defined strategy in which a node with a trust level x of is
given at most x parts of the packet to forward. This
limits the possibility of a brute force decryption of the
message. The routes are selected using a greedy
approach on the basis of path length such that a node
with a trust level of T does not get more than T packets
on the route to the destination. At the destination, the
message parts are then decrypted using the equations
referred in [10]. Thus, the TMR approach is found to be
more secure than the multipath routing using disjoint
paths (DMR), but it generally takes more time in route
selection.

This protocol takes advantage of the shortest path
between the source and the destination. A modification
RI 'LMNVWUD¶V DOJRULWKP LV DSSOLHG IRU WKLV SXUSRVH $OO
nodes have positive weight. Every path that is returned
and is a desired path automatically implies that a second
path exists with the reception disjoint property. This set
of paths will be used as the solution to the routing
problem. Another feature used to determine the security
of HDFK VHOHFWHG URXWH LV WKH ³SULRULW\´ ODEHOOLQJ 7KH
QRGHVDUHODEHOOHGZLWKD³SULRULW\´QXPEHUDFFRUGLQJWR
the number of edges they are linked to. This indicates if
a node can be trusted on sending a message with less
chance of that message being grabbed by an adjacent
node. In this method, the decryption of the original
message requires all the encrypted parts. The security of
this method lies in the fact that an enemy node or a
corrupted node needs to intercept all the parts to be able
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E. Multipath and Message Trust Based Secure
Routing:
x

message. The multiple paths are calculated by DSR, by
waiting for a specified period of time for the multiple
Route_Reply packets to come from various paths. The
paths are then arranged in an ascending order of hopcounts and descending order of trust levels. This step
makes sure that the routes selected are of least hopcount besides being most trusted, so as to minimize the
overheads and the path with highest trust is selected.
Once the paths have been selected, the parts of the data
packets are then transmitted through these selected paths
based on the routing decisions discussed in [11]. Once
the parts of the packets have been sent completely, the
source then sends the hash of the complete packet as the
final message. The hash message is calculated as a
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) variant [15], [16].

MTMR

MTMR [16] uses a trust assignment and updating
strategy which can be used to identify and isolate
malicious nodes without being hard on the resources of
the network. It uses a parameter, the trust requirement
(T_Req)of the message such that each message has a
certain level of importance based on its content and
type. This is the trust requirement of a particular
message, which decides how the message will be routed.
Therefore, only paths with certain trust level can be used
for its forwarding. This further enhances the security of
the system. Initially, each node is given a trust value of
zero which indicates unknown trust level. Later this
value may be incremented or decremented based on the
behaviour of the node.

Table I summarizes the three protocols in terms of the
various parameters that have been discussed in the
above subsections.

The trust levels have a range of values from -4 for
minimum trust and -4 for maximum trust. Equations (1)
and (2) are used for decrementing and incrementing the
trust of a node. In these equations am (t) indicates the
allowed number of misbehaviours that a node with a
given value of trust can perform and a p(t), indicates the
number of times a normal behaviour was exhibited by a
node with trust t.

If the trust is calculated as 1, then the value of a m (t)
will be equal to (2). Therefore, it will take two
misbehaviours to reduce trust value to an immediate
lesser trust level of 0. Similarly, for a node with trust
level 4, eight (8) misbehaviours are allowed, also if a
node with a current trust value as 3 has to rise to a trust
level of 4, it will have to perform normally for at least 8
times. Equation (3) below (based on the technique
referred in [17]) calculates the trust value of a given
node by its neighbouring nodes. In this equation, TLi( K)
is the trust level that the node i has of node k, TLk( j) is
the trust level that node k has observed on node j ,
T_Req and represents the required trust level for the
current message delivery.

The MTMR approach uses the message encryption
inspired by Cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode of block
encryption referred in [15], [16]. It defines a trust based
path selection strategy where a path with trust is given
only x parts of the packet to forward. This limits the
possibility of brute-force decryption of the message by
any node with lower trust value than the of the T_Req
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F. Ariadne

MANETs. However, if seen together due to the dynamic
and unpredictable nature of MANETs, the limited power
of mobile nodes and limited CPU processing capability,
the setting of a completely secure mechanism for
MANETs seems to be unfeasible. In this paper, we have
studied the security issues in the ad hoc networks and
surveyed the security attacks. We found that the existing
solutions cannot fully solve the security issues for the
MANETs well.

It is another On-Demand Routing Protocol
presented by Hun, Johnson & Perrig [2] based on DSR.
It maintains authenticity on end-to-end basis, using
symmetric key cryptography. It can authenticate routing
messages using either shared secret keys, digital
signatures or shared secrets in combination with
broadcast authentication like TESLA[12].The Protocol
enables the destinations to authenticate the Route
Request sent by source node. The RREQ contains MAC
which can be easily verified by the destination node.
Route maintenance is done using Distance Secure
Routing (DSR) mechanism. However, Ariadne is very
much immune to Worm Hole attacks through clock
synchronization between nodes, but not in all situations.
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DoS attacks. All the routing messages are authenticated
at every hop from source to destination as well as on
reverse path from destination to source.
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Abstract - A microstrip antenna possesses many advantages such as low profile, light weight, small volume, and mass production.
However the narrow bandwidth of a microstrip antenna is one of the important features that restrict its wide usage. Therefore,
it becomes very important for the microstrip antenna designers to develop broad-band techniques so as to enhance the bandwidths of
the microstrip antennas .The main aim of our paper is based on the design of broad-band micro strip antennas using simple and
practical method using MATLAB . Utilizing this design technique, three-layer microstrip antennas have been proposed. In this
method proposed is also applicable to the design of other types of multilayered planar antennas. It can be extended approximately up
to 50-60% by adding third layer to the existing two layered structure.
Key words - Broad-band antennas, non-homogeneous media, patch antenna.

I.

microstrip antenna where if the capacitance flat is not
countered, the formulas provided can also be utilized to
design other multilayered microstrip antenna structures.

INTRODUCTION

A microstrip antenna possesses many advantages
such as low profile, light weight, small volume, and
mass production. It has attracted increasing attention of
many researchers to investigate this type of antenna or
arrays of various configurations to meet various
practical applications. The analysis and design of
various-shaped microstrip antennas mounted on
different structures have been extensively reviewed in a
book by Pozar and Schaubert [1]. However, the narrow
bandwidth of these antennas is the major obstacle that
restricts wide applications. In general, the impedance
bandwidth of a traditional microstrip antenna is only a
few percent, e.g., about 5% [2], [3]. Therefore, it
becomes very important for the microstrip antenna
designers to develop broad-band techniques so as to
enhance the bandwidths of the microstrip antennas.
Recently, much progress has been made to broaden the
bandwidths of microstrip antennas. The ways to enhance
the bandwidth of microstrip antenna can be used:
parasitic elements [3], [9], aperture coupled [10]±[12],
and impedance matching network [13], etc. In this
paper, a practical, conceptually simple, very efficient
method for designing wide-band microstrip antennas is
proposed. The design theory and its relevant
formulations are given ,both design and experimental
results from which the bandwidth of the antenna is seen
to have been increased up to 55.95%.The measurement
data shown for comparison are in very good agreement
with the design results presented in this paper. Although
the method in this paper is applied to a three -layered

II. METHOD FOR DESIGNING WIDE-BAND
MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
One of the potential advantages of microstrip
antenna is its simple architecture. Therefore, it is
important to preserve the attractive features in the
design of microstrip antennas. Generally when the
dimensions of the patches and the operating frequency
are selected the Q factor of the antenna can be decreased
and its bandwidth broadened by either thickening the
dielectric slab or reducing the permittivity of the
substrate or by combining the two approaches.
However, increasing the thickness of the substrate will
unfortunately result in surface wave generation and
ensuing loss.For the microstrip antenna fed by a coaxial
probe the inductance produced by the probe will be
quite significant when the substrate thickness is
increased. Therefore it is necessary to compensate the
inductance
to
overcome
the
aforementioned
problems.The architecture of the microstrip antenna is
shown in fig 2.1. It is assumed that the thickness h2 is
very small compared with the thickness h1. The
capacitance can be determined by its diameter and the
characteristics of the dielectric substrate.The design
procedure is given subsequently. The input impedance
and inductance of the microstrip antenna fed by a
coaxial probe is
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Substituting (4c) into (3a) we can further obtain
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After the substitution of (4b) into (5) we can rewrite the
(5) as
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At the same time, from (3b) and (3c) we can express the
voltage
Fig. 2.1 : Two layered structure
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and relative permittivity respectively v 0i i 1,2,3,4 are
voltages between two neighboring layers.
On the basis of electromagnetic boundary conditions on
interfaces we readily have
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Now, we can use the improved transmission line
model to calculate the resonant frequency of the lower
patch
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H re are the effective electric flux density

Dz 2

i

i 1

As for the second substrate its effective permittivity is

Then we can obtain

Dz1

¦h

¦h
i

In order to formulate the resonant frequency the
voltage from the top to the bottom of the antenna is
assumed as v0.

Dz

H 0H rc

4

1.

is the angular frequency, C is the

Where D z and

4

So equating (6) and (7) for the same voltage
in the effective permittivity expressed b

capacitance, and X L is given by (1b).

v0

Dz

V0

:KHUHȘDQGțDUHWKHLQWULQVLFUHVLVWDQFHDQGZDYH
number in the substrate respectively. In order to
compensate the probes inductance a series capacitor
should be mounted on top of the probe to match the
resonant condition given by

Z r cX L

Vo as follows:

c 0 denotes the velocity of light in free space and

(4a)
(4b)
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in a decrease of the resonant frequency
separation.Once the resonant frequencies of the lower
and upper patches are determined, the bandwidth can be
enlarged considering the center frequency as the
matching frequency given as follows:

2

2¦ hi

]2

i 1

ST2 H e 2 L2

(11)

In a similar fashion the resonant frequency of the
top patch can be expressed as

2 L4  2'L4

H e4

Where the effective permittivity

H r2

and a given thickness
nonlinear equation;

(12)

H e4

is expressed as
C
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4
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«
»
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L4
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2 «
»
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¼

And the expansion of the lower patch

'L4



(13)

'L4 is given by

III. THREE LAYERED PLANAR STRUCTURE
The experimental results of two layered planar
structure shows that bandwidth of the antenna has been
increased up to 25.7%. It can be extended approximately
up to 50-60% by adding third layer to the existing two
layered structure. One of the potential advantages of
microstrip antenna is its simple architecture. Therefore,
it is important to preserve the attractive features in the
design of microstrip antennas. Generally, when the
dimensions of the patches and the operating frequency
are selected, the Q factor of the antenna can be
decreased and its bandwidth broadened by either
thickening the dielectric slab or reducing the
permittivity of the substrate or by combining the two
approaches. However, increasing the thickness of the
substrate will unfortunately result in surface wave
generation and ensuing loss. For the microstrip antenna
fed by a coaxial probe, the inductance produced by the
probe will be quite significant when the substrate
thickness is increased. Therefore, it is necessary to
compensate the inductance to overcome the
aforementioned problems. The architecture of the
microstrip antenna is shown in fig. It is assumed that

The permittivity of the layers is assumed as follows:

H r2

H r4

2.6 where as the

diameter d remains at 1mm.Also, the area dimensions of
both patches are considered to be 62.5 by 62.5mm.From
table-1 and2, it is found that the frequency separation
between lower patch and upper patch is quite
independent of one another .The required frequency
separation can be obtained by adjusting the parameters
and thickness of the layers. It is also found from table-1
that the resonant frequency separation will increase by
reducing

H r3 , H r4

while increasing

2

Equation is a transcendental equation. Thus the
capacity-dependent diameter D can be easily determined
by an iterative method.

As an example we have calculated the resonant
frequencies for different sets of relative permittivity of
the layered substrate. The thickness of the layers is
assumed as follows: h1=h3 = 8 mm and h2= h4= 1.5mm
where as diameter d as 1mm. Also dimensions of both
patches are considered to be 62.5 by 62.5mm. The
information for the computed resonant frequencies
versus different permittivities is detailed in table-1. As
another example table-2 shows the resonant frequencies
of two patches versus the thickness of the layers.
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Substituting (15) into (2) we can obtain the diameter D
for a given capacitance, a computed relative permittivity

c0
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Fr

H r1 , H r 2 will

the thickness

h2 is very small compared with the

thickness h1 . The capacitance can be determined by its
diameter and the characteristics of the dielectric
substrate. The design procedure is given subsequently.
The input impedance and inductance of the microstrip
antenna fed by a coaxial probe is
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At the same time, from (3b) and (3c), we can express the
voltage

Vo as follows:

Fig. 4.2 : Three layered structure
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number in the substrate, respectively. In order to
compensate the probes inductance, a series capacitor
should be mounted on top of the probe to match the
resonant condition given by
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expressed as
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Where
the angular frequency, C is the
capacitance, and X L is given by (1b). In order to
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On the basis of electromagnetic boundary conditions on
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Resonant frequencies of lower and topper layers versus
different permittivities
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Once the resonant frequencies of the lower and
upper patches are determined, the bandwidth can be
enlarged considering the center frequency as the
matching frequency given as follows:
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IV. RESULTS
TABLE I
Resonant frequencies of lower and topper layers versus
different permittivities
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Radiations patterns for Different layers in H-Field

Resultant Patterns
Radiations patterns for Different layers in E -Field
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V. CONCLUSION
The square microstrip patch antenna has been
studied. The radiation patterns for E and H field are
observed and also array structures of microstrip
antennas is discussed. A simple and practical method for
the design of broad-band microstrip antennas.The
bandwidth of the microstrip antennas is designed
theoretically. Utilizing the samedesign technique, the
band width of several two-layer microstrip antennas are
designed theoretically According to the results obtained,
by using two-layered microstrip antenna the bandwidth
of the square microstrip patch antenna can increase up to
25.7%. This has been increased to 58.93% by adding
third layer on to the existing two layered structure.
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Abstract - In this paper, the comparative analysis has been made between three different ANN models and makes these models to
train with the past 10 years stock price datasets of TCS & HCL and the prediction of future stock price of TCS & HCL has been
found. The Root Mean Square error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Performance (MAPE) metrics calculates the error rate value of each
model. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) with Back propagation and Flexible Neural Tree (FNT) has higher error rate than the proposed
model (Functional Link Neural Fuzzy Model). The proposed model FLNF training algorithm (Conjugate Gradient Algorithm) has
given high performance and prediction rate than the training algorithms in the existing system. As from the testing session of each
models has been compared, it is obtained that FLNF model is the optimal model which has lesser error rate.
Keywords-ANN, MLP, FNT, FLNF, Conjugate Gradient, RMSE, MAPE, Back propagation

I.

INTRODUCTION

II. BASICS OF STOCK MARKET DYNAMICS

An ANN model is a computer model whose
architecture essentially mimics the learning capability of
the human brain. The processing elements of an ANN
resemble the biological structure of neurons and the
internal operation of a human brain. Many simple
interconnected linear or nonlinear computational
elements are operating in parallel processing at multiple
layers [3].

When predicting the future prices of Stock Market
securities [9], there are several theories available. The
first is Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). In EMH, it
is assumed that the price of a security reflects all of the
information available and that everyone has some
GHJUHH RI DFFHVV WR WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ )DPD¶V WKHRry
further breaks EMH into three forms: weak, semistrong, and strong. In weak EMH, only historical
information is embedded in the current price. The semistrong form goes a step further by incorporating all
historical and currently public information into the
price. The strong form impounds historical, public and
private information such as insider information in the
share price. From the tenets of EMH, it is believed that
the market reacts instantaneously to any relevant
information or news and so it is impossible to
consistently outperform the market. Thus, no method
can beat the market news, events and new fundamental
developments which influence price movements that
occur randomly and are unknowable in advance.

$11 FDQ EH µWUDLQHG¶WR SHUIRUP D VSHFLILF WDVN E\
adjusting the weights of hidden layers. The weights are
continually adjusted by comparing the output of the
network with the target until the output of the network
µPDWFKHV¶WKH WDUJHWLQWKH VHQVHWKDW WKH HUURU IXQFWLRQ
measuring the difference between the target and the
output is minimized. Many pairs of input and output are
used to train the network and this mode of adjustment is
FDOOHG µVXSHUYLVHG¶ OHDUQLQJ 7KHUH DUH VHYHUDO
approaches [7] for minimization of the error function
including standard optimization techniques like
conjugate gradient, back propagation and Newton-type
methods.

A different perspective on prediction comes from
Random Walk theory. In this theory stock market
prediction is impossible to believe where prices are
determined randomly and outperforming the market is
infeasible.

The main objectives of this comparative study is
x

To implement different ANN models and
compares those models with their performance.

x

To implement ANN models on a case study
and obtain the optimal model by calculating the
error rate percentage.

III. DIFFICULTIES IN FINANCIAL FORECASTING
AND SUITABILITY OF ANN MODELING

Stock market [6] has long been considered a high
return investment field and backbone of Indian
economy. Due to the fact that stock markets are affected
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by many highly interrelated economical, political and
even psychological factors that interact with each other
in a very complex fashion, it is very difficult to forecast
the movement in stock market.

prevented from overtraining and Memorizing the data.
Once trained, the network parameters (weights) will be
kept fixed. The model is then used with the input data
set for prediction. A neural network can be designed to
predict the direction, magnitude or just turning points in
the stock price movement.

Predicting is telling about the future which will incur
certain error. To produce a meaningful prediction, the
error incurred must be minimum. There are several ways
used by investors to predict stock market returns such a
technical analysis,
fundamental analysis and
mathematical models. However these techniques
incapable of determining the exact forecast price. Due to
these imperfection factor current studies using soft
computing techniques (Soft Computing represents that
area of Computing adapted from the physical sciences.)
such as Granular Computing, Rough sets, Neural
Networks, Fuzzy sets and Genetic Algorithms are highly
used to improve the prediction accuracy and
computational efficiency compared to earlier
techniques. With the advancement being made in
computer and telecommunication technologies today,
WKH ZRUOG¶V PDMRU HFRQRPLHV DQG ILQDQFLDOPDUNHWVDUH
becoming more and more globalize.

IV. EXISTING MODEL
A. Multilayer Perceptron with Back propagation
A multilayer perceptron (MLP)[1][2] is a feed
forward artificial neural network model that maps sets
of input data onto a set of appropriate output. An MLP
consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph,
with each layer fully connected to the next one. Except
for the input nodes, each node is a neuron (or processing
element) with a nonlinear activation function. MLP
utilizes a supervised learning technique called back
propagation [6] for training the network. MLP is a
modification of the standard linear perceptron, which
can distinguish data that is not linearly separable. The
multilayer perceptron consists of three or more layers
(an input and an output layer with one or more hidden
layers) of nonlinearly-activating nodes. Each node in
one layer connects with a certain weight (wij) to every
node.

As this trend accelerates, financial markets are
becoming more and more interrelated and fundamental
factors will become increasingly critical to financial
market analysis. In the global marketplace, the
prevailing methods of technical analysis where a single
market is modeled through historical simulation and
back testing of its own past price (or volume) behavior
is rapidly losing its competitive advantages. Institution
and individual traders both are increasingly applying
new technologies to financial forecasting. Recent
research shows that these nonlinear domains can be
modeled more accurately with these technologies (like
ANN) than with the linear statistical and single-market
methods that have been the mainstay of technical
analysis throughout the past decade.

Figure 1. A Simple Multi Layer Perceptron model
with Back-Propagation Algorithm

Another advantage of ANN implementation is that
the processing is distributed among many nodes. Even if
some of the nodes fail to function properly, the effect on
the overall performance of the system will not be
significant. This assertion can be verified by turning off
m randomly selected hidden layer nodes and observing
the resulting effect on the system performance. However
due to their large number of inputs, network pruning is
important to remove redundant input nodes and speed
up training and recall. Essential features of a neural
network are: The network topology, Computational
functions, and Training algorithm. Decisions on the
target output with respect to concerned inputs will select
these features along with their respective parameters like
learning rate, number of hidden layers, and number of
nodes in each layer etc. Financial neural network must
be trained to learn the data and generalize, while being

A. Back Propagation Algorithm
1.

First apply the inputs to the network and work out
the output ± remember this initial output could be
anything, as the initial weights were random
numbers.

2.

Next work out the error for neuron B. The error is
ErrorB = OutputB (1-OutputB) (TargetB ± OutputB)

Where B, C are output of the output neuron and A is the
LQSXW QHXURQ  7KH ³Output (1-Output)´ WHUP LV
necessary in the equation because of the Sigmoid
Function ± if we were only using a threshold neuron it
would just be (Target ± Output).
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2.

Change the weight. Let W+AB be the new (trained)
weight and WAB be the initial weight.
W+AB = WAB + (ErrorB x OutputA).

Notice that it is the output of the connecting neuron
(neuron A) we use (not B). We update all the weights in
the output layer in this way.
3.

Calculate the Errors for the hidden layer neurons.
8QOLNH WKH RXWSXW OD\HU ZH FDQ¶W FDOFXODWH WKHVH
directly, so we Back Propagate them from the
output layer (hence the name of the algorithm). This
is done by taking the Errors from the output
neurons and running them back through the weights
to get the hidden layer errors. For example: if
neuron A is connected as shown to B and C then we
take the errors from B and C to generate an error
for A.

Figure 2. A Flexible Neuron Operator

ErrorA = Output A (1 - OutputA) (ErrorB WAB
+ Error C WAC)
$JDLQ WKH IDFWRU ³Output (1 - Output)´ LV SUHVHQW
because of the sigmoid squashing function.
4.

Having obtained the Error for the hidden layer
neurons now proceed as in stage 3 to change the
hidden layer weights. By repeating this method we
can train a network of any number of layers.

Figure 3. A Typical Representation of FNT

B. Flexible Neural Tree
The total excitation of +n i where
are
the inputs to node þ n. The output of the node þn is then
calculated by,

The function set F and terminal instruction set T
used for generating a FNT model are described as

Where
, denote non-leaf nodes
instructions and taking i arguments. x1, x2, . . . , xn are
OHDI QRGHV¶ LQVWUXFWLRQVDQGWDNLQJQR RWKHUDUJXPHQWV
The output of a non-leaf node is calculated as a flexible
neuron model (Fig. 2). From this point of view, the
instruction þi is also called a flexible neuron operator [7]
with i inputs. In the creation process of neural tree, if a
non terminal instruction, i.e,
is selected, i real values are randomly generated and
used for representing the connection strength between
the node þi and its children. In addition, two adjustable
parameters ai and bi are randomly created as flexible
activation function parameters. For developing the FNT,
the following flexible activation function is used,

The overall output of flexible neural tree can be
computed from left to right by depth-first method,
recursively. The general learning procedure for
constructing the FNT model
can be described as
follows:
1.

Create an initial population randomly (FNT trees
and its corresponding parameters);

2.

Structure optimization is achieved by the neural tree
variation operators as described in Section 2.

3.

If a better structure is found, then go to step (4),
otherwise go to step (2);

4.

Parameter optimization is achieved by the PSO
algorithm as described in Section 2. In this stage,
the architecture of FNT model is fixed, and it is the
best tree developed during the end of run of the
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number of input variables.wkj is the link weight of the
ORFDO RXWSXW ĭk is the basis trigonometric function of
input variables. M is the number of basis function and
rule j is the jth fuzzy rule. Totally five layers are present
in FLNF model.

structure search. The parameters (weights and
flexible activation function parameters) encoded in
the best tree formulate a particle.
5.

If the maximum number of local search is reached,
or no better parameter vector is found for a
significantly long time then go to step (6);
otherwise go to step (4);

6.

If satisfactory solution is found, then the algorithm
is stopped; otherwise go to step (2).

V. PROPOSED MODEL
A. Functional Link Neural Fuzzy Network
The Functional Link or FLANN [4] architecture based
model is to predict the movements of prices in the stock
indices. It has been shown that this network may be
conveniently used for functional approximation and
pattern classification with faster convergence rate and
lesser computational load than a Multi-layer Perceptron
(MLP) structure. The structure of the FLANN is fairly
simple. It is a flat net without any need for a hidden
layer. Therefore, the computations as well as learning
algorithm used in this network are simple. The
functional expansion of the input to the network
effectively increases the dimensionality of the input
vector and hence the hyper-planes generated by the
FLANN provide greater discrimination capability in the
input pattern space. Various system identifications,
control of nonlinear systems, noise cancellation and
image classification systems have been reported in
recent times. These experiments have proven the ability
of FLANN to give out satisfactory results to problems
with highly non-linear and dynamic data. Further the
ability of the FLANN architecture based model to
predict stock index movements, both for short term
(next day) and medium term (one month and two
months) prediction using statistical parameters
consisting of well known technical indicators based on
historical index data is shown and analyzed

Figure 4. Proposed model ± FLNF (FLANN + FUZZY
LOGIC SYSTEM) with 5 layers
The operations of nodes in each layer are described
below.
x

Layer 1: No computations are required in Layer
1. Each node in this layer only transmits input
values to the next layer

x

Layer 2: Each fuzzy set Aij is described by a
Gaussian membership function.

Where cij is the mean and
x

Functional Link Neural Fuzzy Network (FLNF)
model uses the nonlinear combination of input variables.
Each fuzzy rule [8] [9] corresponds to a sub-FLANN,
comprising a functional link. In Fig. 4 the structure of
the proposed model is given.

is the variance.

Layer 3: It receives one dimensional
membership degrees of the associated rule from
the nodes of layer 2. Now the output function of
each inference node is
.

This model uses a fuzzy IF-THEN rule in the
following form.

Where
of a rule node represents the firing strength
of its corresponding rule.

Rule j:

x

IF x1 is A1j and x2 is A2i««««« DQG [i is
Aji««« DQG [N is
ANj .
Where xi is the input and j yÖ LV WKH ORFDO RXWSXW
variables. Aji is the linguistic term of the precondition
part with Gaussian membership function. N is the

Layer 4: Nodes in layer 4 are called consequent
nodes. The input to a node in layer 4 is the
output from layer 3 and the output collected
from FLANN. Where wkj is the link weight of
)/$11 DQG LV ĭk the functional expansion of
input variables.
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x

Where tk is predicted value, ok is desired value and
N is total number of test data

Layer 5: The output node in layer 5 acts as a
defuzzifier which combines all the actions
recommended by layer 3 and layer 4.

b. Mean Absolute Percentage Error

Where
and

are the output of FLANN

x 100

and are the outputs of layer 3

Where At is predicted value and Ft is desired value

B. Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

2. Comparative Error Rate of Existing models and
Proposed Model on prediction of TCS & HCL
future Stock Market Value

The training phase of a back propagation network is
an unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem [5]. The
goal of the training is to search an optimal set of
connection weights in the manner that the errors of the
network output can be minimized.
1.

Set k = 1. Initialize w1.

2.

Compute g1 = f (w1).

3.

Set d1 = -g1.

4.

Compute k by line search, where

NAME

RESULT

FLNF

FNT

MLP

(proposed)
DESIRED

0.1302

0.01352

0.62763

ACTUAL

0.2333

0.08651

0.82266

ERROR %

1

7

20

DESIRED

0.04128

0.00691

0.25170

ACTUAL

0.07929

0.06992

0.40181

ERROR %

3

6

15

HCL

5.

Update weight vector by wk+1 =

6.

If network error is less than a pre-set minimum
value or the maximum number of iterations has
been reached, stop; else go to step 7.

7.

TCS

If k+1 > n, then w1 = wk+1, k = 1 and go to step 2;
Else
a)

3.

set k= k+1

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

b) Compute gk+1 = f (wk+1).
c)

Compute k â.

d) Compute new direction:
e)

Error Rate Analysis

go to step 4

VI. COMPARISON AND ERROR RATE
PERCENTAGE OF THREE MODELS
1. Performance Metrics
a. Root Mean Square Error

Desired
MLP
FLNF
FNT

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010
Figure 5. Error Rate for TCS
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Figure 6. Error Rate for HCL
VII. CONCLUSION
The comparative analysis of the three models
Hybrid Network (Functional link neural network and
functional link fuzzy network) with Conjugate Gradient
algorithm, Flexible neural tree and Multilayer
perceptron with Back- Propagation algorithm shows the
performance efficiency varies according to the varying
stock datasets. Performance metrics calculates the
performance and error rate analysis on each model and
obtain FLNF model is the optimal model as it has lesser
error rate percentage on the prediction of future stock
price of TCS & HCL.
In future, the FLNF training algorithm can be
combined with searching technique to reduce the load
on neuron so that the efficency of the proposed model
can be increased.
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Abstract - In Internet, each datagram is forwarded by a router based on a routing table. For this purpose Routing protocols are used.
Routers compute the path with minimum distance i.e. Shortest Path Tree (SPT). SPT is calculated considering two types of situations
i.e. 1) edge weights are static 2) edge weights are dynamic. When a routing area changes (due to link failure, recovery, or changes in
the routing cost) a re-computation is required. When changes happen in the network many algorithms compute shortest path from
scratch. Re-computation of entire SPT is inefficient and consumes a considerable amount of time. Dynamic Shortest path algorithm
gives the solution to this problem. In this Paper we present a new Dynamic algorithm to find the shortest path in case of very large
graphs. Our algorithm calculates shortest path in the dynamic environment based on the Hierarchical and Multi path (Top-K shortest
path) calculation method.
Key words - Advanced Network algorithms, Dynamic Shortest path algorithm, Hierarchical routing, Multilevel overlay graph,
Top-K shortest paths.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Type Style and Fonts

To calculate the shortest path is a very common
task in our day today life and an unavoidable term in the
network communication. Real life scenarios where we
use shortest path is to find the shortest path (or shortest
time) required to travel from source to destination via
train, bus or in the case of internet; LAN routing. These
problems are solved by the shortest path algorithm. This
paper covers different shortest path methods and their
analysis and Optimization techniques. Initially, shortest
path algorithm were designed assuming that the edge
weights are static, but this could not be used in many
new situations and hence the dynamic shortest path
algorithm is designed keeping in mind the dynamic
nature of the edge weights, which needs re-computation
of VKRUWHVW SDWK IURP VFUDWFK H[DPSOH 'LMNVWUD¶V
algorithm. It will consume more time as well as space.
Algorithms like Floyd-:DUVKDOO¶V VKRUWHVW SDWK
DOJRULWKP '¶(VRSR-Pape algorithm, RR algorithm
follow a dynamic approach. When the edge weights
change due to any reason, the calculation of the shortest
path is affected. Our Path Follower Algorithm is a
dynamic shortest path algorithm for very large
networks. In this pre-calculated paths are stored in a
database and are retrieved to get the information on topk shortest path source to destination.This shortest path
searching can be applied to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wherever Times is specified, Times Roman or
Times New Roman may be used. If neither is available
on your word processor, please use the font closest in
appearance to Times. Avoid using bit-mapped fonts if
possible. True-Type 1 or Open Type fonts are preferred.
Please embed symbol fonts, as well, for math, etc.
II. SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM ± SIMPLE
DIJKSTRA
Shortest Path Problem- Definition
Let G be a graph such that G = (V, E), where V={
v1,v2, v3, . . ., vn} and E = { e1, e2, e3, . . ., em} such that
|V| = n and |E| = m. G is an directed/undirected weighted
connected graph having no negative weight edge, with
pre-VSHFLILHGVRXUFHYHUWH[µV¶DQGGHVWLQDWLRQYHUWH[µW¶
such that sV and dV. We have to find path from s to
t with minimum total edge weight. This problem is
called Shortest path problem.
1) 'LMNVWUD¶VVKRUWHVWSDWKDOJRULWKP
'LMNVWUD¶V DOJRULWKP 'LMNVWUD   LV ERWK D
greedy and a dynamic algorithm that solves the singlesource shortest path problem for a directed graph with
non-negative link weights. As in Floyd±:DUVKDOO¶V
technique, the cost of a path between two nodes is the
sum of costs of the links in that path. The algorithm
gives the costs of the shortest paths from a single, fixed
node to all the other nodes in the graph in O(n 2)

Geographic Information System (GIS)
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
Emergency Dispatch System (EDS)
Navigation System (NS)
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2) Shortest Path Algorithm- greedy Approach[15]

B) Dynamic Dijkstra (DynDijk

Algorithm Shortest path (v, cost, dist, n)
1.

{

2.

for i= 1 to n do

3.

{

4.

s[i]= false;

5.

dist[i]= cost[v,i]

6.

}

7.

s[v]= true;

8.

dist[v]= 0.0;

9.

for num= 2 to n do

Computing shortest paths in a graph G = (V, E) is
used in many real-world applications like route planning
in road networks, timetable information for railways, or
scheduling for airplanes. By modeling a transportation
network by a graph G where edge weights depict travel
times, the quickest connection in the transportation
network equals the shortest path in G. In general,
'LMNVWUD¶V DOJRULWKP >'LMNVWUD @ ILQGV DQ H[DFW
shortest path of length d(s, t) between a given source s
and target t. One way to find a shortest path from vertex
i to vertex j in a directed graph G is to decide which
vertex should be the second vertex, which is the third,
which the fourth and so on, until vertex j is reached. An
optimal sequence of decisions is one that results in a
path of least length. For some of the problems optimal
sequence of decisions can be found by making the
decision one at a time and never making an erroneous
decision. But this is right for greedy method, for many
other problems it is not possible to make stepwise
decisions (based only local information) in such a
manner we can follow a dynamic (changing) approach.
In dynamic environment the shortest path from source to
destination is dynamically updating due to the change of
edge weight. If the edge weight is incremented or
decremented the shortest path is calculated by Semi
dynamic Algorithm. The edge weight are updating by
both incrementing and decrementing we can use fully
dynamic Algorithm.

10. {
11.

s[u]= true;

12.

for(each w adjacent to u with s[w]=false) do

13.

if (dist[w] > dist[v] + cost[u,w]) then

14.

dist[w]= dist[u]+ cost[u,w]

15. }
16. }
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2).
Array s consumes memory space, but that value is
negligible, where n is the no of nodes. Each time the
algorithm selects a new node based on the minimum
edge weight. High speed shortest path problems can
follow this method.

1) Example of Semi dynamic Algorithm-DynDijk[5]

III. DYNAMIC SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM

1.

Apply a set of edge weight changes to Graph G

Classical dynamic algorithm approach in theory
[15] ensures the optimal solution for the graph shortest
path problem. Dynamic programming (Dreyfus, 1965)
FRQVWLWXWHV WKH SUDFWLFDO HPERGLPHQW RI WKH %HOOPDQ¶V
principle of optimality intelligent technique for
computing optimal sequential-decisions by a forwardlooking, backward-recursive search. A Dynamic
Algorithm solves problems by combining the solutions
to sub-problems. Dynamic programming is applied to
optimization problems, in such problems there can be
many possible solutions. Each solutions has a value, and
we wish to find a solution with the optimal (maximum,
minimum) value .We call such a solution an optimal
solution to the problem, as opposed to the optimal
solution, since there may be several solutions that
achieve the optimal value

2.

Remove modified tree edges from T

3.

locate all locally affected vertices

4.

all locally affected vertices are examined.

5.

,I µD¶ LV ERXQGDU\ YHUWH[ WKHQLW LV XSGDWHG WR
LW¶VFDQGLGDWHGLVWDQFH

6.

Using iterations find minimum candidate
distance.

7.

Updates the edge weights accordingly

8.

Shorter distance is computed

C) Floyd±:DUVKDOO¶VVKRUWHVWSDWKDOJRULWKP
Floyd±:DUVKDOO¶V DOJRULWKP
)OR\G 
Warshall, 1962) is a dynamic programming algorithm
giving the shortest paths between any source node and
any destination node in a directed graph in cubic time.
The algorithm computes, for each pair of nodes i and j,
the minimum weight among all paths between them,
storing it into a distance matrix D = dij. The weight of a
path between two nodes is the sum of costs of the links
in that path. Additionally, a predecessor matrix P can be
used to retrieve the links composing the shortest paths

A) Dynamic Shortest path Problem ± Definition
Let G= (V, E, w) be a single diagraph, in which all
HGJH ZHLJKWV DUH QRQ QHJDWLYH UHDO QXPEHUV /HW *ƍ 
9(Zƍ EHREWDLQHGIURP*E\DQDSSOLFDWLRQRIDVHW
of edge weight updates to G. [8]
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themselves, where pij corresponds to the index of the last
node included in the optimal path from i to j. It is very
simple to check that both variants of the algorithm have
a time complexity of O(n3).

E)

1) Basic Floyd-:DUVKDOO¶VDOJRULWKP

3
4
5

6

7

Given a directed weighted graph, find a
negative cycle or present a short proof that
none exists.

2.

Using labelling method, it checks negative
cycles,

'ĸ:

2.

For k from 1 to n DO

3.

Then Negative cycles can be removed

3.

For I from 1 to n DO

4.

4.

For j from 1 to n DO

Ignore negative path and re-compute path
again.

5.

dij = MIN(dij,dik+dkj)

5.

It generates optimum solution.

6.

Stop

Sr. Algorithm

2

1.

1.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

There are three loops in the algorithm so the time
complexity of this algorithm is O(n3).

1

Steps to improve feasibility

Path Follower algorithm is a Dynamic algorithm ±
so instantaneous updation is affecting the shortest path
calculation. It is a combination of Hierarchical
(Overlay) and Top-k shortest path finder algorithm.
Hierarchical algorithm which results in the fastest query
manipulation, this has the advantage that it is not
necessary to repeat the preprocessing every time if the
length of an edge has changed. It is a good performance
algorithm. If one link fails it selects the next top shortest
path.

Type

Time
Remark
Complexity
Dijkstra
Static
O(n2)
Recomput
(Greedy)
ationneeds
Dyn
Semi
O(N)
Priority
Dijkstra
Dynamic
Queue
Complex
BF
Semidynami
O(n)
lists
(Bellman
c
Ford)
MFP
Fully
O(n)
PriorityQ
Dynamic
ueue is
Complex
'¶(VRSR± Dynamic
O(n)
Item
Pape
added at
the end
only
FMN
Dynamic
O(MN)
Heap
(Frigioni et
managem
DO¶V
ent
Algorithm)
O(MN)
Heap
RR(Ramali Dynamic
managem
ngam and
ent
5HSV¶

Hierarchical routing: It is a region based routing,
recording only one entry for an entire region rather than
one for each node in the region. In Hierarchical
approach each route has some priority level. Depending
on Source and Destination, a sub graph is determined
based on which a shortest path run. Using an auxiliary
data structure called Tree of connected components,
used to extract a suitable sub-graph of an extended
multilevel graph is calculated for each level shortest
path and join together find the final path.
A) Multi Level Overlay Graphs
An Overlay Graph describes the topology in a
Graph and its subset, where edges correspond to paths in
the main graph. It helps to speed up the shortest path
calculation. Example ± Nodes are connected in the
internet connection called graph. The topology called
overlay graph. Depending on the applications, overlay
graphs are demanded to fulfill the requirements such as
connectivity and reliability. This paper Introducing a
simple procedure to compute overlay graphs that
preserve shortest paths²also referred to by shortestpath overlay graphs²and, in addition, have a minimal
number of edges. Overlay graphs preserving shortest
path lengths. With the multilevel approach, one or more
levels of overlay graphs which inherit shortest-path
lengths from the base graph are constructed. Then a
shortest-path computation takes place in a graph
consisting basically of one of the overlay graphs and
some additional edges.

Table 1.1 : Shows the summary of dynamic Algorithms.
M , N, or n represents no of nodes and vertices
D) Limitations of the above dynamic algorithms
1.

They process one change at a time.

2.

These algorithms fails when Edge-weights
change stochastically and continuously

3.

Big networks have large topologies that are
changing continuously at all times. In such
conditions existing algorithms fails.
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3) Figure shows Shortest ± Path Multilay Graph[4]

1) Multi level graph - speedup shortest Path[4]
Depending on source and destination a sub graph
determined, on which a shortest path run. Using an
auxiliary data structure called Tree of connected
components used to extract a suitable sub-graph of an
extended multilevel graph, calculated at each level
shortest path and join together help find the final path.
2) Shortest-path Overlay Graph
Shortest path with Multi level Hierarchy, shortestpath overlay graphs also called multilevel overlay
graphs, or multilevel graphs. shortest-path overlay
graphs have edges passing between different levels of a
given hierarchy; we, therefore, call them extended
graph.

B) Fast Top-K Simple Shortest path discovery
x

The technique involved in this Algorithm has
two steps

x

First is to pre ± compute the shortest paths to
the target node, and utilize them to reduce
discovery cost at running time.

x

Candidate path generation.

x

The top-k shortest path problem which is to
discover K Shortest paths between a pair of
nodes in a graph in non ± descending order of
their costs

x

Top-k shortest path also calculates more than
one path between the two nodes[10]

Definition:
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a subset S Ӭ V, the
VKRUWHVW SDWK RYHUOD\ JUDSK *¶   6 (¶  LV GHILQHG DV
follows: for each (u, v) Ѯ S × S, there is an edge (u, v)
LQ(¶LI DQG RQO\ LI IRU HYHU\ VKRUWHVW X-v-path in G no
internal vertex belongs to S (internal vertices are all
vertices on the path except for u and v). The length of
(u, v) is set to the shortest-u-v-path length in G.

C) (SSHVWHLQ¶VDOJRULWKP
To find the top-k Shortest Paths, builds a shortest
path tree rooted at the target node first, then properly
selects certain edges outside the shortest path tree
connect different parts of this tree, forming the paths to
be discovered. This algorithm takes O(m + n log n + k)
time cost.
:KHUH µN¶ LV WKH GLIIHrent shortest
SDWKVµQ¶LVWKHQRRIQRGHVDQGµP¶LVWKHQRRIHGJHV
[10]
D) Shortest Path in Large Graphs
Social networks like orkut, facebook uses large
amount of network for satisfying their users. It
comprises about 3 million nodes and 220 million edges.
Memory consumption of Dijkstra is very high, so the
network will become so slow. Using the reason for this
LVWKDW'LMNVWUD¶VDOJRULWKPKDVWRFRQVWUXFWDQGPDLQWDLQ
shortest paths to all nodes in the graph whose distance to
the source node is smaller than the distance from the
source node to the destination node. Consequently, the
PHPRU\ FRQVXPSWLRQ RI 'LMNVWUD¶V DOJRULWKP LV YHU\
high, required to maintain a number of 2.5 million nodes
in the heap for the Orkut dataset, which is prohibitively
expensive for simultaneous execution of many queries.
[11]

Fig. 1 : Shows different levels of tree of connected
components.
Above fig shows network with different levels:
squares- level 1, big round - level 2 and small round
shows level 3 of components. Depending on the
hierarchy it calculates shortest path of sub graph of the
multilevel graph and the result is stored in a database.
So processing time during the execution is minimized.
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12. Display path and distance

Pre-compute and store a O(n) sized sketch of the
graph so that any distance query can be answered
approximately but with high accuracy and find a
shortest path.

13. Check from all path in database whether this
path is super path of any path
14. If yes, remove that path and insert this super
path

1) Pre Computation step

15. If no, insert this path into database

The pre-computation step involves sampling some
sets of nodes, computing for every node in the graph a
shortest path to and from a member of this set and
storing the thus obtained set of paths on external
memory. These paths will be used in the approximation
step later.

16. }
17. }
V. ALGORITHMIC COMPLEXITY
Here we will state the complexity of the Path
Follower of the dynamic algorithms presented in the
previous section. The complexity of algorithm depends
on the following

2) Path Approximation
Given two vertices u, v Ѯ V, let p denote a shortest
path from u to v, that is, a path starting in u and ending
in v with length |p| = dist(u, v), let q be an arbitrary path
from u to v. By [11]
HUURU T  _T_í_S_ _S_
_T_íGLVW XY GLVW XY Ѯ >@
E) Path Follower Algorithm steps
Consider a very large graph; Find the sub graph with
hierarchical method. Hierarchy level of the sub graph
depends up the requirement.
{
// where G is the Graph, l is the level, S is the sub
graph
For each vertex u Ѯ S, run (SSHVWHLQ¶V
algorithm on G with pairs (s1,e1),

2.

Where s1 is the starting edge and e1 is the
ending (destination edge) of the each sub
graph.

3.

Call (SSHVWHLQ¶VDOJRULWKP which will produce
top ± k Shortest paths between (s1, e1).

4.

The result of (SSHVWHLQ¶VDOJRULWKP is stored in
a database.

5.

When a query comes checks (Enter Source
node and Destination Node).

6.

Check in Database, if any direct path stored,

7.

If yes, Display the path and distance

8.

If no, Extract all path from Database and check
whether if there is any sub path of same source
and destination nodes

9.

If yes, Display path and distance

Performance of the creation of the multilevel
Overlay graph.

2.

Storage/Access time of the Database.

3.

Searching/Query processing time.

4.

Execution time for algorithm + storing time (if
not found).

Multi level overlay algorithm can be implemented
with cost in O(|S|.(|E| + |V|log|V|)) using Fibonacci
KHDSV 5XQQLQJ WLPH RI (SSHVWHLQ¶V DOJRULWKP Ls
O(m+nlogn+k). Running cost of this algorithm is mainly
depend

Procedure Path-Follower (G, l, S)

1.

1.

O(|S|.(|E|+|V|log|V|))+ O(m+nlogn+k).
Comparing to the other algorithms like
(DynDijkstra, RR ) are using for only small graphs but
our algorithm can manage very large graph with
minimum processing time. Only the overhead of the
database we need to manage. But in other way recomputation of each path is mostly avoided. Recomputation takes more time than shortest path search
in the database. For example:- suppose, we have a route
DĺEĺFĺGĺH ĺIĺJĺKĺLĺM VWRUHG LQ GDWDEDVH
WDEOH DV D VKRUWHVW URXWH EHWZHHQ VRXUFH QRGH µD¶ DQG
GHVWLQDWLRQ QRGH µM¶ RU VRXUFH QRGH µM¶ DQG GHVWLQDWLRQ
QRGH µD¶ LQ UHYHUVH GLUHFWLRQ DV DOO HGJHV DUH ELdirectional), then for all subset {c, d, e, f, g, h,} where
number denotes source or destination nodes, we do not
need to either compute route again nor we need
computed route to be store in the database table.
7KHUHIRUH E\ VWRULQJ D URXWH ZLWK µQ¶ QRGHV ZH FDQ
save the space required for storing (n*(n-1)) routes.
VI. CONCLUSION
This report analysed different Dynamic and Static
Shortest path algorithms. This paper also summarise
different dynamic algorithms and also included

10. If no, Compute Path on the basis of preferred
algorithm and preferred constraint
11. {
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feasibility techniques. Based on the deep study we
propose one algorithm. This algorithm will give shortest
path for very large graphs in minimum time. If one path
fails it takes next shortest path from top-k paths. Link
failure will not effect in the calculation.
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Abstract - Modern FPGA chip s, with th eir larger memory capacity and reconfigurability potential, are opening new frontiers in
rapid prototyping of embedded systems. With the advent of high density FPGAs it is now possible to implement a high performance
VLIW processor core in an FPGA. Architecture based on Very Long Instruction Word(VLIW) processors are an optimal choice in
the attempt to obtain high performance level in embedded system. In VLIW architecture ,the effectiveness of these processors depends
on the ability of compilers to provide sufficient instruction level parallelism(ILP) in program code. Using advanced compiler
technology could take these functions, This paper describes research result about enabling the DSP TMS320 C6201 model that be
described with machine description language (MDES) in compiler technology for image processing applications by exploiting FPGA
technology and assembly code that be more known as Lcode would be generated by the compiler depends on MDES given when
running the compiler. We present a DSP C6201 VHDL from MDES definition with VLIW architecture model using compiler
technology. We call this new development as Modified Minimum Mandatory Modules (M4) approach that be derived from M3
methodology. Our goals are to keep the flexibility of DSP in order to shorten the development cycle.
Our results demonstrate that an algorithm can easily, in an optimal manner, specified and then converted to VHDL language and
implemented on an FPGA device with system level software. This mak es our approach suitable for developing co-design
environments. Our approach applies some criteria for co-design tools : flexibility modularity, performance, and reusability.
Keywords : Rapid Protoyping, M DES, TMS 320C6201, LCode, FPGA.

I.

can be tested [5].

INTRODUCTION

II. CONCEPT OF MODULAR VLIW
PROCESSOR

For the design of systems on chip (SoCs), the usage
of FPGAs is increasing more and more . In many
situations where normally an ASIC would have been
designed, an FPGA design has more advantages.
Designing for FPGAs brings lower non-recurring
engineering (NRE) costs than designing the same SoC
for an ASIC. This is mainly caused by the fact that no
external NRE costs have to be made, the IC itself is
already manufactured. The manufacturing process of the
IC is responsible for a large part of the costs A mask set
for an ASIC in the 90 nm process cost about $1M [4].
The FPGA (Field Programmab le Gate A rray) , w ith
its reconfigurability and eas y integration capacity
becomes a key solution for rapid prototyping of
embedded system. In the standard FPGA base
prototyping methodology, algorithms are first developed
on a personal computer or workstation in standard
software progra mming languages such as C or Matlab.
When the algorithm is later implemented in hardware,
that code is translated into a hardware description
language such as VHDL or Verilog. Finally, the design is
synthesized for an FPGA-based environment where it

In the following section, we introduce a short
description about OpenIMPACT compiler, assembler
code generating in DSP TI model, and
A. OpenIMPACT Compiler
OpenIMPACT compiles the original s ource code
into an assembly intermediate representation (IR) ca lled
Lcode The Lcode produced is optimized for ILP, but not
for a specific machine. The compilation and simulation
tools for this evaluation were provided by the
OpenIMPACT compiler, produced by group of Wen-mei
Hwu at the University of
Illinois [2]. The
OpenIMPACT environment includes a trace-driven s
imulator and an ILP compile r. The simulator enables
both s tatistical and cycle-accurate trace driven
simulation of a variety of parameterizable architecture
models, including both VLIW and in-order supers calar
datapaths. The Open IMPACT compiler supports many
aggressive compiler optimizations including procedure
inlining, loop unrolling, speculation, and predication. IM
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PACT organizes its optimizations into three leve ls :

units(L1,S1,D1, and M1 for data-path A and L2,S2,D2,
and M2 for data-path B) and 16 32-bit register files
(RA0-15 for data-path A and RB0-15 for data-path B).
Two instructions cannot write to the same register in the
same cycle. In a cycle there can be maximum 4 reads to
the same register. Only one unit can access a cross path
in a cycle. Each functional unit has access to all regis
ters of its data-path and registers of the other data-path
via two cross-paths. It is possible to exchange data
between memory and registers Each datapath posseses
93 operation types: 23 for unit L 28 for unit S, 20 for
unit M, and 22 for unit D. Using HMDES , we can
define TI Machine Model that be given to compiler
system and generating code machine as Lcode [7]. In
table 1, we can see that all opcodes for target application
in this experiment by using sobel algorithm.

Classical : performs only traditional local optimizations
Superscalar/Superblock : adds procedure inlining loop
unrolling, and speculative execution Hyperblock : adds
predication (conditional execution).
The OpenIMPACT compiler enables an architecture
independent
analysis
through
their
low-level
intermediate representation, Lcode. The Lcode
representation is esse ntia lly a larg e, g ene ric instru
ction s et of s imple operations like those found on
typical RISC architectures, but not biased towards any
particular a rchitecture. Such a generic instruction set
enables architecture-independent evaluation.
B. Assembler Code Generated for DSP TI Machine
Model

TABLE I. OPCODE TYPE FROM
ASSEMBLERCODE USED BY TARGET
APPLICATION.

Information about the machine needed by the
complier is boken down into six types of information
each of which has an associated hierarchy of sections
register information captures the type and overlap of
registers. Format information specifies what operands are
allowed by each type of operation. Resource information
captures the resource usage patterns. Latency
information specifies the latencies for the sources and
destinations of operations. Operation information
specifies the opcodes of the machine and associates each
upcode with a format, resource usage and latency
information. Complier specific information captures
other information needed by the complier-[4]

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Opcode
Load
Substraction
Left Shift
Addition
Absolute
Branch
Store

Types number
8
5
4
7
2
2
1

C. VLIW Processor

The TMS 320C62x clustered VLIW processor
belong to the TMS 320C6000 family of DSPs from
Texas instruments. The DSP C6x can do 8 operations per
clock cycle. Their instruction length is 32 bits. The CPU
this DSP process 8 functional units is parallel, 2 x 16
registeres of 32 bits and 8 pipelined level of fetch
packets.

VLIW processor use a long instruction word that is a
combination Information about the machine needed by
the compiler is broken down into s ix types of informat
ion, each of which has an associated hierarchy of
sections. Register information several operations
combined into one single long instruction word. This
allows a VLIW microprocessor to execute multiple
operations in paralle [1][3][7].

Fig. 2 : Instruction for a VLIW microprocessor
(F=fetch, E= decode, E= Execute & W= writeback)
Figure 2 shows the ins truction execution for a VLIW
microprocessor. Although both superscalar pipeline and

Figure 1 : The structure of the TMS 320C6201 articture
The instruction processing occurs in each of the two
data paths , each of which contains four functional
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VLIW microprocessors can e xec ute mult iple ins
tructions in parallel, each microprocessor is very
different and has its own set of advantages and
disadvantages

application , first step of the approach would obtain the
hexadecimal machine code using DSP Code Composer
Studio(CCS) compiler, then generator analyses this code
and extract the different C6201 resources used for this
application in order to make a hardware database. With
this information, an M3 DSP C6201 VHDL model is
automatically generated. Finally this VHDL model is
synthesized for a chosen FPGA [8].
At the other one as figure 5, we want to modify the M3
methodology for OpenIMPACT compiler that can be de
signed for VLIW architecture as C6201 mode l using
machine description languages (MDES).

Fig. 3 : VLIW Processor signaling model.
III. MODIFIED M3, M4 METHODOLOGY
In the following section, we introduce the principles
and concepts of approach that be used in this experiment.
At the first methodology, Minimum Mandatory Modules
(M3) methodology could make possibility to de ve lop a
pplic atio n from code composer studio to hardware
implementation on FPGA. With this approach, we easily
exploit the parallelism from target application using the
VLIW processor compiler , and quickly implement
corresponding functional units (FU) on FPGA using a
DSP C6201 VHDL model generator, i.e Code Composer
Studio from Texas Instruments.

For a target application, firs t s tep of the approach
would obtain the assembly code using OpenIMPACT
compiler then generator analyses this code and extract
resources used for this application in order to make a
hardware database, and the last step an M4 Lcode Model
is generated.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT
In this section, we want to present the result of our
experiment using simple data that have been read by
VHDL processor as figure 3, and generating address
VLIW and data VLIW from ROM that correspond with
each executing timing in figure 6.
A. Sobel Algorithm
In this experiment, we describe the development
cycle using the Sobel filter example which is considered
as a simple procedure for performing edge extraction.
The Sobel filter is usually implemented with a
convolution using two 3x 3 masks.

Fig. 4 : M3 methodology
In figure 4 shows application development cycle for
producing VHDL generator automatically. For a target
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B. M4 Implementation and Performance
In the following sub sections we will analyze
assembly code and arrange possibility para llelization. In
figure 6, we generated simplified graph model from
Lcode with parallelization with working block ram
system in FPGA. We have run sobel algorithm using on
an Intel Pentium 4 machine, with the clock speed of 2.80
GHz. The VEX compilation-s imulation system and
OpenIMPACT were pre-installed on the machines. The
underlying operating system was Linux with 2.6.22.5
kernel.

Fig. 7 : Proposed simplified graph model for each
instruction
Fig. 6 : Proposed simplified graph model from Lcode
with parallelization

For generating For generating VHDL code, we need
to develop graph model for each instruction with
parallelization that will be used for accessing RAM in
dual port model. After Generating it by successfully , we
developed VHDL coding for this model processor as
seen at figure 7 in nine step . In figure 7 , we can see
graph of VHDL Lcode for sobel application that be
used in this experiment.
For validating proposed VHDL lcode, we have
implemented with ISE simulator on virtex 2-2000 with
resources needed at figure 8 and running simulation
result in ISE simulator as figure 9.
Fig. 8 : Hadrware resourses used for sobel application
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Fig. 9 : Simulation result.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented a modular VLIW architecture
methodology using Open IMPACT compiler and
implemented it for sobel application with parallel
processing in FPGA technology . We have used the loop
unrolling and superblock formation technique in order to
optimize the execution time and improve the
performance. Our results show that VLIW architecture
can be developed from compiler using machine
description languages (MDES) and implemented in
FPGA technology. In future work, we hope to embed
VLIW architecture on reconfigurable component FPGA
using Open IMPACT compiler for multi processor
system, because modern FPGA chips, with their large
memory capacity and reconfigurable potential, are
opening new frontiers in rapid prototyping of embedded
systems.
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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networks have usually battery-operated computing and sensing devices. They have been accepted for
applications ranging from environmental monitoring, wild life management, water resource management, industrial process
monitoring, and tactical systems. Networking protocols for wireless sensor networks have attracted a lot of attention both from
research communities and industries. Energy efficiency is one of the fundamental research themes while designing wireless sensor
network nodes. Efficient medium access control (MAC) protocols are needed to achieve low latency, low power and high throughput
in wireless sensor networks. Energy-efficient MAC protocols applied for WSNs can be classified into two main categories:
contention-based and schedule-based protocols, according to their wireless media access strategy. There are plenty of MAC
protocols available for WSNs in literature but the main objective is minimizing the energy consumption so that the lifetime is
maximized. This paper summarizes the key requirements for MAC protocol design and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages
of the existing MAC protocols. Apart from this an outline of promising directions for future work also has been considered.
Key words - L-MAC, OMNET++, QoS, S-MAC, TA-MAC.

I.

literature. The protocols and applications designed for
WSNs should be highly efficient and optimized in terms
of energy. Energy-efficient MAC protocols applied for
WSNs can be classified into two main categories:
contention-based and schedule-based TDMA protocols.
It has been widely recognized that contention based
MAC protocols [2] [3] are the most suitable for wireless
sensor networks due to their self-organizing nature. On
the other hand, TDMA based MAC protocols [4] [5]
have been considered as the best provider for energy
savings. All these protocols provide excellent trade-offs
between energy savings and throughput performance.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network is defined as being
composed of a large number of nodes, which are
deployed densely in close proximity to the phenomenon
to be monitored and communicated via a radio interface
instead of being wired to a control station. WSNs have a
wide range of potential applications [1] including event
tracking, industrial process and environment monitoring,
smart spaces, medical systems, agriculture, robotic
exploration, traffic surveillance, military surveillance,
fire detection, structure and earthquake monitoring,
disaster relief, search and rescue, etc. MAC layer takes
charge of the distribution and management of the
wireless channel and plays a very important role in
avoiding the collisions of nodes and distributing
wireless channel, energy and other resources among
contention nodes.

II. RELATED WORK
MAC is a broad research area and many researchers
have done research work in the area of MAC protocol
for wireless sensor networks. Contention-based MAC
protocols are widely used because of its simplicity and
robustness [6] to the hidden terminal problem. Due to
idle listening, energy consumption for these contentionbased protocols is very high. TDMA-based MAC
protocols [7] are based on reservation and scheduling
and have natural advantage of energy conservation
because of duty cycle of radio is reduced and there is no
overhead and collisions. Managing inter-cluster
communication and interference is not an easy task, and
the scalability is also not good when compared to
contention based protocols. QoS is achieved through
some strategies such as admission control, policy

Medium access control protocols for wireless
sensor networks are used for multiple nodes to share
scarce bandwidth in an orderly and efficient manner.
The main concern to design MAC is energy
consumption since sensor nodes are battery powered.
The battery has limited capacity and can neither be
replaced nor recharged, due to cost or environmental
constraints. Other attributes including throughput,
bandwidth utilization and QoS may be secondary in
wireless sensor networks. In recent years, some energyefficient MAC protocols have been proposed in
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managers, traffic classes and queuing mechanisms [8].
Recent QoS studies in WSNs focus on only one domain,
either timeliness or reliability.

For RTS

S-MAC consists of three major components:
periodic listen and sleep, collision and overhearing
avoidance, and message passing.

R

Listen
sleep

III. S-MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN

For SYNC

SYNC
sleep

F
CS

D

B

A

C

E

S1

Fig. 2 : Transmission on multi-hop network
RTS
Send data if CTS received

CS

RTS
Send data if CTS received

A. Periodic Listen and Sleep

S2

In many sensor network applications, if no sensing
event occurs, then nodes remain idle for a long time.
The data rate during this period is very low. Compared
to TDMA schemes with very short time slots, S-MAC
requires much looser synchronization among
neighboring nodes, which are free to choose their own
listen/sleep schedules. The drawback of the scheme is
that latency is increased due to periodic sleep of each
node.

SYNC
CS

CS

S3

Fig. 1 : Timing relationship between receiver(R) and
different senders (S1, S2&S3)

Figure 1 shows that the timing relationship of three
possible situations from sender to receiver. CS stands
for carrier sense. Sender 1 only sends SYNC packets,
Sender 2 sends data only, and sender 3 sends SYNC
packet and RTS packet. Since each node periodically
broadcasts SYNC packets to its neighbors, the new
nodes join the existing neighborhood. The initial listen
period should be long so that it is able to learn and
follow an existing schedule.

S-MAC [4] is a contention-based MAC protocol. It
uses fixed duty cycle and reduces energy consumption
by putting nodes into sleeping mode periodically but it
is unable to adapt its operation to varying traffic rates.
TA-MAC (Throughput adaptive MAC) [9] has two
mechanisms. First is adaptive contention window, which
can protect data from loss due to limit of buffer. Other
mechanism is to use BS packet, which tries to tell nodes
a few hops away about the current transmission so that
they can wake up in time to continue the transmission.
L-MAC [5] is suited for data collection applications in
which sensors have to report to sink nodes through
multiple nodes. The protocol is mainly used to decrease
the message multi-hop latency, while reducing energy
consumption. TRAMA [10] is a TDMA-based MAC
protocol uses distributed election scheme with slotted
time. It reduces energy consumption by ensuring that
unicast, multicast and broadcast transmissions have no
collisions, thus allowing nodes to save energy and also
idle state whenever they are not transmitting or
receiving.

B. Collision and Overhearing Avoidance
S-MAC protocol follows both virtual and physical
carrier sense and RTS/CTS exchange. All senders
perform carrier sense before initiating a transmission.
Unicast
packets
follow
the
sequence
of
RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK between the sender and receiver.
As shown in Figure 2, nodes A, B, C, D, E, and F
forms a multi-hop network [4] where each node can
only hear the transmissions from its immediate
neighbors. Collisions happen at receiver. Suppose node
B is currently transmitting a data packet to A. It is
shown that C should go to sleep since its transmission
LQWHUIHUHVZLWK$¶VUHFHSWLRQ1RGH(DQG)GRQRWQHHG
to go to sleep. D is two-hop away from A, and its
WUDQVPLVVLRQGRHVQRWLQWHUIHUHZLWK$¶VUHFHSWLRQVRLW
is free to transmit to its other neighbors like F. however,
D is unable to get any reply from F, e.g., CTS or data,
EHFDXVH)¶VWUDQVPLVVLRQFROOLGHVZLWK%¶VWUDQVPLVVLRQ
DW QRGH ' VR '¶V WUDQVPLVVLRQ LV VLPSO\ ZDVWH RI
energy. That means all immediate neighbors should

CDMA and FDMA are the two widely used schemes,
in which FDMA can offer collision free medium, but it
requires
additional
circuitry
to
dynamically
communicate with different radio channels and it
increases the cost of sensor nodes. CDMA also offers a
collision free medium, yet offers less energy
consumption.
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sleep after they hear the RTS or CTS packet until the
current transmissions is over.
frame

F

First
fram

E

R

D

C

PS + Data

B
hop n

send

hop n-1

receive

sleep

BS
send

sleep

.
.
.

or

Second
frame
t

Fig. 3 : Busy-Signal packet forward delay problem

hop 1

sleep

sink

sleep

receive send

receive

Fig. 4 : L-MAC protocol Design

C. Message Passing
V. L-MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN

One of the approaches is to fragment the long
message into many small fragments, and transmit them
in burst. In this case only one RTS and one CTS packet
are used. Each time a data fragment is transmitted, the
sender waits for an ACK from the receiver. If the
neighboring node hears a RTS or CTS packet, it will go
to sleep for the time that is needed to transmit all the
fragments and each data fragment and ACK packet also
has the duration field.

The main goal of L-MAC [5] also a contentionbased MAC protocol is to decrease the message multihop latency, while reducing energy consumption and it
is well suited for data collection applications.
Each frame in L-MAC protocol in Figure 4 consists
of three parts which are receiving, sending and sleeping.
It is shown that the remotest nodes (hop n) and sink
nodes have only two parts since the remotest nodes have
no data to receive and sink nodes have no data to send.
Each node goes to sleep for some time, and then wakes
up and listens to see if any other node wants to send
message.

IV. TA-MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN
The duty cycle mechanism proposed in the S-MAC
protocol is energy efficient, it increases packet forward
latency but reduces throughput in the network. TAMAC protocol [9] solves this problem by using BusySignal (BS) packet. In case every node chooses the node
closest to the sink from its neighbors as its next hop,
such as node B in Figure 3, overhears a CTS packet
destined for another node, it should send BS packet to
its next-hop receiver (node A) immediately, no matter
whether it has packets to send or not.

During sleep, the node turns off its radio so that the
energy waste due to idle listening can be reduced. As
every node except sink can generate packet, the traffic is
high in the neighborhood. To solve the unbalanced
traffic, L-MAC introduces an adaptive sleeping scheme
so that the nodes which have lighter traffic can sleep
longer.

Suppose, when the previous-hop node, such as E in
Figure 3, overhears an RTS sent by its next-hop node
(node D), it should wait for SP (short period between
RTS and CTS) plus a CTS transmission time, and then
try BS packet to its previous-hop sender (node F). The
above transmission of BS can only start when carrier
sense is successful.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main goal of the results and analysis described
here is to measure the energy consumption when
utilizing different MAC protocols and under traffic
loads.
A. Simulation Setup
We use Castalia 3.0 in OMNET++ [11][12][13]
software to simulate the three MAC protocols under
same scenario. Every node except sink collects
information and sends messages to the sink node

It should be noted that the BS packet can help
improve the packet forward latency significantly
because nodes downstream are ready for data and nodes
upstream prohibited from sending are able to wake up in
time to transmit, which also increases throughput.
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through several hops. We have done different tests to
measure energy consumption.

consumption and end-to-end delay. When traffic is low
S-MAC uses more energy than other two protocols. The
simulation results show that the latency of S-MAC is
more than TA-MAC and less than L-MAC. Because of
early sleeping problem TA-MAC suffers more latency
than S-MAC. Further L-MAC can work with very low
end-to-end delay.
Furthermore the future work includes system
scaling studies and parameter analysis. More tests
should be done on large test beds with different number
of nodes. Moreover these TDMA-based protocols have
to be compared with other contention based protocols.
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B. Simulation Results
Figure 5 shows the energy consumption of S-MAC,
L-MAC and TA-MAC protocols. It shows that S-MAC
uses more energy than L-MAC and TA-MAC. It is seen
that when traffic is light these two protocols can save
more energy than S-MAC protocol due to idle listening.
It is seen from Figure 6 that the latency of L-MAC
is much less than the other two protocols. Under the
high traffic, and TA-MAC and S-MAC suffer the huge
delay. Further TA-MAC suffers more latency than SMAC.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper the contention-based protocols of SMAC, L-MAC and TA-MAC for wireless sensor
networks have been analyzed. In order to compare the
three protocols, we have studied the effect of energy
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Abstract - Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a popular service to logically construct private network using the existing public
infrastructure. It helps in constructing a geographically dispersed LAN that can securely communicate data using the Internet as the
backbone communication network.
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks to VPN represent a serious threat to enterprises operating over the Internet. It also hinders the
services provided by the service providers. Malicious traffic enters into the Internet only through the edge network. To provide an
uninterrupted VPN service, a protection mechanism is to be added at the edge network. This paper discusses one such simple
protection mechanism.
Keywords- VPN, DoS

I.

communication of the sites of various VPN takes place
over the same network infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of internet and drastic
enhancement in telecommunication has made the
Internet a part of every aspect in the world. As internet
is open to public, the seeking for sensitive data by the
attacker has increased. It has become a necessity to
protect data through The Internet.

The Internet VPN provides remote access service for
the mobile user which is impossible using leased line or
private network. If the logical link fails then an alternate
logical path can be chosen to provide a reliable VPN
service. VPN is combination of tunneling,
authentication, integrity encryption, access control [8].
VPN that uses internet as the backbone communication
network provides cost effective, highly scalable and
reliable service, but still security is a major concern. Our
focus is towards the security of VPN.

A technical solution to protect data through Internet
is VPN. VPN is an alternative to Private Network or
Private leased line connection. Private networks are very
much secured compared to The Internet provided VPN.
But it is very expensive, requires much time and space
to install and not feasible for every enterprise. A single
private network will constitute only a single VPN.
Large geographically dispersed network is difficult to
administrate
and
maintain.
Restoration
and
communication becomes worse during link failure [15].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II we present a general classification of VPN. In
section III we present the various issues to be considered
for a VPN. In section IV we present the various attacks
the VPN is exposed to. In section V we present the
related work on VPN against Denial of Service attack.
In section VI we give a brief description of the network
model considered for our work. In section VII we
represent a simple solution for the proposed problem. In
section VIII we conclude out work.

VPN is a popular service to logically construct a
private network using the existing public infrastructure.
It helps in constructing a geographically dispersed LAN
that can securely communicate data using Internet as the
backbone communication network. A single physical
network infrastructure is shared among multiple VPNs
and possibly also by non-VPN. This is the advantage of
Internet provided VPN over a private network. In such
VPNs physical network infrastructure is shared among
various logical networks. The term VPN here refers to a
set of communicating sites that logically forms a private
network. Here the communication between sites outside
the logical private network and sites inside the logical
private network is restricted, even though the

II. TYPES OF VPN
VPN is implemented as secure VPN (Customer
Provisioned VPN) or trusted VPN (Provider Provisioned
VPN) [3, 13]. Trusted VPN is a purchased service from
the service provider. Here the customer trusts the service
provider for the secure data transfer. Such types of VPN
technology are infrastructure based. Technologies used
to implement this VPN are Frame Relay, ATM and
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MPLS at layer2 or MPLS/BGP, PPVPN at layer3.
Secure VPN uses the encryption and authentication,
cryptographic tunneling protocols to protect the data. If
the customer does not trust the service provider then
customer should go for the secure VPN. Technologies
used to implement this VPN are L2TP, PPTP at layer2
or IPSec, SSL at layer3 and above [12]. In the secure
VPN, security of the data transferred is the
responsibility of the customer.

Security is a major problem as the service relies on
the shared service provider network to establish its
connectivity. To ensure that every VPN on the shared
network remains private, a variety of security
mechanisms to be addressed include - tunneling,
encapsulation, encryption, constrained routing, routingtable separation between VPNs, traffic separation,
packet authentication, user authentication, and access
control.

In general, the secured or trusted VPN can be
categorized into Site-to-Site VPN and Remote access
VPN [7]. Site-to-Site VPN allows communication
between offices dispersed geographically. The location
of the site is fixed. It is again categorized into Intranet
WKDW FRQQHFWV RUJDQL]DWLRQV¶ EUDQFK RIILFHV ([WUDQHW
provides restricted connections to the organizations with
their partners. Site-to- Site VPN can be implemented
using IPSec, MPLS or combination of both. Remote
access VPN connects mobile or home users to their
organization. It can be implemented using IPSec or SSL.
We concentrate on the Site-to-Site, IPSec based trusted
VPN.

QoS is also a major requirement. Due to Internet
connectivity, it is difficult to aggregate traffic flows.
Technologies like integrated service and differentiated
service provide prioritized levels of service for voice,
video, and data applications.
IV. ATTACKS ON VPN
The various types of attacks on VPN are Intrusion
and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks[16]. Protection
against these attacks is a critical requirement. Intrusions
allow full access to internal data, whereas DoS prevents
access for all users.
Intrusion is an attempt to compromise the
confidentiality, integrity, availability of resource or to
bypass the security mechanism on a computer network.
To intrude, a hacker needs to be able to send packets
into the trusted zone of the VPN. It is possible to protect
a VPN effectively by securing its own network edge.
Effective Intrusion detection system has to be installed.
This action involves assurance that the intrusion points
are controllable; that is, there are no hidden intrusion
points.

III. VPN ISSUES
VPNs are logical private networks which are
constructed using various technologies. These
technologies include authentication, encryption and
route separation mechanism. Authentication and
encryption are implemented using tunneling protocol at
layer 2 or at layer 3 - like IPSec, Point-to-Point
Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol
(L2TP). Routing separation is done using Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS).

The DoS attack is considered to be a serious attack
[10]. DoS attack sends a huge amount of data to the
victim. This data can be sent either in many small
messages or as one non-ending stream. This useless
traffic hinders the normal communication between the
organization sites. Frequency of attack is increasing in
number and size. The growth rate is very critical. The
motives are personal reasons, prestige issues, material
gain or political reasons.

Customers are looking for service providers to
deliver data and telecom connectivity over one or more
shared networks with service level assurances in the
form of security and QoS. Scalability, Stability,
Security, and QoS are major concerns [3, 14]. It is
difficult to achieve all due to vendor specific service and
lack of standards. It is also by its nature that if one factor
is improved then the other factor will get affected.

Methods of DoS attack are Protocol based attack and
Infrastructure based attack. Protocol based attacks are
TCP SYN flood, Teardrop, Black Holes, Ping of death.
It makes use of the imperfection in the protocol and
services to attack the traffic.

Scalability can be considered at various perspectives
like number of VPN, number of sites VPN can support,
Number of VPN per PE. Technologies like IPSec,
MPLS support different levels of scalability.
VPN service must also be stable. Stability refers to
the ability of the VPN to continue to function despite
parts of the system being unavailable due to component
fault or attack. It is a function of several components
such as VPN routing, tunnel stability. It is directly
related to the stability of the mechanisms and protocols
used to establish the service.

Infrastructure based attacks are attacks on any point
of the network like edge router, core router. This attack
increases the delay, jitter, packet loss and affects the
packet delivery ratio. The current internet infrastructure
is in such a way that the attack is possible and the
attacker is invisible. Internet allows sending packet to
any destination regardless of whether the destination
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needs it or not. There is no direct technique to check the
route traveled by the packet and also the packet can
travel in multiple paths. The Internet has no centralized
management. The attacks directed at network
infrastructure can have a serious impact on the overall
operation of the Internet.

V. RELATED WORK
Similar analyses are available in the Research
fraternity. In [1] the author deals with mitigating
strategies against access link flooding attack in VPN.
The strategies proposed are assigning multiple IP
addresses to the endpoints of the VPN [9] and
implementing tunnel splitting. The problem faced by
these methods is as described below. Assigning multiple
IP address, results in inefficient usage of scarcely
available IP address space. Tunnel splitting uses trusted
third party tunnel concatenation device (TCD) and
employs multiple IPSec encryption and decryption
impairs the performance of the overall VPN. In addition
to this the TCD is a trusted third party.

DoS attack is again categorized into 2 types. They
are bandwidth attack and resource depletion attack. By
invoking these attacks, the malicious user blocks
legitLPDWH XVHU¶V FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DWWHPSWV WR FRQVXPH
the resources of a host or application and prevent it from
functioning.
Bandwidth depletion is also known as flooding
attack. Massive consumption of the bandwidth leads to
network congestion which causes network breakdown.
These types of attacks cannot be prevented by software
fixes. . To prevent this, we need to use faster hardware
or filters. Faster hardware can be effective against
hackers with limited resources. Filters are effective in
differentiating attack packet from legitimate packet.
Because the attack packets have some distinguishing
features like same IP address, same contents or
recognizable pattern in port number choices. These
features can be identified and routers can be configured
to drop the malicious packets. Filtering techniques such
as History-based IP Filter, Ingress egress filtering, Hop
count based filtering is available.

In [2], the author discusses protection of signaling
and routing mechanism in MPLS VPN from DoS attack.
Author suggests mechanism to harden the network
perimeter. This concentrates on the routing mechanism.
VI. VPN NETWORK MODEL
We consider the following network model to
construct the VPN in our research work. The VPN
service is considered as an overlay network service over
the traditional IP network service offered by one or
more providers. The overlay service is a service level
agreement with the VPN user and the service provider.
This overlay network is formed through tunneling or
route separation. Type of VPN considered in this work
is a Layer-3 based Provider Provisioned VPN called the
trusted VPN. The VPN is a site-to-site VPN. Each site is
a customer network connected to the Customer Edge
(CE) router. The IPSec tunnel is set between the CE
peers. The CE is connected through an access link to the
Provider Edge (PE) router. The PE router connects the
site to the Internet Service Provider network. The
provider core can be an ordinary IP network or it can be
a MPLS network.

Resource depletion (also Flaw-based) depletes the
key resources such as CPU, memory, buffer in the
router, end system, firewalls etc. It can lead to loss of
availability or unintended behavior due to processing
delays. It makes use of errors in software in order to
consume resources. Patching and upgrading software
can prevent these types of DoS attacks.
Direction to handle DoS is - Prevent before the
attack occurs and respond as the attack occurs. The
growth in DoS attack is so high that the prevention,
detection, protection have to be done near the source of
the attack than at the victim¶V end. Earlier detection is
necessary for better protection. It also helps to prevent
the attack from saturating the high speed link inside the
core. Attacks are difficult or impossible to block
completely. It forces organizations to monitor traffic
continuously and react quickly to any suspicious
activity. If it is possible to find the origin of the attack
then the IP address can be recognized and packet can be
dropped. The attack router can be identified and shield.
There is no general solution; all solutions are specific to
the attack type. Preventing DoS attack is a tedious task.
Our focus is to protect VPN from DoS attack.

The VPN sites need not necessarily use globally
unique addresses rather they may use their local LAN
addresses. The packets from a customer network cannot
be transmitted over the SP network with their local IP
addresses. Hence we go for a tunneling mechanism in
our work. The IPSec protocol in its tunnel mode is used
to form the VPN tunnel. The various sites of the VPN
are securely inter-connected through these tunnels.
Tunneling helps in encapsulating the packet in such a
way that the packet gets a globally unique IP address
and at the same time it retains its local IP address. The
CE peers act as the VPN end points and the tunnel
termination points. The packet forwarding principle of
this VPN model is similar to ordinary IP packet
forwarding, except that the packet is forwarded through
an IPSec tunnel. Packet originating from a host on one
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site of the VPN is encapsulated using IPSec protocol in
the CE connected to that site and then routed to its peer
site. The peer CE decapsulates it and forwards to the
intended host in fig 1.

The attack to the VPN service is possible only
through the edge router namely PE of the network. In
the edge network if the PE is shared by several CE, then
a CE router can spoof packets and attack a VPN. The
malicious traffic does originate from any of the CE that
is connected to the PE. The packet flooding directed at
the PE router with arbitrary source addresses will not be
able to attack the VPN service as they can be filtered at
the PE router. So the VPN service will only be affected
by attack traffic directed at the PE router with a spoofed
source address of the VPN flow.

IPSec provides secure transmission of data over the
Internet. It provides security at the IP layer which makes
all packets routed through the network to be protected.
The main advantage of IPSec tunnel is that none of the
upper layer protocol needs to be modified. It provides
two protocols for its protection namely Authentication
Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload
(ESP). AH provides origin authentication, integrity and
replay protection. The algorithms used by the AH
protocol are known as hashed message authentication
codes like MD5, SHA. ESP provides confidentiality,
authentication, integrity, and replay protection. The
encryption can use any algorithm like 3DES or AES.
Protocol can be used in two modes: transport mode or
tunnel mode [11]. In transport mode the original IP
header is retained and the new ESP or AH header is
inserted between the IP header and the header of the
higher layer protocol. In tunnel mode the entire IP
packet to be protected is encapsulated in another IP
datagram and an ESP or AH header is inserted between
the outer and inner IP headers [4-6].

VII. PROPOSED MITIGATING STRATEGY
The solution to this DoS attack lies in the correct
architectural design of the network. The PE device is a
part of the service provider network. It is connected to
the VPN site through a CE. If the PE router is protected
then the provider network infrastructure, VPN services
and VPN user sites can be protected.
The existing defense mechanism implemented in
PE router is filtering. Filters allow only the IP VPN
traffic into the VPN overlay network. This is by filtering
all packets generated with random IP addresses. It
allows only the packet with registered VPN source
address in to the network. This filtering mechanism
against denial-of-service attacks rely on the validity of
the source IP address in attack packets. It has trouble
with spoofed packets. The spoofed packet can enter into
the network causing an attack against the VPN service.
The spoofing may use the address of the tunnel
endpoint.
We now describe our approach for protecting the
VPN service against such spoofed packet floods. We
assume that malicious traffic can only be generated by
outsiders with no knowledge of the shared secrets
between the site to site CE routers that are used to
encrypt and authenticate IPSec encapsulated packets
carried by the VPN tunnel. The spoofed packet that
arrives will have IP address spoofed but it will not be
encapsulated in an IPSec protocol. We add another
filtering rule to the filter at the PE route. The rule is to
filter the packet with a valid source destination address
if the protocol number present in the IP header of the
packet is not ESP or AH number of IPSec. The IP
protocol header has a protocol number field in it which
specifies the next header of the packet.

Fig 1: IPSec Tunnel between the CE peers.
IPSec provides Authentication, Confidentiality and
Integrity. IPSec protocol provides various security
features but it does not provide any protection against
DoS attack. Our proposal is to protect this VPN network
model from DoS attack so that the VPN service is
stable.
The DoS attack against a VPN may affect the
network infrastructure of the VPN site or the network
infrastructure of the service provider. DoS attacks can
be mounted against VPN by attempting to insert spoofed
packet in large quantity. These packets are nonauthentic packets from outside of a VPN into a VPN.
These non authentic packets might exhaust the
bandwidth available to the VPN and as the result the
VPN service is affected. The defense mechanism is a
complicated one as the original source cannot be
identified.

Our filtering rule will filter all spoofed packet to the
VPN. Thus the VPN service can be protected against the
DoS attack.
VIII.CONCLUSION
To protect site-to-site VPN service from DoS
attack, the service provider network should be made
foolproof. This can be achieved by hardening the
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perimeter of service provider. The best point to enhance
the security is PE router. PE router should be
strengthened to identify the illegitimate packets and to
prevent them from entering the service provider
network. Once the service provider network is secured,
the customer networks are also secured. Our current
work is towards the outside attack through IP Spoofing.
We are to extend our work to Inside attack.
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Abstract - Embedded block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT) is an image coding technique that forms a part of the
JPEG2000 image compression standard. EBCOT is the most expensive process in the JPEG2000 compression in terms of processing
time. Thus, many ways have been suggested to reduce the computations in EBCOT in order to improve the efficiency of JPEG2000
standard. The different techniques that will be compared in this paper are: improving the efficiency of EBCOT using an algor ithm
with pass prediction and pass-propagation [1], reducing the processing time using a novel pipelined BAC architecture [2],
overcoming the high computation and processing time drawbacks using energy efficient wavelet transform along with EBCOT [3].
Key words - JPEG2000, EBCOT, Pass predict, BAC, EEWTA.

I.

requirement of the decoder to decode the image. Each
tile is decomposed by DWT to sub-bands with certain
decomposition levels.

INTRODUCTION

Image compression is required in order to reduce
the amount of data required to represent a digital image,
HVSHFLDOO\ LQ PHGLFDO LPDJLQJ ZKHUH D VLQJOH SDWLHQW¶V
database can have many digital images. Thus, images
are compressed for storage and transmission purposes.

Then image undergoes scalar quantization. The
coefficients are scalar quantized to reduce the amount of
bits to represent them [3]. This may degrade the quality
of the image. The sub-bands are further divided into
small block of samples called code blocks and coded
independently. The code blocks are encoded
individually in the two tiers of EBCOT, where the first
tier is a block coder and the second tier is for rate
distortion optimization and bit stream formation.

JPEG 2000 is the most commonly used standard for
still image compression. It is an improved version of the
formerly used JPEG standard. JPEG 2000 has advanced
features such as higher compression ratio, embedded bit
stream, multiple resolution representation, ROI (Region
of Interest) and error resilience coding. ROI encoding
has the ability to sacrifice image quality at the
uninterested region, background, and enhance image
quality at the interested region, foreground, in an
embedded bit stream. With such an option, the ROI can
be decoded at a fair or good image quality when
transmitting the bit stream through a limited bandwidth
[6]. The coding performance of JPEG2000 is superior to
JPEG at all bitrates.
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Embedded
Block Coding with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) are
the key algorithms used in JPEG2000. EBCOT coder is
the most computation intensive process in JPEG2000
and forms bottleneck of the JPEG2000 encoder because
it consists of more than 50% of the total computations.
EBCOT is a two tier coder. Tier-1 consists of bit plane
coder (BPC) and MQ coder. Tier-2 is responsible for
layered bit-stream formation [10].
In JPEG2000, an image is partitioned into one or
more disjoint rectangular regions called tiles. Dividing
the image in tiles is advantageous in saving the memory

Fig. 1 : Block diagram of JPEG2000 encoder
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Although Tier-2 is a part of the EBCOT algorithm,
the practical implementation detail is not defined in the
standard and not restricted in the design of an encoder
[3]. Tier-1 of EBCOT consists of context-based adaptive
arithmetic coder. Thus, functionally, Tier-1 is divided
into two sub-modules: bit-plane coder (BPC) and binary
arithmetic coder (BAC). BAC is called the matrix
quantizer (MQ) coder. BPC operates on data stored in a
CB and produces context-decision (CxD) pairs. The MQ
coder consumes these CxD pairs and generates an
embedded bit stream [11].

2) if D != MPS: A = Qe; C = C.
While coding symbols, value in A must be
maintained in the range of 0x8000 to 0xFFFF. When A
is less than 0x8000, renormalization procedure occurs,
which doubles the values in A and C. The
renormalization procedure is performed repeatedly till
the value in register A is brought back within its range.
For every iteration, CT is decremented by one. When
CT becomes zero, a compressed byte is extracted from
the upper bits of C register. Finally, using bit stuffing
(BSF) procedure this byte is emitted as the compressed
output byte. Since there is very high correlation among
all procedures followed in the MQ coder, it is very
difficult to run these processes concurrently.

DWT coefficients are converted into sign
magnitude format and stored in a CB memory composed
of a sign plane and magnitude bit planes. Typical size of
a CB is 32×32 or 64×64. While encoding, individual bit
planes are scanned, from the most significant bit (MSB)
plane to the least significant bit plane. Further, bit planes
are divided into stripes. Each stripe is formed by four
continuous rows of a bit plane. Stripes are scanned from
left to right and within a column, scanning is from top to
bottom. In vertical causal mode of scanning, all stripes
are considered as separate entity and processed in
parallel. While scanning a CB, three passes are applied
on the bit planes. Each bit in a bit plane is encoded in
one of the three passes:

The limitation of EBCOT discussed in [1] is that
context modeling and MQ-coder are connected
sequentially. This is significant because the context
modeling part takes 77% in total complexity of
computation of JPEG2000, which considers DWT,
context modeling, MQ-coder and tier-2 for complexity
calculation. The reason is the wavelet coefficients are
scanned bit by bit, and every bit plane has to be scanned
by three passes. This operation takes enormous
computation time. If the scan process of the context
modeling faster, the MQ-coder can encode the bit
quicker. The scan time can be reduced by predicting the
pass states. Therefore, a pass prediction and propagation
method is proposed is [1].

1) Significance Propagation Pass
2) Magnitude Refinement Pas
3) Cleanup Pass
During pass I scanning, those samples that are
currently insignificant, but have at least one immediate
significant neighbor are coded first because these
samples are most likely to become significant. In pass 2,
the samples that have become significant in previous bit
planes are coded. Samples not coded in the first two
passes are coded in the third pass [3]. Samples are
encoded and CxD pairs are generated using four coding
primitives: zero coding (ZC), sign coding (SC), run
length coding (RLC), and magnitude refinement coding
(MRC) [11].

Rhu and Park [2] found that the major timing
limitation is caused by the BAC, because it is inherently
dependent on control statements and arithmetic
operations. Also, the serial processing nature of the
BAC makes it difficult to exploit parallelism. Thus, they
have suggested novel optimization schemes, named as
trace pipelining and renormalization look-ahead for
shortening the critical path delay and increasing the
overall throughput. [3] proposes an energy efficient
wavelet-based transform algorithm (EEWTA) that aims
at minimizing computation energy (by reducing the
number of arithmetic operations and memory accesses)
and communication energy (by reducing the number of
transmitted bits).

MQ coder is a multiplier free binary arithmetic
coder. The input symbol is coded using standard index
lookup table (ILT) and probability estimation table
(PET). Using the ILT, an index (ICX) value and coding
procedure to be run on the input symbol are selected.
This ICX value is used to read one of the entries in the
PET table, which has four fields for each entry: Qe, next
state most probable symbol (NMPS), next state least
probable symbol (NLPS), and SWITCH. During coding
operation, a 16 bit register A and 28 bit register C are
used to hold the probability interval and to store the
partial codeword respectively. These registers are
updated using the following equations:
1)

These three techniques will be discussed and
compared in the next section.
II. COMPARISON
A. Pass Predict and Pass Propagate algorithm
The proposed algorithm is extended from the pass
predict algorithm. Pass Predict (PP) algorithm predicts
the pass states in the next bit-plane from the pass states
in the current bit-plane. The concept of PP is: if current
bit is significant, then the pass state of the bit at the
same position of the next bit-plane will be determined as

if D = MPS: A = A í Qe; C = C + Qe;
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pass2. The neighboring pass states of the bit at the same
position of the next bit-plane will be determined as
pass1. The pass states in the next bit-plane is recorded in
a predict table. Pass prediction can reduce the
unnecessary number of scan times for pass1 because the
pass state of bits can be accessed from the predict table
directly [1].

out the unlikely case of two-byte emission and
compensating it later.
The proposed trace pipelining can be applied to
optimize the critical path of a pipelined BAC by having
an auxiliary unit that would be exploited only when two
bytes should be emitted. Therefore, the first two stages
are remain the same as those of the previous three-stage
pipelined architecture, but the third stage in charge of
updating C and B is changed. It is built with the
assumption that only the first byte, BO1, can be emitted
at most. The unlikely bit is not considered but a detector
is placed to check the rare case of two-byte emission.
When the detector senses the rare case, it activates the
auxiliary unit and stalls the pipeline until the auxiliary
unit completes all the works related to the emission of
the second byte, BO2. This case is so rare that allocating
several cycles to the auxiliary unit does not deteriorate
the overall throughput noticeably.

However, since the pass prediction algorithm
predicts the bits that belong to pass2 in the next bitplane, the bits that belong to pass1 or pass3 still needed
to be scanned. Thus, PP needs to be modified. In pass
predict and propagate, bits belonging to pass2 can be
determined by prediction, the bits belonging to pass1
can be checked using the bits coded with pass2 and the
rest of the bits are coded by pass3.
After pass prediction, the pass states in the next bitplane are propagated by checking the neighboring
magnitude of the bit at the same position. Ideally, the
characteristic of the significant state will affect the four
bits around the significant bit in the next bit plane, i.e.
three bits on the right side and one bit below the
significant bit. Hence, the significant bit can be used to
decide the pass states. If any of the four bits in the next
bit-plane contains significant bit, then the four bits in the
next bit-plane after the significant bit will be coded in
pass1. In this way, the bits that needed to be scanned are
decreased since the bits in the next bit-plane are decided
by prediction and propagation.

Further, the performance can be improved if we can
decrease the number of consecutive shift operations in
deriving the updated value of C. As a result, a faster
extraction of the output bit-stream would be feasible and
hence, a shorter critical path delay. [2] suggests
renormalization look-ahead (RLA). It is a powerful
method which derives an equation that can shorten the
critical path, enabling a high-performance BAC. It
works on a principle similar to that of carry look-ahead
addition in the way that it calculates recursive
operations all at once.

B. Trace pipelining and renormalization look-ahead

C. EEWTA along with EBCOT

Trace scheduling is a scheduling algorithm used to
optimize a hardware system, in which the main logic
path assumes that only the likely cases need to be
considered. It is assumed that the likely cases have a far
higher probability than the unlikely cases and hence, the
performance is not affected. On the other hand, the main
advantage of completely discarding the unlikely cases is
that the main logic path can be built with simple and
compact logics. The hardware consists of a stall
detection unit which checks for the unlikely cases, and
stalls the main logic path while the auxiliary unit derives
the correct system outputs.

The wavelet-based transform uses a 1-D sub-band
decomposition process. A 1-D set of sample is
converted into the low-pass sub-band (Li) and high-pass
sub-band (Hi). The low-pass sub-band represents a
down sampled low-resolution version of the original
image and its counterpart, the high-pass sub-band
represents residual information of the original image. In
2-D
sub-band
decomposition,
1-D
sub-band
decomposition is carried out twice, first in one direction
(horizontal), then in the orthogonal (vertical) direction.
The low-pass sub-band (Li) resulting from the
horizontal direction is further decomposed in the vertical
direction, leading to LLi and LHi sub-bands. Similarly,
the high pass sub-band (Hi) is further decomposed into
HLi and HHi. The image can be further decomposed by
applying the 2-D sub-band decomposition to the existing
LLi sub-band. This iterative process results in multiple
transform levels [3].

Trace pipelining refers to the use of optimization
scheme to the pipeline stages in the development of a
pipelined architecture if any of those stages demonstrate
a skewed-distribution on its possible paths.
The number of ByteOut procedures triggered while
encoding the images was found out by testing in [2].
The results showed that for an input pair, the average
probability of one-byte emission is about 9.6% and that
of two-byte emission is less than 0.0003%. Thus, the
proposed pipelined architecture is based on the trace
pipelining concept to make the common cases of zerobyte and single-byte emission run faster, while ruling

The energy efficient wavelet-based transform
algorithm (EEWTA) only differs in the sense that it
exploits the multi-resolution property of wavelets. A
modified wavelet transformation is employed during the
image decomposition process, which implements the
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HH elimination and H* elimination methods. To
implement the HH elimination method after the row
transform, the high pass coefficients are only fed into
the low pass filter and not the high pass filter in the
following column transform. This avoids the generation
of the diagonal sub-band (HH), which in turn saves
computational energy.

III. RESULTS
According to the parameters studied and compared,
the technique proposed in [1] seems to be the best one
because it reduces the encode time as well maintains the
image quality. Both these factors are very important in
improving the efficiency of EBCOT. There is no
hardware change expected in this technique. The change
is in the algorithm. The pass predict and propagate
algorithm is easy to implement, with not much overheads and is efficient.

However, useful information is lost when the
elimination is continued after one or two levels of
decomposition. In order to maintain the quality of the
image, the elimination level is performed only in the
lower levels and to achieve high compression and to
save computational energy, the elimination level is
performed to high levels of transformation.

IV. CONCLUSION
The three papers [1], [2] and [3] were studied and
compared. These papers suggested different ways of
improving the efficiency of EBCOT in JPEG2000. The
three techniques compared were pass predict and pass
propagate
Algorithm,
Trace
pipelining
and
renormalization look-ahead and EEWTA along with
EBCOT. The technique of using pass predict and pass
propagate was concluded to be the best technique.
Further work can include comparing more parameters of
these techniques and comparing the performance of
these techniques in real-time applications in order to
arrive at a more concrete conclusion.

The H* elimination method also employs the modified
wavelet transformation. It retains the most significant
low pass sub-band and eliminates all the high pass subbands i.e., horizontal, vertical and diagonal sub-bands.
COMPARISON
TECHNIQUES

TABLE I.

OF

THE

THREE

Techniques for improving EBCOT coder
Pass Predict
and
Pass
Propagate
Algorithm

Trace
EEWTA
pipelining and
along with
renormalization
EBCOT
look-ahead

Mode

Software

Hardware

Block affected

Tier-1
(BPC
algorithm)

Reference
Software

OpenJPEG
v1.3

Tier-1
(BAC or MQ
architecture)
Synopsys
Design
Compiler with a
ȝP
FHOO
library

Parameter

Simulation
Environment

Intel Core 2
Duo 1.6GHz
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and
2GB
RAM.
Test
image size is
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8
bit-planes.

Verilog
hardware
description
language
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Study and Enhancement of CETUS
± A Source to Source Compiler

Niranjan N. Chiplunkar, Neelima, Adarsh Konchady, Shashikiran & Brenda Olivia Martis
Department of Computer Science & Engineering, NMAMIT, Nitte, Karnataka, India
Abstract - This paper initially gives an overview of a compiler infrastructure CETUS- developed by Purdue University, using JAVA
language. This tool is used to automatically parallelize a given sequential C program into another C program with some parallel
constructs introduced into it. Thus, the converted program preserves the functionality of the original program but will have better
performance when executed on a multi core machine, because of parallel threads created into it. After studying the tool and its
functionality, we enhanced the tool by adding some class files to it, with which, it will be able to do loop unrolling, loop fission
and identifying and removal of output and anti dependencies. Now the enhanced CETUS is able to generate a better source code
which will execute faster on a multi core machine.
Key words - Multi core machine, Loop optimization, Data dependencies.

I.

functions side effects analysis are required to conclude
whether a section of code is dependent on any other
code. If the dependencies in the identified code sections
are more the possibilities of parallelization decreases.
Sometimes the dependencies are removed by changing
the code and this is the next stage in parallelization.
Code is transformed such that the functionality and
hence the output is not changed but the dependency, if
any, is removed. The last stage in parallelization is
generating the parallel code. This code is always
functionally similar to the original sequential code but
has additional constructs which when executed create
multiple threads or processes.[1][2]

INTRODUCTION

Conventionally parallel hardware was available for
distributed computing but recently it is becoming
available in desk top computers . So programmers are
forced to start writing parallel applications. Parallel
programming requires handling various issues such as
synchronization and deadlock avoidance. Apart from the
knowledge of application domain, now programmers
need to have knowledge of writing parallel applications.
There is also a need to convert already written
sequential applications to parallel applications with the
help of automated tools. Identifying opportunities for
parallelization is a critical step while generating
multithreaded application. This need to parallelize
applications is partially addressed by tools that analyze
code to exploits parallelism. These tools use either
compile time techniques or run-time techniques. These
techniques are built-in in some parallelizing compilers
but user needs to identify parallelizable code and mark
the code with special language constructs. The compiler
identifies these language constructs and analyzes the
marked code for parallelization. Some tools parallelize
only special form of code like loops. Hence a fully
automatic tool for converting sequential code to parallel
code is required.

There are number of automatic parallelization tools
available like S2P, CETUS, PLUTO, Intel C compiler,
OMP etc. This paper deals with details of CETUS tool
which is basically a a compiler infrastructure which
does source to source compiling, meaning that it takes a
high level language program in C and generates another
C program , of course with some parallelization
constructs introduced into the original program. CETUS
is developed in Pardue University, as a successor of
Polaris tool. CETUS is written in JAVA.
II. ABOUT CETUS
&HWXV¶V LQWHUPHGLDWHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQLV LPSOHPHQWHG
in the form of a Java class hierarchy. Main program
representing the entire program is a base class type.
Other object types like Statement, declaration and
expression are other base classes. Specific source
constructs in the Intermediate Representation(IR) like
ExpressionStatement and AssignmentExpression are
derived from these base classes. Salient features of IR

The process of parallelization starts with identifying
code sections that the programmer feels have parallelism
possibilities. The next stage is to shortlist code sections
out of the identified ones that are actually parallelizable.
This stage is again most important and difficult since it
involves lot of analysis. Generally for codes in C/C++
where pointers are involved it is difficult to analyze.
Many special techniques such as pointer alias analysis,
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include : Traversable objects, BreadthFirst, DepthFirst
and Flat iterators, Symbol table functionality, annotation
objects and printing functions.[3]

There are three kinds of memory based data
dependences which prohibit changing the execution
order of statements. They are

CETUS is used for obtaining the loop
instrumentation for single and multiple loops.
Instrumentation of a loop means finding the total time
required to execute the loop and finding the maximum
delay unit inside a loop, which affect the performance of
the loop. IR objects of CETUS provide a rich interface
for the user to think in terms of source level constructs.

a)

Flow Dependence(read after write) : if S1 writes to
a variable that is subsequently read by S2

b) Anti Dependence (write after read): if S1 reads
from a variable that is subsequently overwritten by
S2
c)

CETUS provides several program analysis tools
like symbolic manipulation, array section analysis, data
dependence analysis, range analysis etc. The basic
parallelizing
transformation
technique
CETUS
implements are privatization, reduction variable
recognition and induction variable substitution. These
are found to be most important for automatically
parallelizing compilers. Privatization deals with
identifying private variables in a loop. Reduction
variable analyzer detects additive reduction variables.
Induction variables in a loop are the ones that change
their value at a particular progression related to some
other variable. Out of about 45000 lines of code, IR
implementation of CETUS consists of about 20000
lines of code while the parallelization passes consists of
about 5000 lines of code. Thus CETUS is a compact
and easy to use infrastructure.

Output Dependence (write after write): if S1 writes
to a variable that is subsequently overwritten by S2

Data dependences provide important information on
when loop transformations are valid.
Loop fission,
loop fusion, loop peeling, loop unrolling,
loop
interchanging, moving loop invariant computations
outside the loop are few of the optimization methods
employed on loops to improve the performance of
programs.
We have added JAVA classes to CETUS tool,
which will do loop fission, loop unrolling , detecting and
removal of anti and output dependence. This will enable
CETUS, to parallelize the loops effectively.
Loop fission divides loop control over different
statements in the loop body.
Eg: for (i=2;i<100;i++)
{ A[i] = B[i];

III. ABOUT FEW LOOP OPTIMIZATIONS
TACKLED IN OUR WORK[4]

C[i] = C[i-1] +1
}

Any repetitive work in a program is put inside a
loop. It could be a for loop , while loop or repeat loop .
Loops are sources of hotspots in a program. But many
times, they are also used to improve the performance of
a program. Loops reduce the number of stored
instructions. Programs with fewer instructions require
less memory , so less time is spent waiting for
instructions to be fetched from main memory. On the
flip side, extra instruction overhead required to
implement loop construct make loops slow.

Above loop can be distributed as follows:
for(i=2;i<100;i++)
A[i] = B[i];
for (i=2;i<100;i++)
C[i] = C[i] +1;
Loop fission is used to improve hardware
prefetching characteristics and to reduce store buffer
pressure in a microprocessor.

To optimize the loops to get better performance,
data dependence between various statements inside a
loop need to be studied. In the following example,
which contain two statements,

Loop unrolling is the combination of two or more
loop iterations together with a corresponding reduction
of the trip count. This may result in increased code size,
but it will execute fewer overhead instructions. Loops
with high trip count and small loop bodies are the best
candidates for loop unrolling. Following example shows
this fact.

S1: x = 500;
S2: y = x + 100;

The order of execution of these two statements must
be preserved. This example depicts a read after write
data dependence. In such a case reordering of the
statements inside a loop should not be attempted to,
even if it improves the performance of the loop.

Original loop:
s = 0;
for(i=0;i<1000;i++)
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s = s+array[i];

1 P3 = 3 - X
2 W = P3 /4

Unrolled loop:

3 P=2*Y

s = 0;

In the enhancements to the CETUS, we have written a
JAVA class which detects and removes both anti and
output dependencies, thus translated code becoming
more suitable for parallelism.

for(i=0;i<1000;i+=4)
{s+=array[i];
s+=array[i+1];
s+=array[i+2];

IV. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED TO ENHANCE
CETUS

s+=array[i+3]; }

Cetus parses the source program by making use of
Iterators. The source program entities are parsed one at a
time, i.e., it checks each statement. There are different
types of iterators for parsing different entities such as
the DepthFirstIterator, BreadthFirstIterator. The
statements in the source program may be classified as
Expression, Statement, Loop, etc. Loop is further
FODVVLILHGLQWR)RU/RRS2XUZRUNRQO\IRFXVHGRQµIRU¶
loops in the source program which is given as input to
the CETUS tool. The statement and expression classes
in the CETUS IR have constructors that can be used to
create new IR. These constructors are used by the parser
to create the IR for the program. Therefore we are able
to insert new IR in exactly the same way as the parser
creates the IR for the original code. The constructors
and other methods of the IR classes check their
arguments to ensure that the IR remains consistent at all
times.

Data dependency is a situation in which a program
statement refers to the data of a preceding statement.
This prevents parallel execution of instructions.
Dependency analysis is the name of the technique used
to identify the data dependencies. Anti dependency and
Output dependencies are two types of data
dependencies, which are tackled in our CETUS
enhancement. Anti dependency can be removed in a
piece of code by renaming of variables as shown below.
Instruction sequence with anti dependency
1.

X=4

2.

Y=X*2

3.

X=8

Instruction
dependency

sequence

1.

X=4

M.

B2 = X

2.

Y = B2 * 2

3.

X=8

after

removal

of

anti

We have implemented the following techniques in
CETUS
x
x
x
x

In the modified code, a new variable, B2, has been
declared as a copy of X in a new instruction, instruction
M. The anti-dependency between 2 and 3 has been
removed, meaning that these instructions may now be
executed in parallel.

Loop unrolling
Loop fission
Removal of anti-dependence
Removal of output-dependence

Following pseudo code gives details about finding
loops within a procedure using CETUS.
BreadthFirstIterator iter = new
BreadthFirstIterator(proc)

An output dependency occurs when the ordering of
instructions affect the final output value of a variable.
In the example below, there is an output dependency
between instructions 3 and 1. Changing the ordering of
instructions in this example will change the final value
of W, thus these instructions cannot be executed in
parallel.

try{
while (true)
{Loop loop =(Loop)iter.next(Loop.class);
//do something with the loop

1 P=3-X

}

2 W=P/4

} catch(NoSuchElementException e)

3 P=2*Y

{

By changing the names of the variables, the output
dependency can be removed as shown below.

}
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/RRSXQUROOLQJZDVGRQHE\LGHQWLI\LQJDµIRU¶ORRS
with an ArrayAccess in it. Loop unrolling is only useful
for loops with array accesses. Once the loop is
LGHQWLILHG WKH QH[W VWHS ZDV WR FKDQJH WKH µVWHS
LQFUHPHQWGHFUHPHQW¶7KH XQUROOHG YHUVLRQDOZD\V KDV
a higher step count. Next, we replicated the source
program loop in the output program and changed its
body with the unrolled version.

VI. CONCLUSION
CETUS is a wonderful research tool through
which one can study the automatic parallelization. We
studied the tool in detail and enhanced it by adding three
JAVA classes to realize the functionalities as explained.
We observed that these added features help in
converting a C program into a better parallelizable code,
which in turn will improve the performance when
executed on a multi core machine

Loop fission was implemented similarly by
replicating the loop body and splitting the statements
LQVLGHWKHµIRU¶ORRSLQWRKDOYHV(DFKVWDWHPHQWLQVide
WKH µIRU¶ ORRS ZDV REWDLQHG E\ PDNLQJ XVH RI
µ%UHDGWK)LUVW,WHUDWRU¶
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For the removal of dependencies in the source
program, we first needed to find the dependencies. This
was done analyzing the dependence graph for the
program. The code for getting the dependency graph
was already implemented in CETUS. The next step was
to identify which parts to optimize. In this work, we
IRFXVHG RQO\ RQ µIRU ORRSV¶ LQ WKH VRXUFH SURJUDP :H
then studied the dependence graph for identifying anti
and output dependence. The loop in the source program
with anti and output dependence in them were
transformed into another version of the same loop with
the dependencies removed.
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Abstract - This paper is used to improve the diversity order of the multi user wireless network to reduce the fading in the wireless
channel. The wireless network contains multiple sources, multiple relays, and one common destination. The relay that used in the
wireless network uses the decode and forward protocol. Initially, the relay uses binary network code (BNC) to transmit the me ssage
from source to destination. With the BNC code, the network achieves the diversity order of K with K relays. The first part of the
paper proposed the network with finite field network code (FFNC) and analyzes the diversity order which is termed as orthogonal
MDS (Minimum Distance Seperable) FFNC protocol. In the second part of the paper, each source in the network transmit
concurrently and analyze the diversity order, which is termed as non orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol. In the third part of the project,
cluster the sources and relays such that each cluster transmit message non orthogonally, and all the cluster transmit message
orthogonally. This type of protocol is called cluster MDS FFNC protocol. The final part of the paper provides the method to
calculate the achievable DMT for orthogonal and non orthogonal strategies.

I.

information for decode and forward protocol can be
readily shown to be

INTRODUCTION

Wireless telecommunications, is the transfer of
information between two or more points that are
physically not connected. The various types of protocols
are Decode and forward, Amplify and forward,
Demodulate and forward, Selection relaying, and
Incremental relaying. Here we have use the decode and
forward protocol in this project.

2

1

IDF = 2 min ቄlog ቀ1 + SNRหa s,r ห ቁ , log ቀ1 +
2

2

SNRหas,d ห + SNRหar,d ห ൯ቅ . The outage probability for
repetition coded decode and forward protocol can be
out ሺSNR,
Rሻ =
computed as PDF

1

ı2s,r

.

2 2R െ1
SNR

,where, R- data

rate, SNR- signal to noise ratio, a s,r , a s,d , and a r,d are
fading coefficient.

The source terminal transmits its information as
xs [n]VD\IRUQ «1'XULQJWKLVLQWHUYDOWKH
relay processes yĲ [n] by decoding an estimate xො s [n] of
the source transmitted signal. Under a repetition-coded
scheme, the relay transmits the signal xĲ ሾnሿ =
xො s ሺn െ NΤ4ሻ. Decoding at the relay can take on a
variety of forms. For example, the relay might fully
decode, i.e., estimate without error, the entire source
codeword, or it might employ symbol-by-symbol
decoding and allow the destination to perform full
decoding. These options allow for trading off
performance and complexity at the relay terminal. Note
that we focus on full decoding in the sequel; symbol-bysymbol decoding of binary transmissions has been
treated from an uncoded perspective. Again, the
destination can employ a variety of combining
techniques; we focus in the sequel on a suitably
modified matched filter. The maximum average mutual

Diversity gain is defined as the rate at which the
error probability decays with increasing signal to noise
ratio. Multiplexing gain is defined as the rate at which
the transmission rate scales with changing SNR. A
scheme {C(SNR)} is said to achieve multiplexing gain r
and diversity gain d if the data rate limSNR ՜ 

and

the

limSNR ՜ 

average

log P e ሺSNR ሻ
log SNR

error

R ሺSNR ሻ

log SNR

=r

probability

= െd, where, the probability of

1

error is Pe ሺSNRሻ = 4 SNRെ1 for single antenna fading

channel and Pe ሺSNRሻ =

3

16

SNRെ2 for transmitting the

same signal to a receiver equipped with two antennas.

If the two source IS1 and IS2 transmit a message
through a two relay, then the both relay outputs the
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XOR operation of the two source message, that is
ܴܱܺ = ܴܫሺܵܫ1 , ܵܫ2 ሻ, which is called as Binary Network
Code. If the two source IS1 and IS2 transmit a message
through a two relay, then the both relay outputs
ܴܫ1 = ܵܫ1 + ܵܫ2 , and ܴܫ2 = ܵܫ1 + 2ܵܫ2 , then it is called
as Finite Field Network Code. For the FFNC code will
be extended to  ܯ 2 sources and  ܭ 2 relays, then
the relay outputs  = ݆ܴܫσܯ
݅=1 ߛ݆ ,݅  ݅ܵܫ, ZKHUH Ȗj,i ± coding
coefficient is designed in such a way that the global
encoding kernel (GEK) are linearly independent. This is
called as MDS FFNC.
II.
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The source contain convolutional encoder and
phase shift keying modulation. In telecommunication, a
convolutional code is a type of error-correcting code in
which each m-bit information symbol (each m-bit
string) to be encoded is transformed into an n-bit
symbol, where m/n is the code rate (n  m) and the
transformation is a function of the last k information
symbols, where k is the constraint length of the code.
Convolutional codes are used extensively in numerous
applications in order to achieve reliable data transfer,
including digital video, radio, mobile communication,
and satellite communication. Phase-shift keying (PSK)
is a digital modulation scheme that conveys data by
changing, or modulating, the phase of a reference signal
(the carrier wave). Any digital modulation scheme uses
a finite number of distinct signals to represent digital
data. PSK uses a finite number of phases, each assigned
a unique pattern of binary digits. Usually, each phase
encodes an equal number of bits. Each pattern of bits
forms the symbol that is represented by the particular
phase.

SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the M sources as {S1, S2«««6m},
which is transmit the message through K relays as {R1,
R2 «««  5k} to the one common destination D as
shown in figure 2.1. The relay follows the orthogonal
and non orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol.

Network coding is a technique where, instead of
simply relaying the packets of information they receive,
the nodes of a network will take several packets and
combine them together for transmission. This can be
used to attain the maximum possible information flow in
a network. Network coding is a field of information
theory and coding theory. In a Linear Network coding
problem, a group of nodes P are involved in moving the
data from S source nodes to K sink nodes. Each node
generates a new packet, which is a linear combination of
the earlier received packets on the link, by coefficients
in the finite field. Block codes that achieve equality in
Singleton bound are called MDS (maximum distance
separable) codes. In the case of binary alphabets, only
trivial MDS codes exist. Examples of non-trivial MDS
codes include Reed-Solomon codes and their extended
versions. A new set of e- error correcting Maximum
Separable codes of lengths (2m+1) over GF(2m) are
generated as binary codes of length m(2m+1) shortened
from certain cyclic codes of length (22m-1) with 2me

The network code can be designed as follow. The
MDS- FFNC code will be generated for  ܯ 2 sources
and  ܭ 2 relays, then the relay outputs as = ݆ܴܫ
σܯ
݅=1 ߛ݆ ,݅  ݅ܵܫ, ZKHUHȖj,i ± coding coefficient is designed in
such a way that the global encoding kernel (GEK) are
linearly independent. This is called as MDS FFNC.
The linear relation between the potential transmit
message of each node and the source message set is
given by
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parity bits. Encoding uses a binary division shift register
of size 2me and an auxillary computation involving 2me
binary additions. Decoding can be done by standard
Reed Solomon decoding techniques.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section deals about the simulation results of
each and every part of the paper.

All the M- Sources and K- relays transmit their
messages orthogonally and a total of M+K time slots are
used to finish the transmission. Each node transmits
with rate ܴ = ሺ ܯ+ ܭሻܴത bits per message so that the
average transmission rate of each source is ܴത BPCU. It
is called as the orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol.
In the non- orthogonal protocol, in each
transmission phase the related nodes transmit
concurrently.
In cluster MDS FFNC protocol, we divide the M
sources into m non- overlapping clusters and K relays
are divided into k non overlapping cluster. A total of m
+ k time slots are used to finish the transmission and we
assume each node to transmit with ܴ = (݉ + ݇)ܴത. If m
= M, and k = K, then it refer to as orthogonal MDS
FFNC protocol, and if m = k = 1, then it refer to as non
orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol.

Fig. 3.1 : Comparison of Diversity Multiplexing Trade
off in Multi user Wireless network using Orthogonal,
Non Orthogonal and Cluster MDS FFNC protocol

The destination consists of demodulator and Viterbi
decoder. The demodulation process can be divided into
three major subsections. First, since the incoming
waveform is suppressed carrier in nature, coherent
detection is required. Next, the raw data are obtained by
coherent multiplication, and used to derive clocksynchronization information. The raw data are then
passed through the channel filter, which shapes the pulse
train so as to minimize inter- symbol- interference
distortion effects. A hardware Viterbi decoder for basic
(not perforated) code usually consists of the following
major blocks namely, Branch metric unit (BMU), Path
metric unit (PMU), and Traceback unit (TBU). A soft
decision Viterbi decoder receives a bitstream containing
information about the reliability of each received
symbol. A path metric unit summarizes branch metrics
to get metrics for 2K í  paths, one of which can
eventually be chosen as optimal. Every clock it makes
2Kí 1 decisions, throwing off wittingly nonoptimal paths.

In diversity multiplexing trade off analysis, we trace
the graph between diversity order and multiplexing
order for the following two protocols namely
Orthogonal MDS FFNC, and Non orthogonal MDS
FFNC.
The maximum diversity gain is achieved when
multiplexing gain is equal to zero. The diversity gain
decreases when multiplexing gain increases. Compared
to orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol, diversity gain is less
in the non orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol. This is the
advantage of orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol.
Compared to non orthogonal MDS FFNC protocol,
more time slots are required for orthogonal MDS FFNC
protocol. This is the advantage of non orthogonal MDS
FFNC protocol.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Thus the diversity gain is increased compared to
binary network code when the multiplexing gain is
equal to zero. In this paper, it is clear that, the diversity
gain is reduced when multiplexing gain is increased.
The diversity gain is increased if the protocol changes
from non orthogonal to cluster when the multiplexing
gain is not equal to zero. Also, in this paper, it is
concluded that, the time slots is reduced when protocol
changes from orthogonal to cluster. In future, for further
improvement in diversity gain, Multi Carrier

Now, we summarize the system model as below.
More users will be communicates with the wireless
antenna. In the source, the message will be modulated
and encoded and send through the wireless antenna.
Then, the encoded and modulated form of message is
send to the more than one number of relay to reduce the
fading occur in the channel. Then, all the relay outputs
are send to the destination in which demodulate and
decode the message and reached to final destination
user.
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Modulation technique will employ in the multi user
wireless network to all the protocols mentioned above.
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Abstract - Information is growing at an exponential rate and in a variety of formats, especially the digital media. The present age is
FDOOHGDV³(UDRI,QIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\´,7UHSUHVHQWVDVLJQLILFDQWIDFWRULQWKHUDSLGO\ changing relationship between user and
information. It is well recognized that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has immense plausible potential for the
structural growth of a country. The new information and communication technologies of Internet and multimedia have
revolutionized the field of education. Higher education is approaching the point at which Science and Technology particularly
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), plays a vital role in nearly all phases of the educational process from primary to
higher tertiary institutions. The Information Technology and Internet has emerged as a major driving force of this dynamic
development of Information and Communication Technology (ICTs) which has impacted both positively and negatively in the
education sector. In the education sector, tertiary institutions use computers in their academic programs in order to produce good
quality of research output and learning.
This paper focuses on how ICT diffusion has impacted the higher educational sector both positively and negatively in the university
level. The research also exposes the effect of ICT diffusion on Postgraduate, M.Phil and Doctoral Students of higher tertiary
institutions. A combination of observation, interview and document materials for data gathering was employed as methodology for
carrying out this research. The result of the research suggests that ICT is becoming a driving force for educational reforms and that
ICTs have become an integrative part of national educational policies and plans.
Key words - ICT use, Higher Education Institutions, Students Performance, Teachers Perception.

I.

skills and attitudes learned through the education
experience. The relationship between the use of ICT and
student performance in higher education is not clear, and
there are no contradictory results in literature on this
theme. The aim of this paper is two-fold: first, we
summarize the main findings of this literature and
second, we give two complementary explanations on the
contradictory results. Our first explanation is that most
of the literature has focused on direct effects of ICT
while it is more appropriate to look at the indirect
impact through the traditional channels. Since student
SHUIRUPDQFH LV PDLQO\ H[SODLQHG E\ VWXGHQW¶V
characteristics, eduFDWLRQDO HQYLURQPHQW DQG WHDFKHUV¶
characteristics, ICT may have an impact on these
determinants and consequently the outcome of
education is poor. The differences observed in the
performances of students are thus more related to the
differentiated impact of ICT on the standard
determinants.

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades higher education
institutions have invested huge amount on Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT). It has had a
major impact in the university context, in organization
VWXGHQW¶V DFKLHYHPHQW DQG LQ WHDFKLQJ DQG OHDUQLQJ
methods. Here the main emphasis is on the student
performance and teacher perception on ICT in university
education. The puzzling question is the effective impact
of these technologies on student achievement and on the
returns of education. Many academic researchers have
tried to answer this question at the theoretical and
empirical levels. They have faced two major difficulties.
On one hand, student performance is hard to observe
and there is still confusion about its definition. On the
other hand, ICT is innovative and evolving technologies
and their effects are difficult to isolate from their
environment.
There is no standard definition for student
performance. But the standard approach focuses on
achievement and curricula, how students understand the
courses and obtain their marks or degrees. However,
more extensive definition deals with competencies,

The second explanatory hypothesis is that ICT
needs a shift in organization. While ICT equipment and
use rates are growing very fast in India, but the adoption
of complementary organizational designs is very slow
and differs from one institution to another. This may
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H[SODLQ WKH REVHUYHG GLIIHUHQFHV LQ VWXGHQWV¶
achievement.

IV. METHODOLOGY
In this study, we used a combination of observation,
interview and document materials (textbooks, articles,
and reports) for data gathering, which we believe are
valuable sources of data about educational research. The
study is empirical and explorative in nature and
therefore the information presented is based on both
primary and secondary data. Primary data has been
collected using structured questionnaire. We have used
stratified random sampling technique in terms of
respondents such as students, teachers, and other
professionals equally. The main aim of the study is to
collect opinion from the respondents to examine the ICT
usage and misuse in delivering the quality analysis of
higher education. Collected data were duly tabulated
and analyzed using spread sheet analysis.

II. HOW ICT CAN IMPROVE QUALITY
EDUCATION
Improving the quality of education and training is a
critical issue, particularly at a time of educational
expansion. ICTs can enhance the quality of education in
several ways: by increasing learner motivation and
engagement, by facilitating the acquisition of basic
skills, and by enhancing teacher training (Wadi &Sonia,
2002). ICTs are also transformational tools and which,
when used appropriately, can promote the shift to a
learner-FHQWHUHG HQYLURQPHQW +HUH WKH WHDFKHUV¶
perception on ICT usage is contradictory and it is
GLIILFXOWWRFDWFKLIDVWXGHQW¶VZULWLQJLVKLVRZQRULWLV
someone else work (Plagiarism). The ICT usage has two
contradictory impacts, one is positive and second is
negative which is cut copy and paste approach.

Secondary information has been collected from
various documents such as books, articles, newsletter,
reports, magazines, daily newspaper, WWW, as well as
from existing literature to understand the uses of ICTs
for offering various levels of higher education such as
Open and Distance and tertiary level in the state of
Andhra Pradesh and in India.

While, increased reliance upon ICT in Higher
Education assumes that students are ICT literate, it also
assumes that all learners have similar levels of ICT
literacy. Despite the increased use of ICT in education
and for entertainment purposes, many university
students still lack the ICT literacy needed for the
completion of university assignments. The use of ICT in
education lends itself to more student-centered learning
settings. With the world moving rapidly into digital
media and information, the role of ICT in education is
becoming more and more important. But in recent times,
factors have emerged which have strengthened and
encouraged moves to adopt ICTs into classrooms and
learning settings. These have included growing need to
explore efficiencies in terms of program delivery, the
opportunities for flexible delivery provided by ICTs, the
capacity of technology to provide support for
customized educational programs to meet the needs of
individual learners and the growing use of the Internet
and WWW as tools for information access and
communication. This paper seeks to explore the likely
changes in education as ICT acts as a powerful agent to
change many of the educational practices to which we
have become accustomed.

V. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
ICTs are used as productive tools or enrichment
resources; this generally means that they support the
traditional teacher-led mode of instruction in subject
areas such as social sciences, language and math etc.
The ICTs refer to non-traditional emerging uses where
exposure to and deployment of ICTs fundamentally
change the way education is conceived and delivered to
students. ICTs are enabled tooptimize student-centered
pedagogical methods. They are used to develop broad,
generic skills such as problem solving, independent
thinking, and collaborative learning and communication.
They lead to more individualized instruction, less
didactic delivery, and an emphasis on problem-solving
and cooperative learning situations. Teachers assume the
role of facilitators and skills-developers and they can
help the students achieve a greater understanding of
information by making use of new technologies.
According to Victoria L.Tinio (2003) when ICT is
used appropriately, it serves to expand access to
education, strengthen the relevance of education to the
increasingly digital workplace, and raise educational
quality and become savvy to it. Among others, ICT
helping make teaching and learning into an engaging,
and active process of connected to the real life.

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
¾

To Know the impact of ICT in Higher Education
Especially in Research

¾

7R 6WXG\ WKH LQIOXHQFH RI ,&7 RQ VWXGHQW¶V
performance in academic work

¾

To Prove the ICT has both positive and negative
effects in higher education

¾

To explore the opinion of academicians and
students on ICT based higher education

Alam (2009) in his paper identified some problems
related to ICT-based education: technology and moral
issues, affordability, technological imperialism,
socialization and humanization of technology,
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appropriateness and acceptability. He stressed that
opportunities offered by ICT-based education may not
be beneficial to all learners in countries with different
socio-economic, political and cultural environments.
The availability of knowledge through technology may
cause serious maladjustments to students and mentioned
that each technology has its own strengths and
limitations.

Table 1 : Response to Access to Higher Education
through ICT
Can ICTs help expand access to
Education?
Respondents

Duffy and Cunningham (1996) in his article
emphasized on the contemporary learning theory, which
is based on the notion that learning should be an active
process of constructing knowledge rather than acquiring
knowledge and that instruction is the process by which
this knowledge construction is supported rather than a
process of knowledge transmission.

YES (%)

NO %)

Indifferent
(%)

Students

69

21

10

Teachers

63

24

13

Research
Scholars

59

23

18

From the above table the students are more
interested to accept the new technology of ICTs and
ready to access in education in order to expand the
higher education opportunities. Majority of student
community with 69% are accepting the fact that ICTs
can lead to more accessible methods to expand the
present education curricula and replace the traditional
teaching techniques. Around 21% are responded it may
create problems like copying of work and it can promote
the laziness and postponement problems. The remaining
10% has given different opinions and suggested that
they cannot predict the ICTs are longer version standard
instruments in either imparting the skills or education
and the cost of ICT and power supply issues should be
considered.

Oliver (2002) writes that in the past educational
institutions have provided little choice for students of
the method and manner in which programs have been
delivered. Sometimes students have typically been
forced to accept what has been delivered and institutions
have tended to be quite traditional in terms of delivery
of their programs. The use of ICTs provides several
options and many institutions are creating competitive
edges for themselves through the choices of what they
are offering to students. But the students must choose
from how to learn and what to learn.
Hoque   LQ KLV DUWLFOH µ7KH 5ROH RI ,QIRUPDWLRQ
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in delivering
Higher Education ± $FDVH RI %DQJODGHVK¶HPSKDVL]HG
on the impact of ICT in delivering the higher education
in Bangladesh. He compared the advancement of ICT
services from developed nations with Bangladesh. This
study reveals the fact that ICT-based higher education is
popular to those who want flexibility in the learning
process so that they can do both study and work
together. ICTs are potentially powerful tool for
extending and exploring educational opportunities, both
formal and non-formal, majority students agree that
ICTs can help access to help in higher education.

Among teachers, 63% opined that the ICT is useful
in higher education for promoting internet skills and
advancement in new knowledge as well as in
technology. It may not affect the student career unless
the student has his honesty and commitment in his work.
About 24% of the teachers responded that it is difficult
to catch the students who are copying and doing
malpractices in the academic work. It is based on
plagiarism problem and also they suggested it is more
useful in open and distance education compared to
regular higher education practice.

Kamal & Banu   LQ WKHLU DUWLFOH µ,&7 LQ KLJKHU
education- $6WXG\¶DUWLFXODWHVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRI,&7LQ
higher education and large scale changes in the way
education is planned and delivered as a consequence of
the opportunities and affordances of ICT. The findings
of the study emphasize the likely changes in education
as ICT acts as a powerful agent to change many of the
educational practices to which we have become
accustomed.

The other professionals of 59% have supported ICT
technology and its access in the delivery of higher
education, without technical support higher education
and research may take longer time to complete and
research output might not produce accurate results. The
remaining 23% professionals have had their opinion that
learning skills may reduce and increase individualist
approach in the research specification, which finally it
leads to create machine- human relation instead of
humanitarian relation.
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techniques can contribute in ensuring quality higher
education.
Table 2 : Adequacy of Experts

Respondents

Students

VI. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
The Impacts of ICT diffusion in Higher Education
are summarized as follows

Do you think that there are
adequate experts for implementing
ICT-based higher education?
Indifferent
YES (%)
NO (%)
(%)
48
40
12

Teachers

42

45

15

Research
Scholars

43

47

10

a)

Teachers and learners no longer have to rely solely
on printed books and there materials in physical media
housed in libraries for their educational needs. With the
internet and the World Wide Web, a wealth of learning
materials in almost every discipline and a variety of
media can now be accessed from anywhere at any time
of the day and by an unlimited number of people. This is
particularly significant for many higher education
institutions in developing countries. ICTs also facilitate
access to resource persons, mentors, experts,
researchers, professionals, and peers all over the world.
With ICT, lectures are able to break away from
professional isolation and students can easily connect
with lecturers from readily available materials, learners
are dependent on lectures and libraries for information.
So learners can focus on analyzing information and
sharpening their critical thinking skills. This is the
current trend in the higher education institutions which
we visited for this study. Though teachers have opinion
that ICT is friendly with less burden in teaching they are
ZRUULHGDERXWWKHUHDOVNLOOVRIOHDUQHU¶VNQRZOHGJHDQG
understanding level of specific subject discipline.

The above table enumerates the opinion on
adequacy of experts in implementing the ICT-based
Higher Education. The 48% majority opined that there is
adequacy of experts of ICT in the delivery of higher
education and 40% students have opined that there is a
scarcity of experts in teaching the ICT techniques in
higher education. The teachers reacted regarding the
adequacy of experts as more than half opinioned hat
there is lack of implementation of ICT based education
and equally opinioned that there are experts to teach and
implement ICT-based higher education.
Table 3 : Quality of ICT-based Higher Education

Respondents

Do you think that quality of higher
education can be ensured as like
face to face conventional education
system?
Indifferent
YES (%)
NO (%)
(%)

Students

52

38

10

Teachers

40

48

12

Research
Scholars

45

46

9

Access to remote learning resources:

b) ICT have broken the barrier of distance in
knowledge acquisition:
With the advent of ICT and its subsequent diffusion
in higher education institutions have interactive
electronic communication between two or more people
from different geographical location which is now used
in teaching and exchange of ideas. ICTs for teaching
and learning undergo at least three phases: a substitute
phase where traditional teaching occurs with the use of
new technologies; a transition phase where new teaching
and learning practices begin to appear as establishing
practices start to be questioned; and a transformation
phase is the new technologies that enable new practices.
The higher education institutions are now undergoing
the transformative phase of this digital drive.

Majority of students consisting of 52% opined that
the quality of higher education can be ensured through
traditional teaching techniques and 38% of students
have the opinion that modern technologies should be
adopted and implemented according to time and space
in the advancement of ICT era. 40% of the Teachers
have opined that it can be ensured as equal to face to
face convention and 48% have different opinion that it is
not possible to convince the students through technology
based compared to direct interaction. One can observe
the difficulties where the students have problems
regarding subject as well as understanding levels. Other
professionals have opinioned equally that both the

VII. CONCLUSION
Changes in the curriculum do support fundamental
economic and social transformation in education as well
as in society. Such transformations require new kinds of
skills, capabilities and attitudes, which can be developed
by integration and they depend on many factors.
National policies as well as school policies and actions
taken have a deep impact on the same. Similarly, there
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needs to be an ICT plan, support and training to all the
stakeholders involved in the integration. There needs to
be shared vision among the various stakeholders and a
collaborative approach should be adopted. Care should
be taken to influence the attitudes and beliefs of all the
stakeholders.
ICT can affect the delivery of education and enable
wider access to the same. In addition, it will increase
flexibility so that learners can access education
regardless of time and geographical barriers. It can
influence the way students are taught and how they
learn. It would enable only development of collaborative
skills as well as knowledge creation skills. This in turn
would prepare the learners for lifelong learning as well
as to join the industry. It can improve the quality of
learning and thus contribute to the national economy.
Similarly wider availability of best practices and
best course material in education, which can be shared
by means of ICT, can foster better teaching. However
there exist some risks and drawbacks with introducing
ICT in education which have to be mitigated.
Successful implementation of ICT leads to change is
more about influencing and empowering teachers and
supporting them in their engagement with students in
learning rather than acquiring computer skills and
obtaining software and equipment. Also proper controls
and licensing should be ensured so that accountability,
quality assurance, accreditation are taken care of.
Finally, there is an increasing prominence for ICT
inclined institutions and ICT diffusion has led to the
efficient institution of Distance learning than regular
learning.
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